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Sound in the Construction of Race: From Blackface to Blacksound 
 
Matthew D. Morrison 
 
This dissertation examines sound, and its embodied articulation through music and 
movement, as I consider pivotal ways in which race has been constructed through the 
history of blackface minstrelsy in the United States. I contend that the racialized sounds 
developed out of early blackface performance have both persisted and shifted throughout 
the history of American popular music, even after the disappearance of the blackface 
mask. I have neologized the concept of Blacksound to denote the racially coded sonic 
scripts that have developed out of the history of blackface performance. Blacksound 
refers to the histories and movements of the African American bodies, both real and 
imagined, on which its performance is based. The concept also suggests the scripting, 
manipulation, and absorption of these sonic performances by both black and non-black 
bodies as vehicles for imagining and self-expression, understood in relation to how ideals 
of citizenship vis-à-vis whiteness developed along the emerging color line throughout the 
long nineteenth century. Because Blacksound emerges out of the contexts of chattel 
slavery and minstrelsy, its commodified nature is always central to understanding how it 
sonically functions within the construction of identity in U.S. history. I examine how the 
masked receding of the sonic and corporeal tropes of blackface into Blacksound became 
the basis of contemporary popular sound and central to constructions of civic and racial 
identity in the United States. This approach is primarily developed through a comparative 
analysis of sheet music, imagery, and primary and secondary accounts of blackface 
performance rituals throughout the long nineteenth century.	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Introduction 
 
The history of popular sound in the United States illuminates how music, movement, 
and performance are key to a contemporary understanding of how individual and 
group identity has been composed throughout the nation’s history. Unpacking this 
sonic history reveals how identity is connected to how race is heard, both historically 
and at present. A consideration of the performance of vernacular sounds in the 
Colonial era, and their subsequent development in the first national form of North 
American popular music—Blackface Minstrelsy—will expand an understanding of 
how identity has been historically constructed along racial and ethnic lines in the 
United States.  
This dissertation examines sound, and its embodied articulation through music 
and dance, as I consider pivotal ways in which race has been constructed through the 
history of popular music in the United States. This history begins with the first form 
of popular entertainment to originate in the new nation—blackface minstrelsy. There 
exists a significant body of both historical and contemporary literature on blackface 
minstrelsy’s large-scale impact throughout society. From a diversity of accounts of 
blackface performances during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, to critical 
histories of its form and performers throughout the twentieth century, to 
contemporary cultural studies on its societal significance, the centrality of blackface 
minstrelsy within the development of American music, culture, and identity has been 
resoundingly agreed upon. Within this dissertation, I contend that the sounds 
developed out of early blackface performance continued to shift throughout its 
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history, even after the disappearance of the blackface mask. These shifts in America’s 
popular soundscape articulate new ways to consider how popular music embodies 
sonic and corporeal scripts of race and identity. I discuss the history of these scripts 
through the concept of Blacksound. Through Blacksound, I argue that the sonic and 
corporeal remnants of blackface minstrelsy’s history continue to shape personal and 
collective identities in the United States. 
I have neologized the concept of Blacksound to denote the racially coded 
sonic scripts that have developed out of the history of blackface performance. 
Ontologically, or at the basis of how this term means, Blacksound refers to the 
histories and movements of the African American bodies, both real and imagined, on 
which its performance is based. The concept also suggests the scripting, 
manipulation, and absorption of these sonic performances by both black and non-
black bodies as vehicles for imagining and self-expression. These performances are 
understood in relation to how ideals of citizenship vis-à-vis whiteness developed 
along the emerging color line throughout the long nineteenth century. Because 
Blacksound emerges out of the contexts of chattel slavery and minstrelsy, its 
commodified nature is always central to understanding how it sonically functions 
within the construction of identity in U.S. history. 
I examine how the masked receding of the sonic and corporeal tropes of 
blackface into Blacksound became the basis of contemporary popular sound and 
central to constructions of civic and racial identity in the United States. In applying 
Blacksound as an analytical tool, a sonic and corporeal reconstruction of its 
genealogy requires an analytical imagination. This approach is primarily developed 
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through a comparative analysis of sheet music, imagery, and primary and secondary 
accounts of blackface performance rituals throughout the long nineteenth century. 
These and other related resources will be considered as I discuss how the first 
appearances of the blackface mask instigated newly improvised performances of self 
and other vis-à-vis conceptions of race in the commercially ritualized space of 
American popular theater.1 It is significant that throughout the nineteenth century, 
white ethnicities (often recently immigrated and of lower and working classes) 
improvised new ideals of self as citizen in America through popular music—in 
blackface. Beginning primarily with Anglo-Celtic Americans in the early nineteenth 
century and culminating with Jewish Americans at the turn of the twentieth, I argue 
that ethnic whites performed whiteness by distinguishing themselves as “just white” 
(not black) through the paradoxical blackface mask. Consequently, African 
Americans continued to be culturally constructed outside of the “model” for 
citizenship through the racialized and stereotyped scripts of sound and movement 
attached to “blackness” via blackface performance. This dissertation argues how 
these and other sonically racialized scripts continued to inform both shifting and 
stable categories of race throughout the long nineteenth century via Blacksound. 
 




	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 This mode of conceiving the “ethics of improvisation” in articulating new ideals of whiteness through 
blackface performance is influenced by George E. Lewis’s formulation of “Improvisation as a way of 
Life.” See “Improvisation as a Way of Life: Reflections on Human Interaction,” University Lecture, 
Columbia University, (accessed October 2013; delivered March 2011),  
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cswYCMQnl4>.  
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Sound Barriers in (Re)Constructing American Popular Music and Race 
 
 
In a polemical discussion that challenges the persistence of the notion of “African 
retentions” in “black music,” musicologist Ronald Radano carefully traces 
contemporary discursive practices that consider its social significance and 
multilayered development. Radano seeks to debunk what he refers to as “Afrocentric” 
literature, primarily musicological, that renders black music as a monolithic object, as 
he makes a strong case for the “interracial” and diverse development of both 
blackness and black music in America.2  Radano notes that  
 
When we hear the body of black music “speak” we begin to recognize the 
instabilities of race and nation that have given rise to the tragic formations of 
racial difference. When we hear the body of black music “speak” we begin to 
identify an ideal conception of America within the stable ideological construct 
of white assimilation that is fundamentally, at its very core, simultaneously 
black and white. This kind of subversive listening develops neither from a 
purely sonic experience nor from the selective visions that so often inform 
interpretations of the American social past. It locates black music’s power not 
in race per se but in the wild fluctuations from sameness to difference that 
racial ideologies have constructed. From this mode of hearing, we identify, 
finally, the origins of a kind of musical-textual double speak that claims for 
music the unities and incommensurabilities of blackness and whiteness, at 
once.3 
 
While the “unities and incommensurabilities of blackness and whiteness” might be 
located in both black music and American popular music in general, this study is less 
concerned with the continuities of specific expressive practices in what might be 
considered black (or “white”) music, and more concerned with how popular sound is 
objectified and commodified through the structural subjugation of blackness and 
construction of whiteness throughout nineteenth century America. By focusing on the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Ronald Radano, Lying up a Nation: Race and Black Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).  
3 Ibid., 20. 
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vocal and linguistic aspects of black music within contemporary discourses, Radano 
is able to construct a frame that foregrounds the instability and interracial nature of 
blackness, whiteness, and black music. What might be lost in this interpretation, 
however, is the innate inequality that buttresses “interracial exchange” between 
blacks and whites at the advent of American popular music during the antebellum era. 
Before “black music” emerged as a distinct category in contemporary discourses, the 
sonic barriers that both complemented and subverted the physical barriers of enslaved 
African Americans allowed black expressive culture to be a site of negotiation of 
multiple performance styles and identities in the United States. Out of this context, 
Blacksound might reveal the exchanges that occurred between African and Anglo-
Celtic Americans during the colonial and antebellum eras, but it also specifically 
highlights the unequal conditions out of which these exchanges were perpetuated 
throughout the nineteenth century and beyond. Within this musicological project, I 
am specifically concerned with calling attention to the ways in which blackness 
becomes stereotyped through popular sonic performances in blackface, as well as the 
paradox embedded in how Blacksound’s proliferation through popular music beyond 
blackface both erases and renders hypervisible and hypersonic specific aspects of 
black expressive culture in ways that inform how both blackness and whiteness—and 
finally, how what might be considered “black music” or “white music” have been 
constructed within America’s racial caste system.  
 Sound artist and literary scholar Mendi Obadike makes a critical observation 
that informs how we might understand the ways categories such as “black music,” 
“white music,” “jazz,” “rock,” etc., have been preceded by the salient sonic aspects of 
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popular music that began in blackface and continued after the burnt cork mask 
disappeared: “If we erase sound as a signal for minstrel performance we may lose 
track of both the discourse around the sounds of blackface minstrelsy that were in 
circulation from the beginning and the ways in which the legacy of blackface 
minstrelsy is today carried out through sound.”4 Obadike calls attention to Ralph 
Ellison’s discussion of the important role that sound, in blackface performance, takes 
in the construction of stereotypes, as she goes on to note: “To write of the sonic 
construction of this kind of stereotype is to emphasize the way that sounds work in 
concert with images and other materials to fix the object (in this case, “the Negro”) in 
a dehumanizing position for the purpose of representing an idea.”5 Like Obadike, this 
musicological project is concerned specifically with deconstructing the sounds of 
blackface and subsequent genres of American popular music, while also considering 
how these sounds work in tandem and in contrast to visual and other sensory modes 
of understanding and constructing identity.6  
 The sonic legacy of blackface minstrelsy is traced throughout this dissertation 
as I theorize that legacy through the development of Blacksound. Moving away from 
genres or racialized categories of music and focusing on the myriad ways in which 
identity becomes constructed through the sound and performance in popular music 
might amplify the way in which sound resonates within the body and resounds 
outward to larger cultural phenomenon within society. Sound scholar Jonathan Sterne 
notes that “the history of sound provides some of the best evidence for a dynamic 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Mendi Obadike, Low Fidelity: Stereotyped Blackness in the Field of Sound, Ph.D. Dissertation (Durham: 
Duke University, 2005), 71. 
5 Ibid., 122-3.  
6 Ibid., 123. 
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history of the body because it traverses the nature/culture divide: it demonstrates that 
the transformation of people’s physical attributes is part of cultural history.”7 
Although Sterne’s focus is on the development of the phonograph in relation to 
shifting cultural and physiological interpretations of the body and ear, this quote 
informs how the sonic legacies of blackface through Blacksound continue to impact 
how we both see and hear self in relation to others, as well as complicating the ways 
in which race is understood through shifting visual classifications of identity 
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As terms such as “mulatto,” 
“octoroon”, “quadroon,” etc., developed in discourses of race throughout the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and eventually dissolved into simplified 
categories of “black” and “white,” the sounds produced from visually racialized 
bodies in relation to the sounds constructed through popular music—in and out of 
blackface—continue to resonate within its layered and unequal integration into 
Blacksound.  
 As I discuss in the final chapter, “From Blackface to Blacksound,” by the time 
that racialized genres of popular music, such as “hillbilly” and “race records” (blues), 
were targeted to white and black audiences during the Jim Crow era, Blacksound had 
already permeated the bodies, identities, and imaginations of the American populace 
through the proliferation of blackface minstrelsy and the subsequent emergence of 
ragtime and Tin Pan Alley at the turn of the century. In Segregating Sound, Karl 
Miller discusses contemporary negotiations of race and identity in popular 
performance, pointing out how a rock icon like Mick Jagger might illustrate “the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Production (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2003), 12.  
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extent to which imitating black performance remained a constituent component of 
white identity. He is noteworthy and appeared transgressive because he repeats the 
survival of the performative authenticity born from minstrelsy in the age of the 
folkoric paradigm.”8 Miller seeks to challenge the folkloric paradigm that is “rooted 
[in] cultural and racial difference in the deep historical past, [and] challenged the 
primary minstrel assertion that blackface performers sang black music.”9 My project 
similarly seeks to debunk “authentic” traits of blackness and whiteness that emerge 
from blackface performance, while calling attention to the continual ways in which 
identity is negotiated in relation to how blackness is heard, seen, imagined, and 
constructed out of this history. Specifically, I am interested in uncovering how these 
racialized performances of Blacksound underscore the power embedded into 
possessing and being possessed by an “other,” in this case both real and imagined 
conceptions of blackness and black performance, while scripting and reinforcing 
stereotypes upon the actual bodies of African Americans throughout society from the 
advent of blackface in the early nineteenth century to the mass production and 
consumption of American popular music at the turn of the twentieth century. 
 
Ritualizing Blacksound in Early Blackface Performance 
 
Primitive elements were roughly patterned in minstrelsy. Its songs, its dances, 
its patter, were soon set within a ritual which grew more and more fixed, like 
some rude ceremonial. Endmen and interlocutors spun out their talk with an 
air of improvisation, but this free talk and song occupied an inalienable place 
in the procedure. In the dancing a strong individualism appeared…but these 
excursions were caught within the broad effect. Beneath them all ran the deep 
insurgence of Negro choruses that flowed into minstrelsy for many years, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Karl Hagstrom Miller, Segregating Sound: Inventing Folk and Pop in the Age of Jim Crow (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2010), 11. 
9 Ibid., 10. 
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even after its ritual grew stereotyped and other elements were added; and the 
choral dancing of the walkaround made a resonant primitive 
groundwork…Within this ritualistic design certain Negro characters were 
permanently limned…10 
— Constance Rourke 
As Constance Rourke has made us aware, the action of the early minstrel 
show—with its Negro-derived choreography, its ringing of banjos and rattling 
of bones, its voices cackling jokes in pseudo-Negro dialect, with its nonsense 
songs, its bright costumes and sweating performers—constituted a ritual of 
exorcism…the fact of Negro slavery went to the moral heart of the American 
social drama, and here the Negro was too real for easy fantasy, too serious to 
be dealt with in anything less than a national art. The mask was an inseparable 
part of the national iconography.11  
— Ralph Ellison 
 
The words that I have italicized throughout these quoted passages emphasize the 
ritual nature of blackface performance in the history of the United States. Although 
written in 1931 and 1958 by Constance Rourke and Ralph Ellison, respectively, 
these observations point to the ceremonial, exorcising, possessive, and overall 
spiritual-like qualities at the heart of blackface performance. In repeatedly 
participating in blackface minstrelsy from the late eighteenth until the mid-twentieth 
century, both performers and audiences partook in a ritual that involved possession 
and (self) expression through the embodiment of imagined conceptions of racialized 
sound and movements, both on and off the minstrel stage. A deconstruction of 
blackface performance’s ritualistic nature provides a critical lens through which to 
view the psychological, sonic, and corporeal components that demonstrate the 
persistence of blackface tropes in shaping both individual and collective identities. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Constance Rourke, “The Long –Tail’d Blue,” in American Humor: A Study of the National Character 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1931), 70-90. Emphasis added. 
11 Ralph Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” Parisian Review (Spring 1958): 100-12. Emphasis 
added. 
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Such a reading extends Eric Lott’s influential argument in Love and Theft, 
concerning whether blackface performance showed a “love” for African American 
culture or a strategic “theft” and stereotyping of  “authentically” African cultural 
practices by (ethnic) white performers, in the consideration of racial formations.12 
  Vernacular cultural and religious practices of Africans in America, the 
spectacular performances that took place on the auction block, and the minstrel stage 
itself all converge in the ritual of blackface performance.13 A historical consideration 
of this ritual that simply begins with the minstrel stage, or with the most quoted 
(alleged) account of Thomas Dartmouth (T. D.) Rice (1808-1860) “jumping Jim 
Crow,” disables an ability to illuminate the nuanced ways in which blackface 
performance was first negotiated through segregated, hybrid, and already spectacular 
performances that occurred during slavery. More specifically, to begin a cultural 
study of blackface performance by assuming the automatic theft of “authentic” 
scripts of blackness, or the appreciation of these presumably “authentic” scripts by 
non-blacks, precludes a consideration of how those very debated scripts were 
sonically, corporeally, and civically racialized through ritualized blackface 
performance in the first place.  
 Lott’s seminal work on early blackface has had an enduring impact upon the 
critical discourse of blackface performance since its 1993 publication. He begins to 
theorize his “love vs. theft” paradigm with an unreliable account of T. D. Rice’s 
widely influential performance of “Jim Crow.” Allegedly, Rice based this blackfaced 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1993). 
13 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-making in Nineteenth-Century America (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1997). 
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character upon the “authentically” black body of Cuff, the dockhand who is said to 
have provided both clothing and theatrical material for Rice’s first sensational 
blackface performance “around 1830.”14 A central point Lott makes is that the 
mostly Irish-American, working-class audience of Rice’s initial “Jim Crow” 
performance developed an immediate fascination, or “love,” for Cuff’s black body, 
as he entered the stage and appeared (uncannily) next to his blackface imitator, 
begging: “Massa Rice, Massa Rice, gi’me nigga’s hat, –nigga’s coat, –nigga’s shoes, 
–gi’me nigga’s t’ings! Massa Griffif wants ‘im,–STEAMBOATS’S A COMIN!!’.” 15  
 Moving beyond the paradigm of “love and theft,” Saidiya Hartman introduces 
the theatricality of minstrelsy through the dyad of “terror and enjoyment” in Scenes 
of Subjection, as she intones:  
 
While the dynamics of ‘romance and repulsion,’ to borrow Eric Lott’s terms, 
enabled acts of transgression licensed by the blackface mask, blackness was 
also policed through derision, ridicule, and violence; thus, in the end, the 
white flights of imagination and transgressive exploits facilitated by donning 
blackface ultimately restored the racial terms of social order.16 
 
By rooting the enjoyment of blackface performance in a social order that defines the 
enslaved as property—particularly in the ritualistic, theatrical performances staged 
on the auction block—Hartman obliges a reconsideration of how the sound of blacks 
in America, in its ontologically commodified status, is also subjected through the 
terror and enjoyment of ritualized blackface performance.17  Such a consideration is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Lott, 18. 
15 Lott, 19. 
16 Hartman, 29. 
17 Hartman, 21. 
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critical to how I will discuss the development and transmission of Blacksound in 
blackface minstrelsy throughout the long nineteenth century. 
A primary thread that runs throughout this dissertation is a consideration of 
the ways in which civic identity within the U.S. became constructed along sonically 
racialized lines through blackface minstrelsy and the development of Blacksound. 
This thread is followed through a theoretical consideration of the psychology of 
music through its performance and sound, pointing toward the ways in which 
blackface, in its antebellum origins, enabled the commodification and un/intentional 
racialization of sound. In doing so, I will provide an analysis of significant blackface 
performance and performers, publication(s), and their mass dissemination throughout 
the long nineteenth century.  
In “Racing Sound in Antebellum America” (Chapter 1), I consider how the 
sounds and rituals of early blackface performance emerged alongside the developing 
color line throughout the nineteenth century. Through two of early blackface’s most 
popular tunes—“Jim Crow” and “Zip Coon”—I deconstruct the hybridity of ethnic 
sounds that are embedded in the development of American popular music within the 
confines of early antebellum (through the 1830s) blackface performance. Chapter 2, 
“‘Jigging’ and ‘Ragging’ in Late-Antebellum Minstrelsy,” considers the cross-ethnic 
performance practices that developed within late antebellum (1840s-late 1850s) 
blackface minstrelsy. In particular, I analyze how the popularity of this African 
American entertainer, and his incorporation of African-American folk practices 
within Anglo-Celtic folk traditions, heavily influenced the improvisational aesthetics 
of blackface performance to follow. At a time when primarily Anglo-Celtic 
`	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Americans dominated early blackface performance, this chapter discusses the direct 
and lasting impact Lane’s performance had upon the corporeal and sonic scripts of 
blackface minstrelsy, and popular American dance in general. Also within this 
chapter, I explore another significant early African-American influence upon 
blackface performance—the banjo—and how its musical qualities and performance 
practices impacted the ethnically hybrid development of blackface minstrelsy and 
popular American sound. 
Chapter 3, “Sentimentality and Sincerity,” begins by considering the 
biography and work of Stephen Foster, dubbed the “father of American popular 
song,” and how he helped shape the development of Blacksound approaching the 
Civil War (1850s-60s), at the height of blackface minstrelsy. In this chapter, I discuss 
the shift of Blacksound’s profile during the 1860s and 70s in the wake of 
Emancipation. I consider how, as music became one of the primary professions for 
(recently emancipated) African Americans, their distinct performance practices 
became popularized through blackface. This consideration illuminates the paradoxical 
way in which popular American sound continued to be influenced by African 
American performance practices, while their development in blackface continued to 
impact how racial identity was heard throughout the nation.  
The final chapter (Chapter 4), “From Blackface to Blacksound,” starts in the 
1890s with the development of new copyright laws, the spread of ragtime 
performance, and the construction of the American popular music industry. Through 
the publishing house of Witmark & Sons—one of the first popular-music publishing 
houses in the U.S., one that also helped to found “Tin Pan Alley”—I demonstrate 
`	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how the blurring of blackface, ragtime, and variety entertainment within ragtime 
publication and performance allowed the emerging popular entertainment industry to 
both capitalize on and have an impact upon identity formation and mass consumption 
at the turn of the twentieth century. This chapter concludes by considering how the 
performance practices of African Americans continued to be used beyond the 
blackface mask via Blacksound, as vernacular sounds of black Americans became 
commodified and disseminated through ragtime publications. Within this chapter, I 
show how the aesthetics of African-American performance practice remained a 
central source of inspiration for the improvisation of popular sound and identity 
throughout the United States, even as their own identities continued to be restricted 
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Chapter 1 
Racing Sound in Antebellum America 
 
Masking in the Ritual of Blackface 
A mask is some alteration of the face—a change of appearance for purpose of 
protection, make-believe, social acceptance, disguise, amusement, or religious 
devotion. A mask is the spirit realized—inner urges given shape and form and 
displayed upon the face.1 
 
The burnt cork mask is critical to examining the ritualistic nature of early blackface 
minstrelsy. This mask was the most immediate and striking visual cue through which 
both performers and audiences were encouraged to obscure the line between reality 
and fantasy. The initial primacy of the mask in blackface performance is encouraged 
by the centrality of the face in human identity and interaction. Musicologist W. 
Anthony Sheppard, in his examination of masked performances in modernist 
musical theater, notes that to analyze the function of the mask in theater, one must 
“first accept the premise that the human face is the center of personal identity and 
expression. Four of the five senses are centered on the face and much of both verbal 
and visual communication emanates from this region of the body.”2 The singing 
voice, which emanates from the face, is a form of masking, even less “natural” than 
the human speaking voice, which itself is a construction of the “self.” To this end, 
Sheppard states: “The sound quality of an individual’s voice is perhaps the ultimate 
marker of a person’s identity. Singing itself can be understood as a form of vocal 
masking, since the singing voice often differs from an individual’s speaking voice.”3 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Jamie Shalleck, Masks (New York: Subsistence Press, 1973), ix-x.  
2 W. Anthony Sheppard, Revealing Masks: Exotic Influences and Ritualized Performance in Modernist 
Musical Theater (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 27. 
3 Ibid., 33. 
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In creating one’s own identity, while performing that of an imagined “other,” the 
blackfaced ethnic-white performer is, as Sheppard states in his discussion of masked 
performances, “liberated to explore the heightened expressivity of the rest of the 
body and the voice.”4 This liberation, or freedom to express one’s own identity 
through the ruse of blackness in blackface, is central to how Blacksound was 
constructed, as well as to its persistent influence upon identity formation after 
blackface began to recede, its forms gradually becoming subsumed into other more 
popular forms of music developed in the United States throughout the nineteenth 
century.  
The history of masking, and the significance of transforming one’s identity by 
covering one’s face, is often considered to be a critical aspect of ritual 
performance—both theatrical and quotidian. In an anthropological study on drama, 
Masks, Transformation, and Paradox, A. David Napier discusses both the ritualistic 
and ceremonial nature of masking in ancient religious practices throughout the 
world, as well as in the origins of Greek drama.5 Napier addresses the “role of 
masked performances where ritual and entertainment are—as they are in so many 
cultures—indivisible.” His discussion of the paradoxical nature of masked 
performance, and its direct attachment to transformation (spiritual and/or theatrical), 
is central to a conception of how self and group identity, ritual, and performance 
were mobilized through blackface in America’s early history.6  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Ibid., 25. 
5 A. David Napier, Masks, Transformation, and Paradox (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 
xxiii.  
6 Napier states: “The special efficacy of masks in transformation results, perhaps, not only from their ability 
to address the ambiguities of point of view, but also from their capacity to elaborate what is paradoxical 
about appearances and perceptions in the context of a changing view point.” Ibid. 
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Psychologist Patricia A. Keats further notes that masks are both “contextually 
and culturally dependent,” and were a “means to process a variety of spiritual, 
emotional, and social events that happened within a community.”7 In the ritualized 
performances of early blackface minstrelsy, the burnt cork mask allowed ethnic 
white performers and observers to negotiate self and other among one another.  
Keats goes on to note, “the self is appraised and refined in the reflection of others. In 
this way, the self is constructed and reconstructed or transformed through 
emotionally experienced processes in relationship.”8 Irish-American performers 
negotiated the “self,” in the case of early blackface, while the “other” was the 
African American being parodied within the conditions of chattel slavery.  
Moving beyond analyses that anachronistically read blackface performances 
through the lenses of authentic and inauthentic mimicries of blackness, these 
discussions of masking enable a critical consideration of how the ritual of blackface 
was mobilized by the sounds and movements created through the psychological 
process of performing and negotiating “self” in relation to “other.” Embedded into 
the (blackface) mask is the paradox of negotiating what is real vs. what is 
constructed, and it is significant that its ritual performance developed as early 
constructions of racial categories were mobilized during the antebellum era. Through 
antebellum blackface, white ethnicities, particularly of Irish descent, helped to 
popularize early stereotyped “scripts” of black movement and sound. By using script 
as a way to understand the impact of minstrelsy on racial identity, I am referring to 
the specific sonic and corporeal markers of identity that came to be performed, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Patricia A. Keats, “Constructing Masks of the Self in Therapy,” Constructivism in the Human Sciences 8 
no. 1 (2003): 108. 
8 Ibid., 106, 108. 
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stereotyped, and circulated through blackface. The impact of these scripts was 
fundamental to how particular civic and quotidian performances of a non-black 
“self” became culturally aligned with whiteness, as ethnic whites also felt free to 
perform the limits of self as citizen through blackface on and off the minstrel stage.  
In The Anatomy of Racial Inequality, Glenn C. Loury defines race as 
A cluster of inheritable bodily markings carried by a largely endogamous 
group of individuals, markings that can be observed by others with ease, that 
can be changed or misrepresented only with great difficulty, and that have 
come to be invested in a particularly society at a given historical moment with 
social meaning.9 
 
Within and out of the ritual of blackface masked performance developed sonic and 
bodily “markings,” or scripts, that became closely attached to stereotyped ideas of 
race (e.g., blackness); simultaneously, a space for whiteness was constructed and 
freely articulated through the blackface mask. The development and transmission of 
these sonic and bodily scripts are central to how I deconstruct the formation of racial 
identity within Blacksound’s emergence out of blackface. In defining race in the U.S., 
Loury’s suggestion that we should “see American slavery not merely as a legal 
convention but also a ritual custom defining and legitimating an order of racial 
hierarchy” might reveal how the scripts performed in blackface have contributed to 
the “ritual custom” of societal constructions and performances of race itself.  
The stereotyped scripts that emerge from the ritual custom of blackface 
performance contribute to the “racial dishonor” African Americans faced in societal 
hierarchies constructed during slavery. Loury defines racial dishonor as  
an entrenched if not inchoate presumption of inferiority, of moral inadequacy, 
of unfitness for intimacy, of intellectual capacity, harbored by observing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Glenn C. Loury, The Anatomy of Racial Inequality (Cambridge, Mass.,: Harvard University Press, 2002), 
20. 
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agents when they regard the racemarked subjects…that emerged with slavery 
and has been shaped over the post-emancipation decades by political, 
economic, and cultural forces specific to American society.10 
 
Paradoxically, blackness was personified through the stereotyped scripts of blacks as 
individuals that emerged in the ritual of blackface performance. As Napier 
convincingly notes, “[p]ersonification, in other words, is a means of imputing 
ontological status not only to oneself as an individual thinker, but to the substance of 
one’s thoughts as well.” 11 The sounds and movements mobilized through the scripts 
of minstrelsy are personifications of the paradox embedded into blackface 
performance: the theatrical blackfaced animation of an animate black body—one 
that was conterminously denied self-animation by the societal conditions of African 
Americans during enslavement. 
In discussing the paradoxical and slippery nature of the mask in both a 
psychological and civic sense in his essay “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” 
Ralph Ellison provides critical commentary on how the sonic and corporeal scripts 
personified through the blackface mask are central to the paradox of American 
identity and citizenship:   
 
For the ex-colonials, the declaration of an American identity meant the 
assumption of a mask, and it imposed not only the discipline of national self-
consciousness, but gave Americans an ironic awareness of the joke that 
always lies between appearance and reality, between the discontinuity of 
social tradition and the sense of the past to which clings to the mind. And 
perhaps even an awareness of the joke that society is man’s creation, not 
God’s. Americans began their revolt from the English fatherland when they 
dumped the tea into the Boston Harbor masked as Indians, and the mobility of 
the society created in this limitless space has encouraged the use of masks for 
good and evil ever since. As the advertising industry, which is dedicated to the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Ibid., 70. 
11 Napier, 18. Emphasis added 
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creation of masks, makes clear, that which cannot gain authority from 
tradition may borrow it with a mask. Masking is a play upon possibility and 
ours is a society in which possibilities are many. When American life is most 
American it is apt to be most theatrical.12  
 
Ellison’s observations are helpful in understanding how blackface minstrelsy, an 
innately paradoxical and masked form, emerges as the first and most viral form of 
American popular entertainment. Drawing on Ellison’s observations, I suggest that it 
is also necessary to take seriously the masked and paradoxical nature of American 
independence and identity as a sonically embodied negotiation and performance of 
self and other in blackface. This consideration is central to how I deconstruct 
ideologies of race and civic life that have developed through Blacksound in the 
United States.  
 
II 
Improvising Whiteness: The Mask, the Self, and the Other in Personifying “Jim 
Crow” 
 
Early blackface, during the 1830s and early 1840s, was widely popularized through 
the performance of two popular blackface publications: “Jim Crow” (c. 1828) and 
“Zip Coon” (c. 1834). Lott and most historical and critical accounts of blackface 
minstrelsy take the moment at which T. D. Rice “jumped Jim Crow” in the late 1820s 
as the start of blackface’s widespread popularity. On the popular stage throughout the 
early 19th century, archetypes, such as the Yankee, the Savage, the Backwoodsman, 
and other ethnic-based characters were often performed alongside Jim Crow in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Ellison, “Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke,” 107-8. Emphasis added.  
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variety performances, or interspersed between acts of plays (Shakespeare, in 
particular). However, it was the Jim Crow character that began to dominate the stage 
in the 1840s, and became the primary archetype of the American popular stage 
throughout most of the nineteenth century. Although the character itself was created 
in the northeast and along the Ohio River valley, this blackfaced archetype was the 
basis of how audiences and performers came to both see and hear racialized scripts of 
blackness on the popular U.S. stage during the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Regarding the model on which “Jim Crow” was imagined, Robert C. Toll notes: 
 
Minstrelsy added the promise of satisfying white Northerners’ growing 
curiosity about blacks and especially slaves at a time when slavery was 
becoming a major national controversy…the Virginia Minstrels and their 
successors claimed that their infectious music, captivating dance, and 
rollicking humor represented the “sports and pastimes of the Virginia Colored 
Race, through medium of Songs, Refrains, and Ditties as sung by Southern 
Slaves.” Although most Northerners did not know what slaves were like, they 
believed or wanted them to believe that blacks different greatly from free, 
white Americans. Thus, minstrels emphasized Negro “peculiarities,” 
described themselves exotically as “Ethiopian Delineators,” and/or “Congo 
Melodists,” and called some of their acts “Virginia Jungle Dance,” “Nubian 
Jungle Dance,” and “African Sailor’s Hornpipe.”13 
 
These spectacular, theatrical, ritualized blackface performances added a dimension of 
artifice that allowed ideals of whiteness and other racial categories to be performed 
and constructed in relation to this “blackened” other of the popular stage.14 Figure 1.1 
is a sheet music cover that displays how blackfaced “Ethiopians” were portrayed in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 Robert Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in Nineteenth Century America (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1974), 34. 
14 See Constance Rourke, American Humor: A Study of the National Character (1931), for a discussion of 
the Yankee, the Backwoodsman, and the Blackface Minstrel (Jim Crow) as the archetypes of early 
American humor. Additionally, Lawrence Hutton, in Curiosities of the American Stage  (New York: Harper 
& Bros., 1890), provides accounts of how famous early American stage actor Edwin Forrest would perform 
acts of the Dandy, Coffee (a Jim-Crow-esque character) and Panza (from Don Quixote) in his acts, in 
addition to his frequent roles in Shakespearean and other “serious” dramas, 120.  
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their northern guise—based on the “Zip Coon” dandy stereotype—and its southern 
enslaved archetype, based on “Jim Crow.” 
 
Figure 1.1: Celebrated Ethiopian Melodies as Sung by the Boston Minstrels;  
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In deconstructing the deeply psychological, physical, and sonic transactions 
embedded into the formation of identity through the ubiquity of antebellum blackface 
performance, Rice’s sonic and corporeal performance of “Jim Crow” reveals how, 
through historical ethnography, “self” (Irish-ethnic characteristics) and “other” 
(imagined characteristics of the enslaved, plantation “darky”) were embedded into the 
personification of the “Jim Crow” character—the crucible of blackface performance. 
It is this consideration that illuminates how the already racialized scripts of sound and 
movement persisted, even after the blackface mask receded into the hypodermis of a 
generic popular American style. 
 
Constructing Blacksound in early Blackface: “Jim Crow” 
 
The legacy of “Jim Crow” is most remembered for bequeathing its name to the racist 
and segregationist southern laws that greatly impacted the civic and everyday lives of 
African Americans from Reconstruction until the Civil Rights era.15 This legacy is 
predated, however, by the derisive history of the blackfaced “Jim Crow” character 
that helped to shape popular conceptions of blackness and whiteness in ways that 
impacted civic life throughout the United States. The following analysis of “Jim 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 The Reconstruction era (1865-77) is the period after the civil war when African Americans, with federal 
aid and the passing of a number of civil rights acts, began to establish themselves politically, culturally, and 
economically after recent emancipation from enslavement. Reconstruction policies met with great 
resistance by whites of various classes and ethnicities throughout the south, as local laws were established 
and violently enforced by white supremacist groups to prevent African Americans from attaining civic and 
social equality. After the federal government stopped supporting the civic equality of African Americans 
during the 1880s and ‘90s with economic, legislative, and military aid, these vagrant and organized white 
supremacists groups maintained a stronghold on life throughout the south until the Supreme Court’s Brown 
vs. Board of Education decision ruled that “separate but equal” education facilities established under Jim 
Crow law were unconstitutional. This federal decision was central to instigating the Civil Rights 
movement. See Eric Foner, “The Facts of Reconstruction,” in Forever Free: The Story of Emancipation 
and Reconstruction (New York: Knopf, 2005), 159-81. 
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Crow’s” personification through image, body, and music, as well as accounts of T.D. 
Rice’s improvised performance, will illuminate the performative ways in which 
identity became constructed, through the birth of “Jim Crow,” within the 
commodified and stereotyped nature of early blackface performance. 
 
Figure 1.2: Cover: “Jim Crow,” as sung by T.D. Rice; W. C. Peters, c. 1831 
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The cover of “Jim Crow’s” sheet music (Fig. 1.2) visually presents the masked 
“darky” character. First printed by early American publisher W. C. Peters soon after 
Rice’s successful performance in the late 1820s, the “Jim Crow” cover became one of 
the first lithograph images to introduce sheet music in early American popular 
music.16 Many of the stereotypes that became associated with “Jim Crow’s” derisive 
character—the exaggeration, sexualization, and almost disfigurement of the 
character’s body; his tattered clothing and appearance, angular movement and 
posture; and the character’s blissfully unaware gaze—are evident in in his 
representation on the sheet music’s cover.  Similarly, before audiences heard Rice and 
other blackface delineators “Jump Jim Crow” in performance, they were first exposed 
to the physical and gestural movements of this derisive archetype upon his 
appearance on stage. As the masked character entered the stage, the initial 
presentation of a blackened face and caricatured body posturing added a level of 
artifice that encouraged the participants—whether via sheet music or in live 
performance—to internalize this archetype as an accurate portrayal of a black “other” 
in relation to their (white) selves. Significantly, these factors are in play before the 
blackface character is even heard. 
In short, the fictional “black” sounds and movements scripted in blackface 
performance are often regarded as “natural,” realistic displays of African Americans as 
individuals—even though ethnic whites that performed their perceptions of blackness in 
blackface had primarily choreographed these staged identities. By “choreographed,” I am 
referring to the way in which an individual’s voice and vocal timbre are constructed 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 John Tasker Howard, Stephen Foster, America’s Troubadour (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 
1934), 137. 
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through various psychological, cultural, and physiological factors, yet imagined as 
“naturally” produced from her/his body. This theory is based on the work of musicologist 
Nina Eidsheim, who states:  
I hence propose, drawing on concepts from dance and choreography, a theoretical 
and analytical framework that can address voice as the product of both societal 
shaping and individual articulation and materiality. This framework foregrounds 
the ways in which the character of one’s vocal timbre is mistakenly attributed to 
race. Thus, we may consider how the sound of a singer’s voice is in fact a co-
creation to which listeners significantly contribute.17 
 
What ethnic sounds were “choreographed” into the sound of “Jim Crow,” and how did 
the scripting of these sounds in blackface impact sound’s racialization through popular 
performance? In Blacking Up, Toll imagines what might have had the most resonance in 
Rice’s successfully improvised performance of “Jim Crow”:  
 
Since the melody to ‘Jim Crow’ was a familiar English tune and the words were 
neither unusual or especially clever, it must have been the dance that made Rice’s 
performance such a public rage. Descriptions of the ‘hop,’ rhythms, and the 
peculiar shoulder and arm movements involved in the dance strongly suggest that 
it was a variation of a characteristically Negro shuffle in which the feet remain 
close to the ground and upper-body movements predominate.18  
 
Toll does not account for exactly how familiar the “English tune” was, and, as I will 
demonstrate, the tune is more Irish in origin than English.  While Toll also neglected to 
acknowledge the potential impact of the “blackened” (stereotyped) dialect in the lyrics, 
his point raises an interesting paradox enabled by the blackface mask: the ways in which 
traditional Anglo-Celtic sounds, performed in blackface, are consistent with the ways in 
which the performer embodies (or becomes possessed by) what was imagined as the 
freeing movements, gestures, and eventually sounds, of African Americans through the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Nina Eidsheim, “Voice as Action: Towards a Model for Analyzing the Dynamic Construction of 
Racialized Voice,” Current Musicology 93 (Spring 2012): 9-34. 
18 Toll, Blacking Up, 43. 
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ritual of blackface minstrelsy. Conversely, when the white-ethnic gaze, on and off the 
stage, was turned toward connecting (vaguely) similar performance scripts of blackface 
to the actual bodies of African Americans, these racialized scripts became conflated with 
the real lives of blacks in America.  The archetype of the “plantation darky” was grafted 
onto the ontology of blackness within the structures of antebellum American slave 
society. The “plantation darky” that became famously billed as “Jim Crow” represents 
the paradox of masking created by a white-ethnic American embodiment of a “white” 
self through stereotyped and commodified scripts of blackness in blackface.  
 
Animating “Jim Crow”: Composing Identity via Blacksound 
Prior to the spread of Jacksonian “common man” ideology—for which 
Democratic politician Andrew Jackson stood as the paragon for the expansion of civic 
rights to the “common [white] man” during the rise of the working class and widespread 
western European immigration in the 1830s-50s—suffrage rights were primarily granted 
to Anglo-Saxon, property-owning males of a certain class. The “Yankee” and the 
“Backwoodsman” became less popular comedic characters, as “Jim Crow” and the city-
slicker “Zip Coon” served a starker comedic and civic contrast to the more closely related 
white American archetypes. 19 
 
In Curiosities of the American Stage (1890), one of the first historical accounts of theater 
and drama in pre-twentieth century North America, Lawrence D. Hutton provides an 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 For more information on the split of the Democratic party and the direct relationship between working-
class ethnic white immigrants and the spread of Jacksonian “common man” democracy via blackface 
during the antebellum era, see Alexander Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology,” 
American Quarterly 27 no. 1 (March 1975): 3-28. 
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alternative to Lott’s account of Rice’s performance of “Jim Crow” in Pittsburgh. Through 
the following excerpt quoted at length, it is possible to alternatively consider critical ways 
in which this archetype was imaginatively perceived and performed, without being 
limited to mimicry and authenticity as paradigms to engage the blackface façade: 
Thomas D. Rice is generally conceded to have been the founder of Ethiopian 
minstrelsy. Although, as has been seen, it did not originate with him, he made it 
popular on both sides of the Atlantic…The history of “Jim Crow” Rice, as he was 
affectionately called for many years, has been written by many scribes and in 
many different ways, the most complete and most truthful account, perhaps, being 
that of Edmon S. Conner, who described in the columns of the New York Times, 
June 5, 1881, what he saw and remembered of the birth of Jim Crow. Mr. Conner 
was a member of the company at the Columbia Street Theatre, Cincinnati, in 
1828-9, when he first met Rice, “doing little negro bits” between acts at that 
house, notably a sketch he had studied from life in Louisville that preceding 
summer. Back of the Louisville theaters was a liver-stable kept by a man named 
Crow. The actors could look into the stable-yard from the windows of their 
dressing rooms, and were fond of watching the movements of an old decrepit 
slave who was employed by the proprietor to do all sorts of odd jobs. As was the 
custom among negroes, he had assumed his master’s name, and called himself 
Jim Crow. He was very much deformed—the right shoulder was drawn up high, 
and the left leg was stiff and crooked at the knees, which gave him a painful but at 
the same time ludicrous limp. He was in the habit of crooning a queer old tune, to 
which he had applied words of his own. At the end of each verse he gave a 
peculiar step, “rocking de heel” in the manner so general among the many 
generations of his imitators; and these were the words of his refrain:  
 
‘Wheel about, turn about,  
Do jis so, 
An’ ebery time I wheel about  
I jump Jim Crow.’  
 
Rice closely watched this unconscious performer, and recognized in him a 
character entirely new to the stage. He wrote a number of verses, quickened and 
slightly changed the air, made up exactly like the original, and appeared before a 
Louisville audience, which, as Mr. Conner says, “went mad with delight,” 
recalling him on the first night at least twenty times. And so Jim Crow jumped 
into fame and something that looks almost like immortality.20 
 
In this account of Rice’s performance of Jim Crow, as opposed to the version mobilized 
by Eric Lott, “Cuff” does not enter the stage begging Rice for his clothes to create the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Hutton, Curiosities of the American Stage, 107-09. Emphasis added. 
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watershed moment that sparked the blackface tradition of Lott’s “love and theft” theory. 
In contrast to Lott’s conception, I contend that the drastic moment of performance here is 
the paradoxical blackface performance itself.  I use the term “drastic” here along the 
lines suggested by musicologist Carolyn Abbate, who defines the “drastic” moments in 
performance (alongside theories of French philosopher and musicologist Vladimir 
Jankélévich) as connoting “physicality, but also desperation and peril, involving a 
category of knowledge that flows from drastic actions or experiences and not from 
verbally mediated reasoning.”21 Thus, Rice improvised what would develop into an early 
ethnically hybrid popular American sound and movement, as he performed stereotyped 
scripts of blackness (in blackface) that were based on a fictionalized and imagined black 
character, while he infused his own Irish-American practices into the performance. Rice’s 
blackened improvisations buttress the ritual performance in early blackface, through 
which self and other are cognitively negotiated between the performer and himself, 
performer and audience, and performer and the “othered” (and in this instance voiceless) 
African American.  
If, as discussed, the music of “Jim Crow” reflects more of a relationship to Irish 
folk music than traditional African performance practices, what were the performative 
factors that contributed to the mass appeal and acceptance of blackface, as the first 
uniquely national form of popular entertainment in the U.S.? In Demons of Disorder, 
Dale Cockrell suggests that early minstrelsy resonated throughout the nation because of 
the freeing and expressive qualities embedded into the nature of blackface performance. 
Blackface resounds throughout the emerging nation, as the United States formed its own 
identity and adopted “universal” suffrage (for white males) during the Jacksonian era:  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 See Carolyn Abbate, “Music: Drastic or Gnostic?,” Critical Inquiry 30 (Spring 2004): 505-36. 
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Why is “Jim Crow” sounded out at these and other such supercharged ritualized 
social moments? Part of the answer surely is that the song was embedded from the 
first in a powerful form of social and political discourse, early blackface 
minstrelsy; but I would suggest too that “Jim Crow” was especially appropriate 
for such a role because of its rhetorical nature and its theatrical and musical 
qualities.22 
 
As working-class white ethnic males, particularly in the Northeast and along the Ohio 
River Valley, began to align themselves with the ideals of Jacksonian democracy for the 
“common man,” blackface minstrelsy served as a performative vehicle for a more 
generic “whiteness” to be embedded into popular and civic life throughout America. 
Consequently, the parodied “Jim Crow” archetype helped to construct the civic status of 
African American individuals as antithetical to the “common man” (or “white” male of 
every class, in spite of property ownership), who both demanded and was granted the 
right to vote between the 1820s and 1850s. It is also significant that abolitionist 
sentiments gained more traction during this period—instigated by such events as Nat 
Turner’s rebellion in 1831, and culminating in works such as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), which became a favorite of blackface parodies. Furthermore, 
in both the north and south, fear of “miscegenation”—racial mixing with those who had 
been constructed as inferior to white Americans during the late-eighteenth and early 
twentieth centuries—helped encourage the personal and economic threats many ethnic 
whites felt (potentially) emancipated blacks would pose for job competition. National 
political topics, local events, moral and community concerns (e.g., “miscegenation,” 
prostitution, voting, etc.), and many other political and cultural hot-button topics were 
regularly articulated in blackface as American popular sound and culture developed 
throughout the antebellum era.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder: Early Blackface Minstrels and Their Worlds (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 75. Emphasis added. 
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 Within blackface minstrelsy’s “rhetorical nature” and “theatrical and musical 
qualities,” there is much to uncover regarding how sound, movement, and performance 
allowed for (distinct) ethnic European identities to be amalgamated into whiteness in 
both popular and civic constructions of race. “Jim Crow’s” emergence in the late 1820s 
signals the emergence of a popular and distinctly American figure that comes to embody 
the paradox of identity throughout the nineteenth century. Embedded into this paradox is 
the hybrid nature of U.S. American identity. This hybridity is defined by how the 
melding of class, ethnicity, religion, and gender is demarcated into rigid categories of 
classification by primarily white (ethnic) males in blackface. The perpetual development 
of the sounds and movements articulated in blackface points toward the ways that the 
paradox of American identity continued to shift, as Blacksound developed within large-
scale European immigration, the simultaneous hybrid and distinct culture of native-born 
second and third generation Americans, and the geographic developments and 
exchanges that occurred during the nation’s frontier expansion.  
 
 
“Jumping ‘Jim Crow’” 
 
 
In both its rhythmic and harmonic structure, “Jim Crow” initially resembles a traditional 
Scots-Irish or Celtic folk tune, specifically the “jig”—defined by Margaret Dean-Smith 
as a song and dance traditionally for a solo male dancer, “full of leapings” and stepping, 
and generally consisting of two eight-bar sections in duple meter.23 In many accounts of 
Rice’s performance of “Jim Crow,” however, it is suggested that he either directly 
learned the song and dance from an African American (dockhand in some cases, stable 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Margaret Dean-Smith, “Jig,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press, 
(accessed March 3, 2014), <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/14307>. 
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hand in others), or by observing the vernacular expressions of black individuals from a 
distance. How do we then account for the traditional and simple western harmonies and 
form that drive the 8-bar verse and chorus? The D-major key in which the song is 
written is a common tonality within Celtic music, as well as the simple and lilting 
melodic contour that generally outlines the accompanying harmony. Within the 
accompaniment, the drone-like A in the opening of the phrase, which sustains the tonic 
and dominant harmony in the first measure, serves a similar function as the drone in 
bagpipe music of the Celtic tradition.24 The vocal melody and piano figures that 
complement this drone function almost as the more rhythmic and melodic figures in the 
treble line of bagpipe performance. As observed in Garland of Scotia; A Musical Wreath 
of Scottish Song, with Descriptive and Historical Notes adapted for the Voice, Flute, and 
Violin (1841), the short, eight-bar phrasing in which verse and chorus are equally 
divided is also common to the airs and dances of traditional Celtic music.25 Additionally, 
the smoothly syncopated dotted figure of the chorus (“Weel about and turn about 
and”…Eb’ry time I weel about I…”) stresses the main (first and third) beats within the 
measure, emphasizing the dance-like nature of the jig on the words “weel” and “turn.” 
On the sheet music itself, the only element that immediately suggests direct African 
American influence is the stereotyped dialect used to personify “Jim Crow,” and the 
freely improvised manner in which the multiple verses (over 60) would have been 
performed in blackface26: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 See Fig. 1.3. 
25 John Turnbull and Patrick Buchan, eds., Garland of Scotia; A Musical Wreath of Scottish Song, with 
Descriptive and Historical Notes adapted for the Voice, Flute, and Violin  (Glasgow: W. M. Mitchinson, 
1841).  
26 Linguistic and cultural studies of Celtic practices in America also suggest that the stereotyped dialect 
often attributed to African Americans originated with the linguistic patterns of “culture” of the British 
inhabitants of Ireland, the Scottish Highlands, and English Borderlands who immigrated to the American 
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 Come, listen all you gals and boys 
 Ise just from Tucky hoe; 
 I’m goin’ to sing a little song  




 Weel about and turn about  
 and do jis so, 
 Eb’ry time I weel about  
 I jump Jim Crow. 
 
As this brief analysis of the music itself has shown, the origin of Blacksound created in 
blackface is rooted in the actual sounds of Irish and Scots-Irish folk music in America. If 
we take seriously the many accounts of Rice’s performance of this blackfaced archetype, 
however, the paradox embedded into blackface minstrelsy discussed above becomes even 
more apparent. As James Bennett, Rice’s close friend/biographer and editor of the New 
York Herald, noted in 1837, Rice spent quite a bit of time along the Ohio River Valley, 
where he left his native New York to train with a southern theater troupe, and it was 
during his travels that he took the opportunity to study “the negro character in all its 
varieties. He eat [sic], drank and slept with them, went to their frolics, and made himself 
the best white black man in existence.”27 While we cannot verify the extent of Rice’s 
“ethnography” of African American cultural practices, central to the blackface paradox of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
south during colonialism. For further discussion, see Grady McWhiney, Cracker Culture: Celtic Ways in 
the Old South (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1988); Thomas Sowell, Black Rednecks and 
White Liberals (San Francisco: Encounter Books, 2005), 1-65; and John McWhorter, Our Magnificent 
Bastard Tongue: The Untold History of English (New York: Gotham, 2009). 
27 Reprinted in Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder; originally printed by James Bennett, New York Herald 
(27 April 1837).  
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this account is that the song, although of clear British folk origin, is made distinct by its 
articulation via (real or imagined) African American performance practices.28  
Given the many blackface anecdotes that mention Rice being influenced by his 
stereotyped recollection of an African-American figure, how then might we account for 
the way “Jim Crow’s” melody, of British origin, was (re)interpolated by a black man, and 
subsequently (re)presented in the new nation by a British (or specifically Irish) American 
on stage? How does the blackface figure that represents the enslaved African American 
become the paradoxical conduit through which ethnic whiteness and white Americanness 
are simultaneously expressed during the antebellum era?  One possible route is suggested 
in Peter Kolchin’s account of American slavery:  
African-Americans emerged as a people through intense interaction between 
black and white Americans, an interaction that saw significant cultural influences 
in both directions. If in some respects blacks and whites inhabited very different 
worlds in colonial America, those worlds were closely intertwined and bore more 
in common than was readily apparent to the inhabitants of either.29 
 
The paradox of American minstrelsy—the already hybrid nature of American identity 
and sound during the colonial era, which then becomes articulated by white Americans 
caricaturing blackness in blackface, while performing their own ethnic identity—is what 
makes it difficult to discern the civic and cultural performances of identity achieved 
through Blacksound. Dissecting the hybrid sounds of early minstrelsy via sheet music as 
above, however, allows one to further investigate the way in which movement and 
improvisation factor into how the legacy of blackface minstrelsy continues to be 
articulated through Blacksound.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 In Chapter 2, I consider how African-American banjo traditions, along with Anglo-Celtic fiddling, might 
have impacted the distinct rhythmic practices that likely accompanied a live performance of Rice’s “Jim 
Crow,” and how this sonic component factored into how Blacksound incited polythryhmic sounds and 
movement in blackface. 
29 Peter Kolchin, American Slavery: 1619-1877 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1993), 43. 
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II 
“Zip Coon”: Sounding the (Blackface) Urban Dandy 
 
 
 “Jim Crow” might have sparked the watershed moment of blackface’s ubiquity in the 
1830s, but this archetype was complemented by another popular stage character of early 
blackface: “Zip Coon.” If the former was to represent the slow, lazy, and dumb southern 
“plantation darky” in blackface, “Zip Coon” stood in for the city/urban “dandy”—well 
dressed, slick tongued, a clever schemer, and aloof. Although this character performed 
elements of upper-crust society through dress and presentation, the blackening of “Zip 
Coon” emphasized that he was an obvious poser, naturally unable to achieve the civic 
and societal status of the “elite” whites he was represented as counterfeiting on stage. 
This urban dandy might have appeared alongside and as frequently as “Jim Crow” in 
early minstrelsy, but unlike “Jim Crow,” the chorus that made “Zip Coon” a staple of 
blackface still survives today through the well-known tune, “Turkey in ‘da Straw.”30 As 
one of the earliest popular blackface publications, “Zip Coon” is a direct example of how 
Blacksound was both constructed within and embedded into American popular sound and 
identity. 
 Before T. D. Rice, George Washington Dixon was the best-known blackface 
“delineator” (as performers in blackface were referred to in contemporary accounts) of 
the late 1820s. Dixon became famous as he helped cement the polarized spectrum of 
blackface archetypes through the popular songs “Coal Black Rose” and “Long Tail Blue” 
between 1827 and 1828, two of the first popular blackface songs/characters that appeared 
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both on the minstrel stage and in sheet music in the late 1820s.31 “Coal Black Rose,” 
similar to “Jim Crow,” represented the “plantation darky” through the “Sambo” 
character, while “Long Tail Blue,” presented the urban (black) dandy, an early and more 
“gentile” version of the “Zip Coon” archetype.32 The relationship between these two 
characters remains central throughout the development of blackface minstrelsy, as the 
social values embedded into the performance of these stereotypes become realized, both 
in and out of blackface, through sound’s racialization. Regarding the connection between 
these two dominant blackface archetypes, William J. Mahar notes, “both types embody 
the contrast between comedic and dramatic characters representing the conflicts between 
urban and rural, elite and common, white and black in American folk theatricals and on 
the legitimate stage.”33 These conflicts were frequently staged in the early-to-mid-
nineteenth century American theater, as Dixon performed “Coal Black Rose” and other 
blackface tunes during performances of works such as Gioachino Rossini’s opera William 
Tell, and Shakespeare’s Richard III.34 George W. Dixon is most remembered, however, 
for his famous urban black dandy portrayal of “Zip Coon.”35  
 “Zip Coon,” as I discussed in the impact of the music and performance of “Jim 
Crow,” effectively conflates the character of the song’s title and an actual black 
individual through musical personification. On the cover of “Zip Coon” shown in Figure 
1.4, the body of the character might be almost as contorted as “Jim Crow,” but the more 
effeminate pose, his “long-tail” coat, and accessories that suggest a possibly “upper 
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32 Barbara Lewis, “Daddy Blue: The Evolution of the Dark Dandy,” in Inside the Minstrel Mask: Readings 
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class” status (i.e., top hat, jewelry, tailored vest, etc.), convey a different blackface 
archetype altogether. The blackfaced urban dandy—attractive, well dressed, 
“educated”—effectively embodies the irony and fear of black “upward” mobility 
throughout the nation, as he also performs the class frustrations of an urban, white 
working-class immigrant population on the rise between the 1820s and 1840s. 
Figure 1.4: “Zip Coon” (I); New York: Thos. Birch, 183436 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 This edition is reprinted in S. Foster, Series of Old American Songs, reproduced in facsimile from 
original or early editions in the Harris collection of American poetry and plays (Providence: Brown 
University Library, 1936).  
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The middle-to-upper-class African-American impostor of “Long Tail Blue” and “Zip 
Coon” emerged during the time in which slavery was on the decline throughout the north, 
yet it was also the time in which urban class conflicts often simultaneously developed 
along racial lines.  
In July of 1827, Dixon first appeared singing blackface comic songs in New York 
at the Lafayette Theater—then the largest theater in both England and America.37 It was 
also during this time, between 1827 and 1828, that slavery was officially abolished in 
New York State.38 As the presence of African Americans increased throughout the urban 
north, structural competition for class and economic mobility often became a racialized 
matter for Anglo-Celtic, working-class Americans of the Jacksonian “common man” era. 
Furthermore, as tensions between abolitionist and anti-abolitionist sentiments continued 
to spread throughout the north and other urban centers from the 1830s until the Civil War 
era, race riots proliferated throughout these urban areas, many of which often resulted in 
angry mobs or attacks against black communities by ethnic-white lower and working-
class Americans. In July 1834 in New York City newspaper accounts report on riots in 
which mobs of working-class and mostly Irish-Americans attacked the establishments of 
abolitionists and African Americans.39 The mob made its way to the nearby Bowery 
Theater in Manhattan’s downtown “Five Points” district, where significant numbers of 
African Americans were settled in the early nineteenth century. It was at this moment that 
the working-class periodical, the New York Sun, reports that George W. Dixon and his 
“Zip Coon” performance calmed the rioters: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Lewis, “Daddy Blue,” 257. 
38 Ibid., 260. 
39 Cockrell, Demons, 101.  
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Mr. Dixon, the singer (an American,) now made his appearance. ‘Let us have Zip 
Coon, exclaimed a thousand voices. The singer gave them their favorite song, 
amidst peals of laughter, – and his Honor the Mayor…made his 
appearance…Dixon, who had produced such amazing good nature with his ‘Zip 
Coon,’ next addressed them – and they soon quietly dispersed.40  
 
Dale Cockrell notes that before Dixon appeared on stage that night, a performance of 
Metamora by Edwin P. Forrest, the famed American Shakespearean actor, was cut short 
by rioters.41 It worth noting here that, although Forrest gained great popularity in his 
Shakespearean roles, Metamora was by an American author, premiered by Forrest (an 
American), and on an American topic—that of Native American and Puritan interaction 
in New England. Although the rioters were focused on the elite and English nature of the 
Bowery that evening (both through its English stage actor and star actor of “English” 
high drama), Dixon’s “Zip Coon” was not called to replace Hamlet, but to replace a 
“Native” of the new nation through the character of Metamora. The Native American, 
however, posed just as much a threat to European immigrants who were in competition 
for land with the Natives during frontier expansion in mid-nineteenth century North 
America.   
According to news reports on this incident, the working-class, Irish-American 
rioters were responding to the acts of the Bowery’s English stage manager, Mr. George P. 
Farren, who was “accused of using language disrespectful to the Americans.”42  The 
organization of these working-class audiences into “mobs” against the “respectable” 
English theater—effectively replacing the famous Shakespearean thespian with the 
blackface American urban dandy via G. W. Dixon—is an example of the paradox 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 New York Sun, 11 July 1834, reprinted in Demons of Disorder, 100.  
41 For more on this performance, see Scott C. Martin, “‘Metamora’: Nationalism, Theater, and Jacksonian 
Indian Policy,” Journal of the Early Republic, vol. 19, no. 1. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1999). 
42 Cockrell, 100. 
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embedded into the ritual of blackface performance.43 This paradox, one that that allows 
for both (self) expression and rejection (of other) through the performance of “Zip Coon,” 
was so potent that it came to express the class anxieties of the rioting group against the 
“white” elite beyond blackface. These expressions, however, were never separate from 
the burnt-cork mask through which significant class and societal anxieties were 
articulated in mid-to-late-antebellum America.  
 
Embodying Zip Coon through Sheet Music and Performance 
 
Contemporary literature on blackface performance frequently warns against solely 
relying on a single historical artifact to deconstruct the role of its impact upon society at 
large. To this end, Christopher J. Smith, in The Creolization of American Culture, makes 
a particularly poignant statement regarding the necessity to take seriously the 
participatory and improvised nature of popular blackface performance: 
Participation was both a fundamental part of Afro-Caribbean and African 
American performance, powerfully attractive as a target not only for observation 
but also imitation, and as a result of this attraction, powerfully subversive. The 
music and dancing made audiences want to participate; this desire for 
participatory pleasure is at the root of popular music’s appeal.44  
 
While participation and improvisation are central considerations within my formulation 
of Blacksound, specific aspects of the sheet music itself are worth considering in some 
detail. Within this section, I will demonstrate how significant lyrical and sonic aspects of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 The Commercial Advertiser notes that handbills had been posted throughout the city to notify protesters 
of the accusation against the English theater owner. See Cockrell, Demons, 100. 
44 Christopher J. Smith, The Creolization  of American Culture: William Sydney Mount and the Roots of 
Blackface Minstrelsy (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 25.  
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Zip Coon’s printed music served as a basis for the participatory improvisation of an 
upper-class aspiring “whitened” self through performing the blackfaced “other.” 
 Although “Jim Crow” generally presented a static and unquestionably degenerate 
character through the “plantation darky” archetype, the lyrics and presentation of “Zip 
Coon” suggested a more dynamic portrayal of the stereotyped black fop. The well-
dressed urban dandy (shown in Fig. 1.4) was a musician, politician, and frontiersman—in 
blackface. In order to understand the way in which Blacksound is paradoxically created 
through “Zip Coon,” I will consider how these archetypes are embedded into its lyrics.  
As with many popular (blackface) tunes of the mid-nineteenth century, different 
presses published their own versions of popular songs, particularly throughout regions in 
the U.S. It was not yet common that a “composer” and “author” would attain rights to a 
published work in the 1820s and 30s. Commonly, however, publishers used the name of a 
famous performer of a song to promote the sheet music, as in the 1834 Firth & Hall 




as sung by 
Mr. Geo. W. Dixon 
With great applause45 
 
In this edition of “Zip Coon” (henceforth “Zip Coon” II), the brief chorus that begins on 
the sheet music’s second page (Fig. 1.6) repeats the lyrics, “Old Zip Coon is a very larned 
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Example 1.1: “Zip Coon” lyrics; New York: Firth and Hall, 1834 
 
I went down to Sandy hook, 
toder arter noon; 
 
I went down to Sandy hook, 
toder arter noon; 
 
I went down to Sandy hook, 
toder arter noon; 
 
And de fust man I met dere was old Zip Coon. 
 
Old Zip Coon is a very larned schlar, 
 
Old Zip Coon is a very larned schlar, 
 
Old Zip Coon is a very larned schlar, 
 
He plays on the Banjo Cooney in de holler. 
 
 
The melody that accompanies the repetition of these lyrics is that of the familiar “Turkey 
in the Straw” (Ex. 1.2). Right away, the sharply dressed “Zip Coon” is portrayed as a 
counterfeit of a “real” middle- or upper-class white citizen. Rather than being a “learned 
scholar,” his blackfaced dialect sonically reminds us of his stereotyped “blackness,” 
which in turn becomes an ontological indicator of his inability to assume or articulate this 
status. As the phrase ends, the lyrics clearly indicate this “dandy” is a fraud, as “Zip 
Coon” goes from being a “ larned schlar” to a banjoist: “He plays on the Banjo Cooney in 
de holler.” The banjo was associated with lower and working class American folk, 
particularly because of its African and Celtic origins—surely not the instrument of choice 
of a “ learned scholar” during the antebellum era. It was, however, the choice instrument 
of Anglo-Celtic American immigrants who interacted with African Americans 
`	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throughout the upper south during the Colonial era,46 as well as for those who found ways 
to articulate their class and racial anxieties in blackface during the antebellum era. The 
banjo was the instrument so deeply associated with minstrelsy that its African roots were 
eventually buried beneath the hybrid performance practices that Anglo-Celtic performers 
developed in blackface.  
Figure 1.5: “Zip Coon” (II); New York: Firth and Hall, 1834 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Robert P. Morgan, Slave Counterpoint: Black Culture in the Eighteenth-Century Chesapeake & 
Lowcountry (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988).  
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Example 1.2: “Turkey in the Straw”47 
 
Although “Zip Coon’s” musical occupation as banjoist cast doubt upon his ability to be a 
“larned” scholar, the blackfaced dandy continued to express both the anxieties and 
aspirations of the working-class, mostly Irish-American audiences, who participated in 
his creation during the late antebellum era. In particular, the political tensions of 
Jacksonian democracy, European immigration, and frontier and industrial expansion were 
topics that were central to both versions of “Zip Coon” printed in 1834. The fourth 
through sixth verses of “Zip Coon,” by Thos. and Birch (Figures 1.7-8), speak of the 
aspiring dandy as President (over Andrew Jackson), with Davy Crockett on the ticket as 
his VP: 
  I tell you what will happen den, now bery soon, 
Nited States Bank will be blone to de moon; 
Dare General Jackson will him lampoon, 
An de bery nex President will be Zip Coon. 
 
An wen Zip Coon our President shall be 
He makes all de little Coons sing possum up a tree; 
Oh how de little Coons will dance and sing 
Wen he tie dare tails togedder cross de lindey swing. 
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Now mind wat you arter, your tarnel kritter Crockett, 
You shant go head without Zip, he is de boy to block it 
Zip shall be President, Crockett shall be vice, 
And den dey two togedder, will had de tings nice.48 
 
Figure 1.7: “Zip Coon” (I); New York: Thos. and Birch, 1834 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48 “Zip Coon” (New York: Thos. and Birch, 1834), 3.  
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While Irish and other European ethnicities increasingly immigrated to the U.S. between 
the 1830s and 1850s, General-turned-President Andrew Jackson, of Scots-Irish descent, 
came to represent the spread of democracy to the “common man.” The expansion of 
universal suffrage to include all white, and not just the property owning Anglo elite, was 
largely spawned by the rise of Jacksonian democracy from the 1820s until the end of his 
Presidency in 1845. As Barbara Lewis notes in “Daddy Blue: The Evolution of the Dark 
Dandy,”  
 
Under the democratic Jackson, the political constituency was redefined to exclude 
from the demos free blacks…The new spirit of equality, certainly a euphemistic 
term, was intent on laundering the immigrant middle, and determined to exclude 
the darker and higher reaches of citizenry. Jackson’s leveling program was 
accomplished with significant media assistance from the penny press and 
theater.49 
 
Jacksonian ideals significantly influenced structural developments within U.S. politics 
and society, but the exploits of frontiersman Davy Crockett became even more connected 
to lower and working class immigrants in America, as westward expansion and “outlaw” 
tactics became celebrated during the growth of the U.S. On the significance of Crockett 
in mid-nineteenth century American folklore, Lewis further points out that, 
 
Crockett quickly became a national hero, a kind of home-grown Superman, 
bigger-than-life symbol of the rugged individual who single-handedly ropes and 
harnessed the wild west. In those days, Tennessee was still considered the west. 
By eliminating the dark savages, pushing them off their lands, Crockett made the 
territory habitable for decent, law-abiding white folks and their Christian families. 
Crockett also presided over Coon, and Coon’s lyrical attempts to establish his 
superiority were all the more ridiculous because the audience knew for sure which 
one was the master and which the slave. Coon’s extravagant pretensions were not 
disturbing in the least, just laughable.50 
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50 Ibid., 268. 
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On stage, the darkened dandy used comedy to ridicule those of high society (as he was 
portrayed “above” the working-class audience) and the black American (he was 
portrayed “below”) through performance. The paradoxical expressive possibilities 
embedded into the blackfaced performance of “Zip Coon” quickly became the 
paradoxical paradigm of blackface, blackness, and Americanness. Although intentionally 
farcical, he represented many aspects of the real ways in which ethnic whites, throughout 
urban and frontier regions, viewed aspects of their own lives in antebellum societal 
developments. Resultantly, this archetype helped to further emblazon the paradox of 
blackface’s hybrid nature into Blacksound’s development throughout the nineteenth 
century, guided by lower and working-class whites’ performative engagement with 
blackface and blackness. Also central to this paradox is the ability for white ethnicities to 
express their own anxieties and desires for class and political aspiration within the ethnic 
divisions of whiteness in the antebellum U.S. In particular, the simultaneous ridicule of 
upper-class whites and any class of blacks embedded into this stereotyped black(face) 
character is what made “Zip Coon” a vehicle for whites to freely articulate sameness and 
difference in the racialized structuring of American society. In his discussion of the 
impact of “Zip Coon” in class conflict, Cockrell suggests that the song’s “genius”, 
…from the perspective of the white working-class audience, was its ability to 
ridicule both up and down the social ladder simultaneously, making a funny song 
a double treat, and to give expression to white common-person feelings of being 
bracketed out of the day’s sociopolitical dialogue. Zip gives character to the 
reason why blacks cannot possess the “honorable” status accorded whites and, at 
the same time, expression to the abstract, distant, unnatural, and finally, 
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The cover and lyrics of the “Zip Coon” sheet music might suggest a black 
character through its “blackface” dialect, but the printed music itself is squarely within 
various styles of Anglo-Celtic folk music. As many recent immigrants were still closely 
connected to the Celtic style folk styles of the British Isles, vernacular musics, such as 
the hornpipe, jig, and reel, continued to serve as the sonic basis of late-antebellum 
blackface performance.  Defined as a popular dance in the British Isles that generally 
featured solo instrumental accompaniment, the hornpipe was also popular among sailors, 
and had transformed into a “simple duple tune by the eighteenth century.”52 In Dan 
Emmett and the Rise of Early Negro Minstrelsy, musicologist Hans Nathan notes that 
“Zip Coon” is related to two Irish Hornpipes: “The Glasgow Hornpipe” and “The Post 
Office.” Like many dance-influenced folk music of Celtic traditions, both are considered 
to be fiddle tunes:53 








	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 “Hornpipe,” in The Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. rev., Oxford Music Online, Oxford University 
Pressed (accessed 20 March 2014), 
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/13366>. 
53 Hans Nathan, Dan Emmett and the Rise of Early Negro Minstrelsy (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1962), 166. 
54 Ibid., 167. 
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The relationship between the melody, contour, and rhythm of these two songs and “Zip 
Coon” is striking. Between the two versions of “Zip Coon” published in 1834 after G. W. 
Dixon’s popular performance, the Firth and Hall edition (Figs. 1.5-6) is a more 
straightforward, simple presentation of the melody with slight rhythmic variation. The 
second (Figures 1.7-8) has more rhythmic distinction and variation, although the basic 
melody, as well as harmonic and melodic rhythm, remains the same. Because 
improvisation within live performance was central to how blackface sheet music was 
realized, it is quite likely that the more detailed version (II) by Thos. and Birch contains 
more of the rhythmic and melodic embellishments that would have occurred in the live 
performance. Similar to the expectation that “simple” baroque music would be realized 
more freely through improvisation, the performances of “Zip Coon,” particularly version 
(I), would have been also been more ornately realized in live performance. In comparing 
the performance of “Zip Coon” to traditional Celtic styles, I will use “Zip Coon” (II) by 
Firth and Hall, which appeared in facsimile in the anthology of Old American Songs in 
1936.56  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 Ibid., 167. 
56 Firth and Hall, no. 20.  
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 “Zip Coon” (II) is actually in duple meter, but instead of the rapid, two-beat 
measures found in traditional hornpipes and reels, it is translated into common time. The 
eight measures of “The Glasgow Hornpipe” (Ex. 1.3) closely correspond to the tonality, 
as well as melodic and rhythmic contours of the first four measures of the “Zip Coon.” 
Both the melody and harmony, in each case, revolves around the major pentatonic scale 
on G. This pentatonic basis of the melody, common to Celtic folk music as well as 
various styles of vernacular musics internationally, helps give the tune its folk-like 
quality.57 Additionally, the frequent use of seconds and fourths interspersed with thirds is 
a common practice in Celtic folk traditions.58 The first four measures of “Zip Coon’s” 
verse attest to this trait, as the primary melodic contour begins with two descending 
seconds immediately followed by an upper leap to a fourth, after which the third only 
appears as a passing tone in the fourth measure of the melody (on c4/V7) on the way to 
the tonic. Rhythmically, the melody is made of small, repeated cells that generally consist 
of arpeggiated leaps, suggesting the idiosyncratic style of folk fiddling styles of both 
African and Celtic traditions.59 This “angularity” is created by the rapid arpeggiated and 
dotted figures, a prominent performance practice within traditional Celtic fiddle music. In 
both “Zip Coon” and “The Glasgow Hornpipe,” the melody generally “restarts” at the 
beginning of every two measures. Within the first four measures of “Zip Coon,” there is a 
repetition of a two-bar rhythm over for measures that spans over an eight-measure phrase. 
This motorhythmic practice, where the persistent rhythms propel movement, is another 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 Nathan, Dan Emmett, 174. 
58 Ibid. 
59 For a detailed discussion of African American and Scots-Irish folk traditions through the banjo, see 
Cecilia Conway, African Banjo Echoes in Appalachia: A Study of Folk Traditions (Knoxville: University of 
Tennessee Press, 1995). 
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common trait of hornpipes, jigs, and reels, as it serves to propel the dance frequently 
associated with the tune.  
 Significantly, these musical forms were also connected to movement, as it is 
commonly observed that dance and participatory exchange was a key part of many 
Anglo-Celtic traditional styles. The frequent “restarting” of rhythmic cells in short 
phrases might correspond to the way in which the heel and toes of dancers of the “jig” 
and “reel” (which became known as the “break down” throughout the U.S.) might 
rhythmically resonate, as they correspondingly hit the floor in rapid rhythmic succession 
with the music.  Yet, it was the way in which these styles were improvised in blackface 
that gave them a distinctly American flair. The ambiguous ontological status of blackness 
in American slave society allowed for the “noisy” sounds and “ragged” movements—
“improper” traits within “proper” society—that were stereotypically scripted onto 
African American bodies to be safely and freely expressed by white Americans through 
blackface performance. This free expression, however, also allowed ethnic whites to 
mask their own cultural noise and raggedness in blackface, while African-American 
identity in U.S. society continued to be shaped by a hybrid of caricatured of blackness 
within an expression of one’s (ethnic) whiteness. Consequently, the paradox of 
performing this aspiring upper-class dandy in blackface is pierced by the white ethnic 
sounds that propel his characterization.  
The Scots-Irish reel is also characterized rhythmically by the four two-measure 
phrases that both start and stop in the same manner.60 In the chorus (beginning in the 
ninth measure of the vocal line) of “Zip Coon” and the melody of the traditional Irish 
tune, “The Post Man” (Ex. 1.4), the influence of the reel may be seen, as both generally 
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follow the scheme of including four two-measure phrases within a complete section. The 
first two measures of the “Zip Coon” chorus are followed by its repetition (although 
rising by a step from the first phrase to the next), and the four-bar phrase closes with two 
independent phrases comprised of two measures each.  
 The Blacksound scripts that influenced the performance and remnants of “Zip 
Coon’s” popularity are based on the hybridity of these ethnic-white folk expressions and 
stereotyped performances of blackness. However, expressing the simplicity and rhythmic 
characteristics of the “Zip Coon” sheet music within the guise of blackface, as blacks 
were ridiculed as both slaves and posers, makes it difficult to separate the enjoyment an 
ethnic-white participant might have received by recognizing “self” within the familiarity 
of tunes from the freedom they felt in expressing the “other” by imitating black 
performance practices. In any case, the traditional ethnic white sounds that propelled the 
popularity of “Zip Coon,” along with the improvised dancing and movement, became the 
mode through which performance most impacted reality. Not unlike the “simple” melodic 
content of “Jim Crow,” the simplicity and catchiness of the “Zip Coon” tune began to 
correspond to the “simplicity” of blackness being constructed ontologically in society, as 
it was ritualistically improvised in blackface.  
Ironically, as Blacksound paradoxically developed both in and out of blackface, 
the stereotyped stage persona and characteristics of “Zip Coon” began to stand in, 
throughout society, for the real lives of an increasingly free African-American population 
throughout antebellum urban centers. The competition for economic, political, and 
societal mobility became even more racialized during the late antebellum era, as the 
increasing population of recently immigrated, working-class whites also witnessed an 
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increase in the population of free, educated, working and middle class blacks. These 
working-class, mostly Irish Americans from urban areas were the key exponents of 
blackface minstrelsy during its formalization in the 1830s and ’40s. 
 The hybrid construction of American popular sound through early blackface 
entertainment and the emergence of Blacksound should also be analyzed vis-à-vis the 
impact that corporeal, sonic, and psychological negotiations in blackface performance 
had upon the hierarchical structuring of race in antebellum society, particularly through 
how blackness became ontologically scripted into the popular imagination through 
performance and sound. In the following chapter, I will consider the centrality of 
movement and polyrhythmic sound in the racialized, yet hybrid construction of late 
antebellum blackface minstrelsy through William Henry “Master Juba” Lane—the most-
influential popular performer after Thomas Dartmouth Rice “jumped Jim Crow,” and 
George Washington Dixon performed “Zip Coon.” Focusing on the banjo, I will also 
consider the impact of African American rhythmic practices, particularly polyrhythm and 
syncopation, on the development of Blacksound through improvised performances of 
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Chapter 2 
 “Jigging” and “Ragging” in Late Antebellum Minstrelsy:  
William Henry “Master Juba” Lane and the Improvisation of Blacksound 
 
 
From the late 1820s on, Blacksound—through sound, movement, and improvisation—
continued to develop within the history of blackface performance. This history, as I have 
demonstrated, is influenced by the civic, cultural, and sometimes direct exchanges 
between Anglo-Celtic and African Americans in both rural and urban spaces. 
Furthermore, these exchanges are predicated upon the commodification and 
dehumanization of the black body in the U.S. through chattel slavery. The objectification 
of African American personhood through popular entertainment provided the opportunity 
for pleasure and enjoyment, while blackness was antithetically personified vis-à-vis 
whiteness in blackface. The shuffling, jigging, pathos, and ridicule embedded into 
blackface performance conflate the real and imagined history of the black body in the 
U.S. Within Blacksound’s development, the scripting of these gestures in blackface 
continued to resonate within the constructed ontologies of whiteness and blackness in 
antebellum America. As Saidiya Hartman notes in Scenes of Subjection (1997), the fact 
that African-Americans were: 
‘Bound’ to be a darky, whether slave, contraband, or free, is at the very nexus of 
the economy of enjoyment…within this economy, the bound black body, 
permanently affixed in its place, engenders pleasure not only ensuant to the 
buffoonery and grotesqueries of Cuff, Sambo, and Zip Coon but above all 
deriving from the very mechanisms of this coercive displacement; it is a pleasure 
obtained from the security of place and order predicated upon chattel slavery. In 
this regard, the donning of blackface restaged the seizure and possession of the 
black body for other’s use and enjoyment. The culture of cross-racial 
identification facilitated in minstrelsy cannot be extricated from the relations of 
chattel slavery.1 
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(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 31. Emphasis added. 
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With this history in mind, this chapter considers how, through blackface in the mid-
nineteenth century, the hybrid construction of colonial folk sounds and dances of Anglo-
Celts and Africans in America developed into the racialization of antebellum American 
popular music. Within early America’s ethnic diversity, the binarisms of black/white and 
African/European developed along the color line, as cultural commonalities and 
exchanges among ethnicities became divided through developing scripts of Blacksound 
in popular blackface performance. How one constructed his or her own identity—or the 
identity of another—through sound, movement, and action developed under the influence 
of popular, racialized scripts that heavily circulated throughout the history of blackface 
minstrelsy.  
In noting the similarities in beliefs and practices between folk practices of “pre-
modern” Africans and Europeans—particularly the lack of distinction between the sacred 
and secular—Peter Kolchin states: “The existence of this common cultural background—
which shared some notable characteristics with the pre-modern background of the 
English settlers but in other respects was strikingly different—meant that even as specific 
ethnic attributes faded in America, a general African approach or style survived.”2 While 
ethnic performances of an individual’s own white “self” are imagined within the limiting, 
yet freeing scripts of Blacksound created by invoking a caricatured black “other,” how 
does “whiteness” become articulated in blackface performance? More specifically, how 
does the development of an American popular style via blackface impact how nuances in 
ethnic difference become reified into binary distinctions of black and white? And how do 
these distinctions become obscured, as the “African approach” to improvisation through 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Peter Kolchin, American Slavery: 1619-1877 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1993), 42. 
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sound and movement laid the foundation for the ways in which blacks and whites 
articulated popular sound throughout the nineteenth century—in both integrated and 
segregated spaces, as well as in public and private?  
To critically engage these questions, this chapter considers how the early 
performances in blackface minstrelsy of the African-American dancer William Henry 
“Master Juba” Lane (c. 1823- c. 1852) impacted the mostly white performers’ 
relationship to and improvisation of popular movement and sound in blackface. In the 
history of American dance, Lane is noted as the “inventor” of tap dance, a distinctly 
American form, by combining traditional Celtic “jig” and “reel” movements with 
traditional West African shuffle and polyrhythmic performance practices.3  
In deconstructing the hybrid nature of Lane’s Irish-American influenced, yet 
African-American based dance styles, as well as the “freeing” gestures that became 
further embedded into blackface by his performances, I show how even the earliest 
articulations of sound and movement in blackface were (co)productions of ethnic white 
and African-American encounters. More specifically, I demonstrate how African-
American-influenced improvised, syncopated, and polyrhythmic performance practices—
particularly through the banjo—became vehicles for the transmission of sound and self in 
blackface. I use primary written and iconographic sources, as well as secondary accounts 
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Of the many stage characters to appear in nineteenth century popular theater—the Native 
American; the Yankee; the Backwoodsman—there was something particular about the 
imagined performance of blackness in blackface that stuck. Blackface characters such as 
“Jim Crow” and “Zip Coon” ultimately inspired urban-based Irish-American performers 
to freely express a quintessential brand of Americanness in the popular theater through 
blackface minstrelsy during the Jacksonian era. This brand of Americanness is registered 
through the disruptive sounds and movements that formed the basis of blackface 
entertainment. In describing the sounds and movements of Africans, European colonists 
in Africa and the New World often described the sounds of Africans as “noise,” and 
frequently alluded to their penchant for dance and angular posturing.4 Although the 
vernacular practices of many ethnic whites from the British Isles, particularly of Irish and 
Scottish descent, were often described in similar ways, these “noisy” scripts became 
attached to a popular American style via blackface, with their most disruptive features 
being scripted onto to the real lives of blacks in American society.5  
 In addition to the direct parody of blackness that occurred on the minstrel stage, 
there were many instances in which (un)equal exchange between African Americans and 
ethnic-white Americans occurred. During both the colonial and antebellum eras, black 
musicians were greatly valued for their skills as servants and slaves, as well as hired 
musicians. It was not uncommon for skilled black musicians to provide music and dance 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 See Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History (New York: W. W. Norton, 1997, 3rd 
ed.), 13. 
5 See Michael Sobel, The World They Made Together: Black and White Values in Eighteenth-Century 
Virginia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987); Grady McWhiney, Cracker Culture: Celtic Ways in 
the Old South (Mobile: University of Alabama, 1988). 
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for both formal and informal occasions in the variety of plantation settings, as well as 
during large-scale integrated harvest festivals, such as the Pinkster festival, or in more 
local events, such as cakewalk competitions.6 Many of these African American 
musicians, particularly on the majority of plantations throughout the south and north—
most of which held no more than twenty slaves—were trained in the Western and folk 
traditions of their Anglo-Celtic owners, but it was the way in which these styles were 
infused, or “ragged,” with African aesthetic and ecstatic traditions that defined the 
development of popular movement and sound in America during slavery.  
 Through Jacques Attali’s well-known theorization of “noise”—in which he 
suggests that what is considered “music” is conditioned upon the ears and structures of a 
society, and its antithesis, “noise,” remains outside of this category—Dale Cockrell 
considers the economy of noise embedded into the antebellum performance of “Jim 
Crow”:7 
 
“Music” is a metaphor for the official social code; “noise” is implicit violence, a 
challenge to law’s authority…Early minstrelsy’s music (or, its noise) jangled the 
nerves of those who believed in music that was proper, respectable, polished, and 
harmonic, with recognizable melodies. “Jim Crow” was not at all the way music 
was supposed to be: It was music for the croaking voice and the wild fiddle; the 
tune is awkward and repetitive, and even boring; the texts are disjointed, generally 
nonnarrative, and unrealistic. This music assaulted sensibilities, challenged the 
roots of respectability, and promised subversion, a world undone, and, 
concomitantly, a new set of codes.  
 
The “new set of codes” articulated through a developing Blacksound within blackface’s 
popularity are what created the new set of sonic codes that came to define the 
particularity of American popular music. These codes, which began to resonate through 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Dale Cockrell, Demons of Disorder: Early Blackface Minstrels and Their World (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997), 79. 
7 Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, 6th ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1999). 
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the choreography of Blacksound, had a direct impact upon the social and civic codes that 
helped to define the binary of citizen/non-citizen vis-à-vis white/black. While ethnic 
white performers in blackface began to perform a uniquely popular style that became 
ubiquitously American throughout the nineteenth century, the melding of Anglo, Irish, 
Jewish, German, Operatic, Western Classical, African, and other distinct sounds of the 
new nation were hybridized into American popular sound through blackface ventriloquy. 
Although the sounds originated in the body of the blackface performer, the hidden scripts 
of (a white) self were embedded into the ventriloquized scripts of blackness. But it was 
the blackfaced, ritualistic improvisation of these hybrid scripts in sound and movement—
the drastic moments of live performance—that allowed Blacksound to permeate both the 




Master Juba: Ragging Early Blackface and Developing Blacksound 
 
 
Along the ports of the Ohio River Valley, within the vice-districts of growing urban 
centers, and throughout the more rural and integrated working-class regions in the 
Northeast, Anglo-Celtic Americans came into frequent contact with African Americans—
many of whom were itinerant musicians and performers. The alleged accounts of T. D. 
Rice’s “ethnography” of black performers often took place in ports along the Ohio River, 
or in more rural settings, in which blacks and whites worked in close contact during 
frontier expansion.8 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 For differing accounts of T. D. Rice’s performance of “Jim Crow” that have permeated blackface lore, see 
Dailey Paskman and Sigmund Spaeth, Gentlemen, Be Seated! A Parade of Old-Time Minstrels (Garden 
City: Doubleday, Doran, & Co., 1928); Carl Wittke, Tambo and Bones: A History of the American Minstrel 
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 In The Creolization of American Culture: William Sydney Mount and the Roots 
of Blackface Minstrelsy, Christopher J. Smith discusses the significant exchanges that 
occurred between Anglo-Celtic Americans and African Americans in both rural and 
urban settings, specifically noting the frequency of integrated musicking practices in rural 
spaces. He discusses these exchanges in working-class, integrated rural neighborhoods in 
Rhode Island, NY, from where performers, such as William Henry Lane, went to 
Manhattan’s Five Points red-light district during the mid-nineteenth century for work. 
Smith amplifies the way we might hear the sheet music of early blackface music, by 
suggesting that we use the paintings of William Sydney Mount—recognized as one of 
America’s first genre and landscape painters—to consider past performance practices and 
the relationship between Anglo-Celtic and African music and sound during everyday, 
improvised performances.  Smith notes that “[the] musical analysis [of minstrelsy’s sheet 
music] is primarily predicated on analysis of tunes as they were notated, not as they 
would have been realized in performance: danced, improvised, polyrhythmicized…” 9 He 
goes on to discuss how the visual and historical evidence indicate that contrary to the 
“squareness” represented by minstrelsy’s sheet music, live blackface performance was 
heavily driven by “polyrhythmic and polymetric shifting accents that were an essential 
element of African American improvised performance practice.”10 Smith makes a 
significant observation that parallels my consideration of how improvisation of “self” in 
relation to “other” formed the basis of the development of Blacksound: 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Stage (New York: Greenwood Press, 1968); and Robert Toll, Blacking Up: The Minstrel Show in 
Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974). 
9 Christopher J. Smith, The Creolization of American Culture: William Sydney Mount and the Roots of 
Blackface Minstrelsy (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 10. 
10 Ibid., 11. 
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Even those pieces that in the ’40s and ’50s were printed in simplified and 
squared-out versions for bourgeois consumption were often syncopated or 
‘ragged’ (as the process was later labeled) in performance. Certainly this rhythmic 
cutting or ragging was an essential part of the African-creole street performance 
idiom as it is depicted in period sketches, and in images and descriptions of T. D. 
Rice, G. W. Dixon (both white), and William Henry “Juba” Lane, the long Island-
born African American dancer witnessed by Charles Dickens.11 
 
As suggested in the opening chapter, deconstructing Blacksound requires an analytic 
imagination—one that considers the relationship between iconographic, written, and 
performed accounts of blackface and its sheet music. This chapter will continue with an 
analysis of Blacksound’s development to further illuminate the direct impact that the 
improvisation of self in blackface has had upon the formation of American popular sound 
and identities.  
 The closing of Smith’s quote points to William Henry Lane by way of Charles 
Dickens’s famous account of this master performer. In hopes of capturing the “spirit” of 
working-class New York, Dickens ventured to the Five Points district, where sporting 
houses, saloons, and brothels dominated the ethnically and class-integrated venues.12 
Like other middle and upper class patrons who ventured to this red-light district for 
“entertainment” (as mostly lower and working class ethnic whites and African Americans 
could only afford to live here), Dickens found himself at Almacks—one of the most well 
known sporting houses of mid-nineteenth century Manhattan. Owned by African-
American proprietor Pete Williams, it was the establishment to which William Henry 
“Master Juba” Lane traveled to perform from his native Rhode Island, and it is also here 
where Dickens made his famous account of “Master Juba” in American Notes (1842):13 
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13 Ibid. 
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“Single shuffle, double shuffle, cut and cross cut; snapping fingers, rolling his eyes, 
turning his knees, presenting the backs of his legs in front, spinning about on his toes and 
heels like nothing but the man’s fingers on the tambourine; dancing with two left legs, 
two wooden legs, two wire legs, two spring legs.”14 This account, and subsequently 
Almacks, became so famous after Dickens’s publication that the hall commonly became 
known as “Dickens Place.”15 
 Dickens’s account of “Master Juba” at Almacks has been the most referenced in 
literature on William Henry Lane. I would like to consider other contemporary 
accounts—both written and visual—of Lane and Almacks, through which I will 
demonstrate how Lane’s virtuosic sonic and corporeal performances in blackface 
impacted scripts of Blacksound throughout minstrelsy’s continued development. 
Specifically, I will consider the way in which Lane’s black body, appearing in blackface, 
performed and influenced the hybridization of Anglo-Celtic and African folk styles in 
distinct ways that both blurred and articulated U.S. society’s developing color line.16  
 As Marian Hannah Winter notes on the origin of Lane’s nickname, “Master 
Juba”:  “The Juba dance (simplified from giouba) was an African step-dance which 
somewhat resembled a jig with elaborate variations…Juba and Jube are recurrent slave 
names with particular associations to dancers and musicians.”17 It is unanimously agreed 
upon in historical record that the virtuosic Lane could out dance any competitor—
including his most acclaimed contemporary Irish-American “jig” rival, John Diamond. 
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The master dancer studied as an apprentice of “Uncle” Jim Lowe in his home of Rhode 
Island. Lowe was described as a “Negro jig and reel dancer of exceptional skill, whose 
performances were confined to saloons, dance halls, and similar locals outside the regular 
theaters.”18 Having learned Anglo-Celtic dances from an African American master 
performer, Lane’s ability to both mimic and improvise upon the moves of his blackfaced 
(typically) Irish competitors further influenced the freedom expressed through the black 
body on and off the minstrel stage. Not only did Lane’s influential performance style 
impact the performance practice of Irish-American minstrels in popular working-class 
performance halls such as The Bowery in Five Points, but his musicking virtuosity also 
influenced the improvised and integrated dances that took place on quotidian stages, as in 
the basement of Pete Williams’s Almacks dance hall. 
 In New York By Gaslight, published by social commentator George G. Foster in 
1850, the author describes a typical scene at Almacks during a time in which Juba might 
have been a featured performer in the establishment: 
 
It is Saturday night, and the company begins assembling early…Already the 
room—a large, desolate-looking place, with white-washed walls garnished with 
wooden benches—is half full of men and women, among whom the latter at this 
hour predominate. 
  
In the middle of one side of the room a shammy platform is erected, with 
trembling railing, and this is the “orchestra” of the establishment. Sometimes a 
single black fiddler answers the purpose; but on Saturday nights the music turns 
out strong, and the house entertains, in addition, a trumpet and a bass drum. With 
these instruments you might imagine that the music at Dickens’s place is of no 
ordinary kind. You cannot, however, imagine what it is. You cannot see the re-hot 
knitting-needles spirited out by that red-faced trumpeter, who looks precisely as if 
he were blowing glass, which needles aforesaid penetrating the tympanum, pierce 
through and through your brain without remorse. Nor can you perceive the 
frightful mechanical contortions of the bass-drummer as he sweats and deals his 
blows on every side, in all violation of laws of rhythm, like a man beating a 
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baulky [sic] mule and showering his blows upon the unfortunate animal, now on 
this side, now on that. If you could, it would be unnecessary for us to write.19 
 
Under the lure of Dickens’s 1842 account of Almacks, Foster vividly describes the 
environment of “Dickens’s Place,” as well as the indescribable improvisational 
performances of its musicians. Particularly noteworthy are the emphasis on the physical 
labor of the musician’s bodies, the “Jim Crow” imagery invoked in describing the 
musician’s posturing, and the almost inhuman, animalistic, and “otherworldly” way in 
which the musicians are depicted. It is the scripting of these powerful performances into 
such affective performance practices by many white performers, participants, and 
commentators alike that allowed the spirit and power of black performance practice to 
permeate the bodies of the dancers in the minstrel and dance halls. 
Many establishments in the Five Points districts throughout the mid-century were 
noted as having both black proprietors, as well as performers.20 However, the clients of 
most of these establishments were integrated, both in class and ethnicity, as patrons often 
traveled to vice districts for the same reason—entertainment. As many descriptive and 
iconographic accounts show, most of the attendees were working-class, and patrons often 
danced with, against, and for one another in these ethnically integrated halls. A sketch of 
Pete Williams’s Almacks that appears in an 18 February 1860 issue of the New York 
Illustrated shows a mixed company of patrons—black men in arms with white women, 
black women in arms with white men—a depiction that seems as though it is almost 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 George G. Foster, New York By Gas Light with Here and There and a Streak of Sunshine (New York:  
M. J. Ivers, 1850), 73. Contrary to Foster’s rather sordid description of Williams’s tavern, another 
contemporary account by reporter Nathaniel Willis noted that Almacks “looked very clean and cheerful. It 
was a spacious room with a low ceiling, excessively whitewashed, nicely sanded, and well lit, and the black 
proprietor has his ‘ministering spirits’ (literally fulfilling their vocation behind a very tidy bar) were well-
dressed and well-mannered people.” Quoted from Forty Years of American Life (1864) in Tyler Abinder, 
Five Points, 198-199. 
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emphasizing the integrated setting of Williams’s dance hall.21 A lithograph printed in 
American Notes (1842), which depicts a person whom many consider to be a young 
“Master Juba” in “Dickens’s place,” shows a similar setting. The image displays the 
mixing of classes, races, and ages within Pete Williams’s dance hall: 
 
Figure 2.1: William Henry Lane in Almacks, Five Points, New York City; American 






As Lane’s career shows, even in these integrated settings, where various exchanges often 
occurred across class lines, the influence that African American performers and bodies 
had upon the development of performance practices in American popular music and 
dance was significant. Whether in quotidian dance spaces, such as Almacks, or in its 
neighboring Bowery Hall—where blackface performance by primarily Irish-American 
minstrels dominated the stage—the cross exchange between local amateur and theater 
spaces, and the improvised, polyrhythmic styles of African Americans, continued to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Abinder, Five Points, 199.  
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influence the Blacksound scripts of minstrelsy that came to shape American popular 
sound as a commodity and style. Saidiya Hartman makes an observation that amplifies 
the often inaudible frequencies of this “integrated” exchange: 
 
[T]he relations of chattel slavery served to enhance whiteness by racializing rights 
and entitlements, designating inferior and superior races, and granting whites’ 
dominion over blacks. In light of such considerations, the contours of antebellum 
enjoyment reveal less about the “nature of the Negro” than the terms of interracial 
interaction that engendered the understanding and imputation of black excess. 
Given this, let me suggest that not only were the rights and privileges of white 
citizens undergirded by the subjection of blacks but, moreover, that the enjoyment 
in turn defined the means of subjugation.22 
 
Although Lane, a free black man, was hailed as one of the most revered and influential 
American dancers of the nineteenth century, it was the moment the young virtuoso’s face 
was smeared with burnt cork that allowed for his distinct talent—now caricatured and 
commodified—to gain wide access and be imaginatively accessed through the developing 
performance practices of blackface minstrels at mid-century.23  It was the carnivalizing of 
Lane’s virtuosic performance in blackface that allowed participants to revel and release 
through his ragging (rhythmic and corporeal) of the amalgamated American popular 
sound, which developed during the nineteenth century through the popularity of ritualized 
blackface performances.  
Although Lane’s personal history is often vague and based on recollected 
accounts, an 1864 excerpt in Forty Years of American Life by Thomas L. Nichols 
suggests that P. T. Barnum was partially responsible for how Lane’s fame and 
performance spread from the local Five Points hall to the minstrel stage across the U.S. 
and London: 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Hartman, Scenes of Subjection, 24-25. 
23 Eileen Southern, “Black Musicians and Early Ethiopian Minstrelsy,” in Inside the Minstrel Mask, 48. 
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Barnum, full of expedients, explored the dance-houses of the Five Points and 
found a boy who could dance a better break-down than Master Diamond. It was 
easy to hire him; but he was a genuine negro; and there was not an audience in 
American that would not have resented, in a very energetic fashion, the insult of 
being asked to look at the dancing of a real negro. 
To any man…this would have been an insufferable obstacle. Barnum was 
equal to the occasion…He greased the little “nigger’s” face and rubbed it over 
with a new blacking of burnt cork, painted his thick lips with vermilion, put on a 
wooly wig over his tight curled lacks, and brought him out as the ‘champion 
nigger-dancer of the world.” Had it been suspected that the seeming counterfeit 




P. T. Barnum—the primary progenitor of three-ring circus variety entertainment 
in the U.S, himself having performed in blackface and sure to feature blackface in most 
of his early circus acts—is credited here with Lane’s fame. Throughout the nineteenth 
century, blackface was performed in quotidian spaces beyond the minstrel theater, such 
as the early circus and traveling medicine show (often blurred together), as well as in 
patient treatment in mental asylums. 25 Thus, whether it was Barnum, another (blackface) 
entertainment “businessman,” or Lane himself who blackened his face with burnt cork in 
his transition from the local hall to the minstrel hall, the intentional ambiguity and 
carnivalizing of Lane’s blackness—in an industry dominated by Jacksonian-era ethnic 
whites in blackface—displays both the popularity of and fascination with expressive 
culture in America through subjugating blackness within Blacksound. Unlike any 
“blackface delineator” before, however, Lane’s own training in and ragging of Anglo-
Celtic folk styles—in his improvisatory, polyrhythmic performance—is what separated 
him from his white blackface delineators.  The seemingly free fashion in which Lane 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Ibid., 48. 
25 See Benjamin Reiss, Theaters of Madness: Insane Asylums & Nineteenth Century American Culture 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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contorted his body and created sound through movement seems to be part of why he was 
often billed as “The Greatest Dancer in the World,” in both the U.S. and England.26 
From historical accounts of Juba’s stage performances with Barnum in 1841 to 
1842, it is unclear whether minstrel audiences were initially aware of Juba’s ethnic 
heritage, as African-American performers were rare in mostly white or integrated popular 
theaters. It is not unlikely that Lane was initially imagined to be a white (Irish) blackface 
performer on the minstrel stage, especially as he gained popularity in music halls, for his 
perfection and improvisation of the Irish “jig,” “reel,” and “break-down.” If Barnum, 
Lane, and other proprietors played on the ambiguity of the virtuoso’s race in billing his 
early performances, the actual African-American performance practices that propelled 
Lane’s initial popularity and influence were paradoxically erased (on the surface) via 
blackface; not unlike the way in which the ethnicity of white performers receded into the 
blackface mask. As an African American, however, Lane was unable to ontologically 
detach himself from the stereotyped conceptions of blackness created in blackface within 
the racialized structures of American society.  
In both rural and local spaces, as well as in dance halls and vice districts, the 
exchanges between working and lower class ethnicities, and the influence of African-
American performance practices in these more integrated settings, continued to shape the 
scripts of Blacksound. These developing sonic and corporeal scripts persisted through 
blackface performance by paradoxically performing a “whitened” self vis-à-vis a 
“blackened” other.  However, in the development of American popular music and style, it 
was through the paradoxical blackfaced animation of the commodified, performing black 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Marian Hannah Winter, “Juba and American Minstrelsy,” in Chronicles of American Dance, Paul 
Magriel, ed., (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1948), 42.  
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body that noise (nonsensical lyrics; scratchy fiddling sounds; percussive and metallic 
sounds of the tambourine; ragged rhythmic clapping, feet patting and stomping; 
interjections, calls, and hollers from the audience and performers, snapping) and 
movement (“improper,” angular, sexualized, shuffled, and pelvic-based) were improvised 
by both Anglo-Celtic and African Americans on everyday rural and popular urban stages. 
While the stillness of Lane’s upper body and emphasis on “foot-work” is often 
considered a variation of the then popular Irish jig, descriptive accounts note how his 
entire body performed the sounds and rhythms of the banjo and bones, or, as Dickens’s 
noted, “spinning about on his toes and heels like nothing but the man’s fingers on a 
tambourine.”27 Although his “imitations” of Irish-American folk dance was based on the 
hybrid performance of mostly white-Irish minstrels in blackface, and his own training 
from African-American master jig and reeler “Uncle” Jim Lowe, it was not merely the 
imitation of these Anglo-Celtic and African-influenced performances that made Lane a 
sensation, but the distinctive way in which he added his own gestures to the lexicon of 
African American popular music and dance. In an 1845 handbill in which “Master Juba” 
was billed as the star of a minstrel show with four white performers, it was his distinct 
manner of performance that drew the most attention. As the bill notes, Lane would 
perform “correct Imitation dances of all the principal Ethiopian Dancers in the United 
States. After which he will give an imitation of himself—and then you will see the vast 
difference between those that have heretofore attempted dancing and this wonderful 
young man.”28  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Quoted in Marshal and Jean Stearns, Jazz Dance (New York: Schirmer, 1968), 45.  
28 Ibid., 45 
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Although accounts of Lane’s performance primarily focus on his movement, in 
addition to Lane’s sophisticated footwork capabilities, he was also a noted vocalist and 
tambourine virtuoso.29  Bones or drums, banjo, tambourine, and fiddle were the custom 
instruments of rural areas in the north and south, as well as local dance and entertainment 
halls in expanding urban areas throughout the mid-to-late nineteenth century.30 These 
instruments, by no coincidence, also became the stock instruments of blackface 
minstrelsy’s development in the 1840s. Their use in minstrelsy was what helped to 
instigate the development of Blacksound, as these instruments—parodied from the real 
lives of African Americans throughout plantations on the south, as well as in various 
settings in the north—became the basis of popular American sound through minstrelsy in 
the mid-nineteenth century.  
A reporter in the Illustrated London News remarked on Lane’s overall musicking 
performance in England—where the master performer appeared as tambourine player and 
dancer with White’s Serenaders (a white blackface troupe). In commenting on the only 
“original” dance that came from America, the reporter intones: 
 
But the Nigger Dance is a reality. The ‘Virginny Breakdown,’ or the 
‘Alabama Kick-up,’ the ‘Tennessee double-shuffle,’ or the ‘Louisiana Toe-and-
Hell,’ we know to exist. If they do not, how could Juba enter into their wonderful 
complications so naturally? How could he tie his legs into such knots and fling 
them about so recklessly, or make his feet twinkle until you lose sight of the glory 
thus conferred… 
But Juba is a musician, as well as a dancer. To him the intricate 
management of the nigger tambourine is confined, and from it he produces 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 Constance Valis Hill, “William Henry Lane,” Dance Heritage Coalition, (accessed 10 January 2014), 
<http://www.danceheritage.org/treasures/lane_essay_hill.pdf >. 
30 Charles Dickens describes a similar instrumentation at Almacks on the night he allegedly saw a young 
William Henry Lane perform in American Notes (1842). Many of the contemporary paintings of William 
Sydney Mount also show these as the most customary folk instruments of the era. See Christopher J. Smith, 
William Sydney Mount, 124. 
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marvelous harmonies. He almost questions whether, upon a great emergency, he 
could not play a fugue upon it.31 
 
In this sensational, yet revealing account of Juba’s performance of African-American 
performance practices and American dance styles, the critic suggests that harmonies 
might have been produced from the tambourine, and that on this same instrument, Lane 
might even perform a fugue. In a contemporary, “Western” conception of the tambourine, 
this might seem like a hyperbolic statement. But in considering the many descriptions of 
Juba’s polyrhythmic, syncopated, and virtuosic performances—adapting traditional 
African performance practices to Anglo and European forms, such as the tambourine—it 
is possible that the critic was describing, with the Anglo-centric tools he had available, 
what the audience witnessed on that London stage.   
The traditionally high-step tapping, and rather rigid upper body movements of the 
Irish jig was Americanized by Juba’s inflection of African-American performance 
practices and improvisation upon these Anglo-Celtic forms. Although Lane, and other 
African-American dancers of the mid-nineteenth century, were in direct contact with 
these folk styles, his performance practices were most frequently described as grounded 
in the traditional African practices that influenced black bodily movement in America. 
Similar to the ways in which African Americans have been described in movement and 
sound on plantations throughout the South and Caribbean, Juba’s full body engages in the 
dance, and this corporeal engagement is directly connected to the polylayered and 
polyrhythmic sounds that are produced from both the body and limited instrumentation. 
In Stylin’: African American Expressive Culture from its Beginnings to the Zoot 
Suit, Shane and Graham White quote the slave narrative of Solomon Northup, Twelve 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Reprinted in Inside the Minstrel Mask, 50. 
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Years a Slave, as he describes how the performance of “Patting Juba” suggested the full-
bodied, musicking process that occurred in early African American musical traditions. 
Northup notes that it was performed “by striking the hands on the knees, then striking the 
hands together, then striking the right shoulder with one hand, the left with the other—all 
the while keeping time with the feet,” and that “the acquisition of a sophisticated 
rhythmic sensibility” was of the highest importance to African Americans.32  
It is worth noting that the fiddle was already a part of Celtic traditions “under 
pressure from English conquerors against harps and bagpipes.”33 Dickens’s account in 
American Notes, as well as many contemporary accounts of entertainment halls in red-
light districts, note the presence of an African American fiddler in many establishments. 
Additionally, this fiddler was a noted position for a slave in plantations throughout the 
south. Not only was the musician required to provide entertainment for the “House” on 
the plantation, but also for harvest festivals and other commodity driven needs. It is also 
not unlikely that these same fiddlers developed their idiosyncratic style as the musician 
for the segregated gatherings of captive black Americans. Thus, as with the jig, reel, and 
other dances that became ragged by interactions between Anglo-Celtic and African 
customs in America, we might conclude that the fiddling styles of mid-century popular 
music—popularized through blackface minstrelsy—was also directly impacted by the 
improvisational, polymetric and polyrhythmic musicking practices of the black fiddlers, 
who frequently served as house musicians in establishments like Almacks. The scripts 
and remnants of these Blacksound practices might still be heard in the fiddling styles of 
white and black blue grass fiddlers and string bands in the Piedmont region of the United 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 Shane and Graham White, Stylin’: African American Expressive Culture from its Beginnings to the Zoot 
Suit (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998), 80. 
33 McWhiney, Cracker Culture, 118.  
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States.34 The full-bodied way in which the melodies, polyrhythms, and performances 
were ragged by nineteenth-century black musicians and dancers alike is based in the 
transferal of the centrality of the drum in traditional African customs.  
Shane and Graham White’s brief survey of the history of West African 
performance practice, in describing the “disorientation” of white onlookers in viewing the 
movements of enslaved bodies, might also inform an understanding of the paradoxical 
“enjoyment” and “terror” lenses through which mid-nineteenth-century Anglo-Celtic 
Americans improvised their “white” American selves through African-American 
performance practices. After Shane and Graham White note that traditional West African 
dance, like West African music, is characterized by ‘multiple meter,’ they state: 
Dances in which the performer simultaneously expressed, through the movement 
of hips, shoulders, arms, knees and feet, the multiple rhythms provided by other 
members of the group were bound to appear alien and complex to white 
observers. The African American cultural preference for constant rhythmic 
variation must have served further to disorient white onlookers.35 
 
The authors go on to quote Alan Lomax, as he noted that “…on the basis of his cross-
cultural study of dance forms, [Lomax states] that ‘African cultures lead all the rest in 
emphasis on bodily polyrhythm, where the shoulders and the pelvis erotically rotate and 
twist, often to two separate conflicting meters.’”36 However “erotic” the hip movements 
might have been to Lomax, his observation of the polyrhythmic musicking function of 
West African styles support Shane and Graham White’s critical observation of an 
apparent “alienness” of the black performance practices to white observers.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 See Cracker Culture, 120. The Carolina Chocolate Drops, a Grammy-award-winning African-American 
string band from North Carolina, are also an example of the continuation of these early African influenced, 
Anglo-Celtic traditions. See Charles D. Carson, “‘Melanin in the Music’: Black Music History in Sound 
and Image,” Current Musicology 93 (Spring 2012): 95-115. 
35 Shane and Graham White, Stylin’, 81. 
36 Ibid. 
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The commodification of these African American performance practices into late 
Jacksonian-era blackface minstrelsy further impacted how popular music, through 
Blacksound’s development, became even more corporeal, improvisatory, ragged, and 
polyrhythmic, as various degrees of interaction continued to occur between Anglo-Celtic 
and African Americans on and off the minstrel stage. The expressive ways in which Irish 
and other white Americans performed improvised versions of themselves in blackface, 
their control of these images throughout American popular entertainment, as well as their 
engagement in integrated rural and local settings, encouraged the imagination of a stark 
black/white divide, through the stereotyped scripts ascribed to black bodies in blackface. 
Although the virtuosically improvising, noisily poly-“everything,” and seemingly 
unrestricted and free black body of African-Americans such as Master Juba continued to 
buttress the freely expressive and sophisticatedly amalgamated styles that were central to 
the development of Blacksound and by turn, American popular sound, these same bodies 
were continually restricted freedom under antebellum laws that denied African 
Americans equal rights to citizenship.  
Credited as the most influential American dancer of the mid-nineteenth century, 
William Henry Lane, along with many African-American amateur and professional 
performers, brought a specifically liberating aspect to the American hybridization of 
Anglo-Celtic performances practices. Lane’s widely popular style and performance—as 
an African-American ragging the already-hybrid styles of ethnic white and African 
American dances in local and public stages during the 1840s and 1850s throughout the 
U.S. and UK—led to a watershed moment in the improvised, polyrhythmic, and 
liberatory way in which the an emerging popular society began to move and sound their 
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bodies throughout late-antebellum America. Even so, the emphatic and angular 
movement based on joints such as the elbows, knees, and ankles, were not solely 
representations of a disfigured, improper black body, as many popular icons and reviews 
of minstrelsy touted.  Rather, I suggest that these posturings reflect, within their imitation 
and commodification, the spirit of corporeal liberation connected to the traditional West 
African customs of music and dance from which they derive. As Peter H. Wood notes in 
his study on traditional West African movement and religion titled, “‘Gimme de 
Kneebone Bent’”: “straightened knees, hips, and elbows epitomized death and rigidity, 
while flexed joints embodied energy and life.”37 In contemporaneous descriptions of 
Lane’s movement and performance, it is as though his flexibility is beyond human, and 
his angular, “noisy,” and polyrhythmic improvisations in movement and sound were 
packed with such embodied energy, that his legacy has permeated the liberation of the 
American body through popular blackface performance and dance until this day.38 
 
II 
The Banjo: From Black “folk” to Blackface to Blacksound 
 
Today, the banjo is frequently associated with the bluegrass and “country” styles of rural 
white Americans throughout regions of the south and the Appalachian Mountains. The 
instrument, however, has a sonic and performance history that begins with early colonial 
(enslaved) African Americans concentrated throughout the Piedmont, Tidewater, and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Peter H. Wood, “ ‘Gimme de Kneebone Bent’: African Body Language and the Evolution of American 
Dance Forms,” in The Black Tradition in American Dance, ed. Gerald E. Meyers (Durham: Smithmark, 
1998), 7-8. 
38 Abinder, Five Points, 175. 
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mountain regions of Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina.39 The “banjo” is the 
Americanized version of the African instrument often written as “banjar” by colonial 
white observers. As the instrument became more hybrid in its construction, its naming 
varied until “banjo” took hold in the mid-nineteenth century when it became 
manufactured.  As Thomas Jefferson observed in his influential publication, Notes on the 
State of Virginia (1785) “The instrument proper to them is the Banjar, which they 
brought hither from Africa.”40  
In this same document, the elder statesman also notes that “In music they are 
more generally gifted than the whites with accurate ears for tune and time.”41  In this 
closing section, I consider how the African origins of the banjo, polyrhythmic 
performances practices of banjo, and early African-American banjo performance vis-à-
vis Anglo-Celtic folk styles heavily influenced the overall sound, form, and development 
of blackface minstrelsy throughout the nineteenth century. In particular, the relationship 
among instrumental accompaniment, song, and dance will be considered through the 
development of Blacksound in late antebellum America. 
 
African American Aesthetics in Early Banjo Sound 
 
[T]he banjor-man, was seated on the beer barrel, in an old chair…Tumming his 
banjor, grinning with ludicrous gesticulations and playing off his wild notes to the 
company. Before him stood two athletic blacks, with open mouth and pearl while 
teeth, clapping Juber to the notes of the banjor; the fourth black man held in his 
right hand a jug gourd of persimmon beer, and in his left, a dipper or water-gourd, 
to serve the company; while two black women were employed in filling the fire-
place, six feet square, with larded persimmon dough. The rest of the company, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 Cecilia Conway, African Banjo Echoes in Appalachia: A Study of Folk Traditions (Knoxville: University 
of Tennessee Press, 1995), 59. 
40 The “banjo” is the Americanized version of the African instrument often written as “banjar” by colonial 
white observers. As the instrument became more hybrid in its construction, its naming varied until “banjo” 
took hold in the mid-nineteenth century when it became manufactured. 
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male and female, were dancers, except a little squat wench, who held the torch 
light. I had never seen Juber clapped to the banjor before, and you may suppose I 
looked upon such a novel scene, with some degree of surprise.42  
 
William B. Smith was a traveling medic who recounted this anecdote from “some years” 
before its 1838 publication. In his recollection, Smith stopped by this “Beer Dance” in 
Prince Edward County, in which he noted that there were “Virginia slaves, dancing jigs 
and clapping ‘juber’ over a barrel of persimmon beer.”43 Similar to “Pinkster” festivals in 
the north, “John Canoe” festivals in the southern U.S. and Caribbean, and other 
sanctioned “celebration” days on plantations, this beer dance was a prime opportunity for 
African-American performance traditions to be cultivated among African Americans, 
while often being observed by (or sometimes performing with) white overseers.44 More 
importantly, the banjo was still considered a “novelty” instrument among Anglo-Celtic 
Americans in the 1830s.  
 Although, as Smith recalled, he had never seen juba patted along with the banjo, 
African Americans had been using prototypes of this African-derived multi-stringed, 
strummed instrument to accompany song and dance throughout the colonial and 
antebellum eras. After the British banned drums in their American “territories” in 1740, 
the banjo, particularly within the United States, became one of the primary melodic and 
rhythmic instruments of African American life.45 Originally constructed using a hollow 
gourd, early African banjo techniques were also taught to Scots-Irish indentured servants 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 William B. Smith, “The Persimmon Tree and the Beer Dance,” [1838] reprinted in Bruce Jackson, The 
Negro and His Folklore in Nineteenth-Century Periodicals (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1967), 3-9. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Philip D. Morgan, Slave Counterpoint: Black Culture in the Eighteenth-Century Chesapeake & 
Lowcountry (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 594-5. 
45 Conway, African Banjo Echoes, 64. 
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in the tidewater region of the U.S. after the revolutionary war.46 It was also during this 
era that the four-string violin or “fiddle,” of both Celtic folk and formal European 
traditions (one-stringed violins have often been described as part of folk instruments from 
Africa), was introduced to and quickly mastered by African American musicians.47 In 
addition to the banjo and violin, playing “bones” is often described as an essential part of 
upper and lower-south African American rhythmic practices after the drum ban in 1740.48 
 The history of the banjo in America parallels the sonic history of African 
American music vis-à-vis the development of American popular sound. Although blacks 
took up the fiddle in their earliest moments in the new nation, the banjo maintained a 
cultural significance and attachment to African American life until after the Civil War 
era.49 The idiosyncratic performance of the African American banjo had a significant 
impact upon important rhythmic and corporeal practices that developed within black 
music, blackface minstrelsy, and American popular music at large. More specifically, the 
“downstroke,” “clawhammer,” or “beating” method of early African American banjo 
playing became central to the polyrhythmic, syncopated, and corporeal-based 
performance styles that came to dominate many strains of American popular sound. 
Similar to how dynamic rhythmic variation and metrical shifts sounded from the African 
American bodies who “patted Juba,” the African-American “downstroke” style of banjo 
playing encouraged similarly varied rhythmic and bodily movements during improvised 
moments of popular music making throughout the nineteenth century. In describing the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Bob Carlin, The Birth of the Banjo: Joel Walker Sweeney and Early Minstrelsy (Jefferson, NC: 
McFardland & Company, 2007), 5. 
47 Conway, African Banjo Echoes, 73. 
48 Dena J. Epstein, Sinful Tunes and Spirituals: Black Folk Music to the Civil War (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1977), 147. 
49 Conway, African Banjo Echoes, 78-9. 
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rhythmic aspects of the early African-American banjo style of “downstroking,” 
particularly in relation to the maintenance of these traditions by both blacks and whites in 
regions of the upper south, Cecilia Conway notes that: 
By striking down (i.e., away from the thumb) with the nail of (usually) the 
forefinger or the right hand, rather than plucking, [performers] achieved a sound 
more energetic and propulsive. The forefinger, which is curled toward the palm, 
is held relatively motionless with respect to the hand. The motion of the hand in 
striking the strings originates at the wrist and is more or less circular. As the 
fingernail makes contact with one of the strings, the fleshy part of the thumb 
comes to rest on another string. Then, as the hands begin its motion away from 
the string struck by the forefinger, the thumb is crooked slightly, thus sounding 
the string against which it has been resting. Because of the smooth, circular right-
hand motion…downstroking is capable of great speed and energy without loss of 
accuracy. Thus, this method is well suited to non-arpeggiated melodies with pitch 
changes at sixteenth-note time intervals and is associated with up-tempo banjo 
songs and fiddle tunes—both of which often accompany dancing.50 
 
The “downstroke” method is also significant because of its rhythmic emphasis on the 
weak second and fourth beats of a four-beat measure. In the “up-picking” style—often 
attributed to Anglo-Celtic Americans and the influence of European guitar playing—
melodic variation and arpeggiation take precedence over rhythmic development, and the 
rhythmic emphasis tends to fall on the strong beats (one and three) of the measure.51 The 
presence of the “drone” string on the early banjo and subsequent variations of the 
instrument throughout the mid-nineteenth century also displays its African origins, but 
the way in which this shortened, high string was used in nineteenth-century banjo 
performance reflects what method is being employed. In the “downstroke” method, the 
drone string is unstopped, serving to both ground and vary the rhythmic line, while the 
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“up-picking” technique often plucks and stops the drone, adding the possibility for more 
melodic variety, along with the other four strings.52  
Significantly, it was not until after the popularization of the banjo through 
minstrelsy that the “up-picking” method of Anglo-Celtic Americans became a prominent 
style of banjo performance.53 As slavery remained concentrated in the upper south during 
the colonial era, the banjo’s circulation, and “downstroke” performance style, generally 
remained between enslaved blacks and the (mostly Scots-Irish) whites with which they 
had contact. But as slavery spread throughout the U.S. south with the invention of the 
cotton gin in 1793 and the eventual “outlaw” of slave importation in 1808, the regional 
practices of African American banjo playing spread and became even more prevalent 
throughout the nation during the early antebellum era. Consequently, the incorporation of 
the banjo into blackface minstrelsy not only resulted from a caricature of “typical” black 
plantation life, but also from the direct cultural interactions between blacks and whites in 
the upper south during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
 How does the significance of the “downstroke” method of early African 
American banjo playing impact the scripts of Blacksound that developed through late-
antebellum minstrelsy? This question might best be addressed by briefly considering how 
the banjo and many of its early African American performance styles came to the 
attention of the larger American public through the nation’s first instrumental “pop” star:  
Joel Walker Sweeney. G. W. Inge notes in “Banjo Reminiscences 7” (1890) that 
Several old and reliable farmers in Appomattox related to me…how Joe would 
hang around with the negroes, learning their rude songs and playing an 
accompaniment on this rude instrument, and how he used to construct others…He 
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finally made one, and getting hold of some strings…very soon learned to play 
almost any tune on it.54 
  
This and other accounts of the life of American minstrel and banjoist, Joel Walker 
Sweeney (1810-1860), note that this mid-century Irish-American “pop” star learned his 
craft from African Americans growing up on his family’s plantations in Appomattox, 
Virginia.55 As African banjo traditions remained strong throughout the tidewater region 
in Virginia, not only Sweeney’s account, but the concentration of the enslaved population 
in colonial and early antebellum Virginia, as well as the number of Scots-Irish indentured 
servants turned slave owners after the revolutionary period, point to the existence of 
direct and frequent exchanges between Anglo-Celtic whites and African Americans 
throughout the upper south.56 As mentioned, the banjo was still a novelty among whites 
in 1830 when Sweeney embarked on his professional career as a minstrel. The African-
American performance styles on the banjo that Sweeney learned and adapted had already 
been absorbed into his own technique by the time he began touring locally throughout 
central Virginia as a blackface solo banjoist/violinist, and well before he established his 
career as a blackface performer within the popular traveling circuses of the 1820s and 
30s.57 
 Sweeney continued to spread the “downstroke” and African American influenced 
style of banjo playing, as he instructed many of the developing minstrel troupes and stars 
of the 1840s who helped to standardize blackface minstrelsy in theater—particularly the 
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Virginia and Christy Minstrels.58 It was not until the advent of Sweeney’s popularity in 
blackface and the subsequent dissemination of early banjo techniques among blackface 
troupes that the instrument and its African aesthetics were dispersed among a larger 
population of working-class whites in the mid-century. As blackface troupes like the 
Virginia Minstrels traveled throughout the Northeast, South, West, and United Kingdom, 
they also carried with them the stylized form of banjo playing that heavily derived from 
Sweeney’s Irish-American adaptation of African-American styles of “downstroking.” 
As African and Anglo-Celtic Americans in the early antebellum era, particularly 
in the tidewater region, continued to develop their regional methods of banjo 
performance, the amalgamation of Afro-Celtic traditions led to the development of the 
wood-ring banjo (as opposed to the gourd-base of the instrument’s body).59 This form of 
the banjo became the standard through its commercial production by William E. Boucher, 
who is known to have produced most of the banjos for minstrels and consumers between 
the 1840s and 1860s. Furthermore, the hollower sound of the purely wooden/gourd banjo 
shifted to a more “noisy,” metallic sound produced by Boucher’s incorporation of metal 
hooks and tension rods (influenced by the snare drum technology developed in Europe at 
this time).60 By this time, the banjo had gained widespread popularity through its folk 
influence, as well as through the exponential spread of blackface minstrelsy between the 
1840s-60s. In the 1850s, with the rise of working and middle class leisure, banjo sheet 
music and instruction manuals were published and widely marketed to common folk and 
contributed to the instrument’s popularity.61  
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As blackface minstrels attempted to gain more cachet as a “respectable” theater 
variety with middle and upper class audiences leading up to the Civil War, the influence 
of European classical styles began to impact many of the “folk” Afro-Celtic styles that 
defined the genre in its antebellum gestation. In addition to the use of metal in the 
instrument’s manufacturing, the “up-plucking” technique and addition of frets that gained 
traction among blackface minstrels in the 1850s—influenced by the classical guitar—the 
addition of the fifth “high” string (to increase melodic variety), as well as the closing of 
the banjo’s back, set the standard for the “modern” banjo known today.62 As blackface 
performers and mountain musicians continued to perform on the banjo throughout the 
nineteenth century, the polyrhythmic, ragged, and improvised styles that derived from 
African American banjo performance continued to impact the hybrid developments of the 
instrument and its sound during minstrelsy’s mature phase.63 As the next chapter will 
show, the amalgamation of African American, Anglo-Celtic, European classical, and 
early styles of blackface entertainment continued to develop in minstrelsy, leading up to 
the Civil War through the compositions of the “father” of American popular song, 
Stephen C. Foster. This chapter will also consider how the “negro spiritual” gained 
traction during the Emancipation era and show the direct impact it had upon blackface 
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Chapter 3 
Sentimentality and Sincerity: Stephen Foster, the Negro Spiritual, and  
Shifts in Blacksound from Abolitionism to Emancipation 
 
 
In the development of American popular entertainment, blackface minstrelsy attained 
iconic status between the 1850s and the 1870s. In fact, blackface entertainment was at the 
nexus of popular culture’s emergence in the mid-nineteenth century, as the Jacksonian 
“common man” and rising working and middle-classes found their distinctly American 
voice through the continued development of Blacksound. It is significant that American 
“popular culture,” during the mid-to-late nineteenth century, emerged vis-à-vis the 
cultivation of American “high” culture through imported European forms, such as Italian 
opera and English theater. Although opera became attached to America’s elite in the early 
nineteenth century, it did not attain popularity among wider audiences throughout the 
nation until after it was burlesqued in already popular blackface acts in the 1830s and 
’40s.1 The sounds that became associated with American “high” and elite musical culture 
(Anglo and European “art” music), in relation to those that became attached to “low” and 
popular musical culture (African American and ethnic white American folk music) 
helped to enforce the class and racial divides that became attached to art and popular 
culture in U.S. society. 
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As Lawrence Levine notes, opera was part of both elite and popular variety entertainment 
in the early nineteenth century—interspersed with comic acts, replacing operatic arias 
with local popular songs, inserting blackface acts between opera, as well as fully 
burlesqued popular European operas in blackface. In the wake of a newly emancipated 
nation, however, opera became an institution that was culturally attached to the rising 
middle-and-upper-class elites, who sought to emulate Victorian and European cultural 
manner and performance in their own performances of American “high” culture and 
class.2 
 This chapter considers how American popular music, from the late antebellum 
period through the Civil War, developed through the racialization of sound and society. 
The “whitening” of “high” American culture, enabled by the elite’s institutionalization 
and cultural control of European imported forms and the blackening of mass culture 
through blackface, created the hierarchical schism through which the racialization of 
popular sound thrived. As I demonstrate, the continued cultivation of popular sound 
through blackface minstrelsy during these critical moments in the nation’s history reflects 
how the layering of Blacksound unfolds into scripts of (racialized) sound. I show how 
Blacksound continues to be constructed within the demographic, political, and 
geographic shifts from the Civil War through Emancipation.  Signaling the sonic 
landscape reflected by blackface minstrelsy, American author, traveler, and critic Bayard 
Taylor noted that “The Ethiopian melodies were well deserved to be called, as they are in 
fact, the national airs of America.” In 1849, he goes on to note that blackface 
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performance practices “follow the American race in all its migrations, colorizations, and 
conquests.”3  
As the paradoxical, performative, political, and profitable components of 
Blacksound’s hybrid construction developed across the nation, the civic status of its 
cultural muse shifted during the late antebellum, civil war, and post-bellum periods. From 
the fight for freedom during the abolitionist era, to the war over freedom itself, to the 
freeing of African-Americans from bondage in the U.S., the desires and anxieties of 
identity, class, and space were articulated through Blacksound’s cultivation in—and 
out—of blackface. 
In tracing the development of Blacksound during the three decades of blackface 
minstrelsy’s heyday, I first consider how the burlesque and carnivalesque were central 
dramatic components that set the stage for the development of Blacksound in blackface 
between the 1840s and 1870s. I then discuss how the compositions, life, and performance 
of works by Irish-American minstrel composer Stephen Foster (1826-64), were central to 
the nation’s investment in blackface minstrelsy, as the blackface mask was foregrounded, 
yet simultaneously began to recede into corporeally based scripts of Blacksound. I 
demonstrate how ideas of racial sincerity behind the stylistic hybridity of Foster’s 
blackfaced songs impacted the developing forms of more sympathetic non/blackface 
popular entertainment of the abolition era. Foster’s musical practices, as I will show, 
continued to impact the style of American popular song long after his death. This chapter 
also considers how Classical European, Anglo-Celtic, and African American styles 
interacted through Blacksound, as blackface remained central to the composition of 
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Burlesqued, Carnivalesqued, and Ragged Performance 
 
 
It is significant that late antebellum blackface performance became ritually formalized 
through the popularity of the blackface minstrel show and minstrel theaters, as the 
improvised acts of the previous blackface generation (1820s-30s) became more tightly 
scripted into tropes of Blacksound by forms that the first minstrel troupes, such as Dan 
Emmett and the Virginia Minstrels (1843), and E. P. Christy and Christy’s Minstrels 
(1843), helped to popularize. These tropes translated into theatrical entertainments of 
varying types that featured (mostly) Irish-American blackfaced performers in a semi-
circle, with tambo (banjoist) and bones (rhythmicist) seated on its ends (see Ex. 3.1).  
 
Example 3.1: Cover to the Virginia Minstrels’ “Celebrated Negro Melodies,” 1843 
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 With the expansion and ubiquity of blackface minstrelsy in the mid 1840s, Eric 
Lott argues that the anxieties displayed by (Irish-American) white working-class in the 
minstrel theater “facilitated safely an exchange of energies between two otherwise rigidly 
bounded and policed cultures.”4  Contrary to the “safety” Lott suggests is supplied by the 
theater, this chapter follows the frame presented in the opening of Bodies in Dissent 
(2006), by performance studies and literary scholar Daphne Brooks. In this seminal 
study, Brooks reads The Octoroon (1861) and Mansfield Sullivan’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde (1887) vis-à-vis minstrelsy, as productions that transform the “scopophilic display 
of racially indeterminate bodies in transatlantic theatre culture into an expression of 
(white) ontological anxiety and theatrical control over corporeal representation.”5 
Whether “safe exchange” or ontological anxiety,” this dynamic took place among the 
(Irish) American performers and its mostly white audiences, not between these groups 
and African Americans.  
In continuing to move beyond the “safety” that Lott suggested blackface 
minstrelsy provided in negotiations of (white) American identity via the “love and theft” 
of “blackness,” performance studies theorist Tavia Nyong’o points to the carnivalesque 
nature of blackface minstrelsy, and how such a reading reveals the ritualistic nature of 
improvisation and performance of (racialized) identity beyond the theater. Nyong’o 
suggests that the carnivalesque, as Mikhail Bakhtin argues, “is the participatory, 
infectious spirit of carnival, which does not truly come alive until it is taken into the 
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mouth, shaken from the feet, expelled from the body in odor and shouts.”6 Nyong’o 
further notes that the improvised performances of self and other that occurred in 
blackface minstrelsy were framed by its “carnivalesque spirit [that] pervaded visual, 
print, and performance culture, disseminating across the Atlantic as a kind of lingua 
franca that was recognizably American.” 7 Nyong’o’s discussion of blackface 
performance as a commercial and performative medium translates to the commodified 
and performed nature of Blacksound’s development into a lingua franca within American 
culture. How both the form of minstrelsy, and its sonically corporeal complement of 
Blacksound, pervaded civic and cultural performances of Americanness is key to 
understanding the hybrid, yet distinctly racialized nature of popular American sound and 
performance:  
 
Performance, particularly the carnivalesque spirit associated with minstrelsy, can 
thus participate in a society structured in dominance. But what cultural work did it 
embody as an instatement of the national Thing? How did a shared history 
become a fraught scene or sound, shared by black and white, such as ‘Carry Me 
Back to Old Virginia’ suggests? And what kind of historical writing can preserve 
this split rather than seek to ‘complete’ or harmonize the difference between the 
melting pot and miscegenation? Above all, how might we refuse the temptation to 
read the exchange of differences in terms of the market itself, a system of 
equivalences that nonetheless reproduces inequality? In answering these 
questions, we must target minstrelsy as an important site where blackness and 
Americanness, identity and the marketplace, provocatively intersect and diverge 
on national and transnational stages.8 
 
As I have discussed the history of the commodification of black bodies through chattel 
slavery, it is important to highlight that blackness, Americanness, identity, and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Tavia Nyong’o, The Amalgamation Waltz: Race, Performance, and the Ruses of Memory (Minneapolis 
and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 108. 
7 Ibid., 107. 
8 Ibid., 106. 
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marketplace persisted within the construction of Blacksound. The improvisation of a 
“whitened” self in blackface helped instigate the relationship among these elements.  
The carnivalesque aspect of theatricality within blackface minstrelsy might also 
be considered in relation to its sister practice in the development of American popular 
culture in the mid-nineteenth century: burlesque. If the carnivalesque allowed for 
improvisation of self and the scripting of other through participatory exchanges between 
audience and performer, the burlesque allowed for the mockery, comedy, and satire to be 
improvised in blackface, as nothing and no one were safe from blackface parody. In fact, 
it was through burlesquing in blackface that many Americans came into contact with 
opera, politics, imported European theater and music, and other acts on local and public 
stages throughout the nation.9 In “Early Minstrel Show Music, 1843-1852,” Robert B. 
Winans discusses burlesque as one of the central aspects of blackface minstrelsy’s 
pervasive power: 
 
[T]he real essence of minstrelsy was burlesque…The very presence of those 
comic, pseudoblack performers on stage was a burlesque of all serious theatrical 
and concert performances. Beyond this general principle, all sorts of specific 
burlesques were staged. Burlesque lectures (“stump speeches”) on topics of the 
day were regularly presented. In the dance, ballet was burlesqued in innumerable 
“Ethiopian Pas de Deux.” When the polka craze finally came to America in 1844, 
it was immediately parodied in the minstrel shows and became a standard act… 
 Turning to vocal music, first and foremost, over and over, the big minstrel 
companies put on operatic burlesques. They burlesqued individual songs, scenes 
from famous operas, and some companies put on complete blackface burlesque 
operas, or pastiches of material from several operas…The minstrel shows were 
performing these operatic burlesques very successfully at a time when real opera 
was not a success in America. In addition, individual popular songs, popular song 
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burlesqued opera in blackface before the actual opera made it to the United States.  
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types, popular singing groups—especially the Rainers and the Hutchinsons—and 
individual celebrities such as Jenny Lind were all regularly burlesqued.10 
  
Also being burlesqued were the identity and ontology of ethnic groups, particularly 
African Americans, as blackface comedy and performance gave imagined access to the 
interiority of black life, as alternative constructions of whiteness emerged in blackface. 
The carnivalesque and burlesque were key performance aspects that added to the 
imaginative, speculative, and ritualistic nature of blackface minstrel performance—
through these forms, whites (and later blacks) improvised individuality and collectivity 
through the hybridization of popular American sound and movement in blackface 
theatricality. The spirit of “blacking” or “ragging” these various performance types, 
through the ritual and participatory blackfaced play of improvised identities, is what 
allowed for the many sounds of the American landscape to be amalgamated through the 
limited, liminal, ambiguous, and liberatory space of blackness.  
Through the background and selected works of Stephen Foster, considered the 
“father of American popular song,”11 I will consider the eclectic and formative 
relationships to Anglo-Celtic and African-American folk practices, blackface, and 
religious music in his compositional practice. Such a consideration will reveal how the 
carnivalizing and amalgamation of these styles in blackface minstrelsy helped produce 
the hybrid basis of what became quintessential American popular song and style during 
abolitionism (1840s-1860s)—and part of Foster’s distinct contribution to the 
development of Blacksound. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Robert B. Winans, “Early Minstrel Show Music, 1843-1852,” in Inside the Minstrel Mask: Readings in 
Nineteenth Century Blackface Minstrelsy (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1996), Annemarie 
Bean, James V. Hatch, and Brooks McNamara, eds., 160. 
11 See Charles Hamm, “‘Old Folks at Home’; or The Songs of Stephen Foster,” in Yesterdays: Popular 
Song in America (New York: W. W. Norton, 1983), 201-228. 
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II 
 
Stephen Foster, Blacksound, and the Development of American Song 
 
 
Stephen Foster’s compositions “Old Folks at Home” aka “Swanee River” (1851), 
“Camptown Races” (1850) and “Oh, Susanna” (1848) helped define the sonic landscape 
of American popular music throughout the nineteenth century. Although these works 
have continued to serve as the sound of early Americana, the sounds that were 
amalgamated into these popular songs were created for the minstrel stage, and it was 
through this stage that Foster’s contribution to the blackface repertoire flourished. 
Writing to E. P. Christy, proprietor of Christy’s Minstrels, one of the first blackface 
troupes who helped formalize and popularize the form in the 1840s, Foster notes that 
within his blackface compositions, 
 
…I find that by my efforts I have done a great deal to build up a taste for the 
Ethiopian songs among refined people by making the words suitable to their taste, 
instead of the trashy and really offensive words which belong to some songs of 
that order. Therefore I have concluded to reinstate my name on my songs and 
pursue the Ethiopian business without for or shame…12 
 
In 1852, as Foster wrote this letter, he had already been composing “Ethiopian melodies” 
since 1845, when he was nineteen. He first penned “The Louisiana Belle” for the 
“Knights of the Square Table”—a group of young men who began meeting at the Foster 
home to practice “ ‘songs in harmony’ with piano, guitar, flute, and violin to support their 
voices,” including popular and blackface tunes of the day.13 Although Foster had been 
“jumping Jim Crow” since the age of nine in his hometown of Pittsburgh, the comedic, 
burlesqued nature of early blackface took a turn towards more sympathetic, “sincere” 
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13 Ibid. 
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songs that emerged in the late 1840s. Foster was central to this transition, as his minstrel 
ballads evoked sentimentality over the comedic, allowing for the burlesqued and 
carnivalesque nature of blackface minstrelsy to be imbued with reflective moments of 
self and sentimentality—(self) reflection and objectification (of others)—in blackface. In 
a letter to E. P. Christy, Foster describes how he intended the sentimental minstrel tune, 
“Old Folks at Home” to be performed: 
 
I hope you will preserve the harmony in the chorus just as I have written it, and 
practice the song well before you bring it out. It’s especially necessary that the 
person who sings the verses should know all the words perfectly, at least 
hesitation in the singing will damn any song—but this you know as well as 
myself. Remember it should be sung in a pathetic, not a comic style.14 
 
Blackface minstrel songs began to move beyond the simple comic verses, refrains (often 
in unison), and harmonies that followed two or three basic chords of its earlier era, and 
began to include poetic and sentimental lyrics, full choruses, and more sophisticated 
harmonies. Significantly, the four-part singing of the Hutchinson singers—the most 
popular touring American (non-blackface) vocal ensemble of the 1840s—European 
opera, and the ritualistic burlesquing of the two in blackface heavily influenced 
minstrelsy’s harmonic developments.15 This sentimental ballad, to be sung in a “pathetic” 
style, is also influenced by the popularity of Irish melodies and English parlor ballads, 
whose topics of love, longing and loss, suggested by the pathos of the melodic lines, 
sentimental topics, and “sweet” harmonies, were key features. Although these practices 
began to emerge before Foster’s first blackface tune was published in 1847, it was 
through his pen that these hybrid styles found their way into America’s vernacular 
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York: Simon and Schuster, 1997), 178; emphasis added.  
15 Ibid. 
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soundscape through blackface performance in the 1850s and beyond. The performative 
scripts of Blacksound, in the 1850s, became imbued with Foster’s amalgamation of 
popular American (black and white) sounds and practices of his regularly performed 
minstrel works.16  
 In 1850, the United States Congress passed the Fugitive Slave Act, declaring any 
captured “escaped” slave was to be returned to their “master,” as they were their 
“property.” Northern states—havens for the abolitionist movement and hubs of the 
Underground Railroad—were required to comply by law. In the same year, the popularity 
of Stephen Foster’s minstrel tunes published in 1848 (“Away Down South,” “Uncle 
Ned,” and “Oh, Susanna”) prompted leading New York music publisher Firth, Pond, & 
Co., to publish a set of four new minstrel songs under the title of “Foster’s Ethiopian 
Melodies…As Sung by the Christy Minstrels.”17 By 1850, Foster had published twelve 
minstrel songs in the more “sympathetic” style, many of which had already become 
staples in the blackface repertoire.18 Foster’s turn to sentimentality in his blackface songs 
developed in relation to the more variety-burlesque entertainment that began to define the 
minstrel show in the 1850s and 60s.  Although burlesque and comedic farce in “black 
fun”19 persisted in mid-century blackface, the softer turn that minstrel shows took, as Ken 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 It is also significant that German music practices from bands, to art song, to the symphony, became a 
critical part of the American musical landscape throughout the mid-nineteenth century, as many Germans 
immigrated to America, and to the Midwest in particular. German pedagogy, performers, and methods also 
heavily influenced the standardization of music instruction throughout the nation. There German practices 
in America were also not excused from frequent burlesquing in blackface. See Charles Hamm, “When the 
Swallows Homeward Fly” in Yesterdays, 187-201. Also See Nancy Newman, Good Music for a Free 
People: The Germania Musical Society in Nineteenth Century America (Rochester: University of Rochester 
Press, 2010).  
17 Hamm, 209. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Charles Mathews was a famous English actor, and one of the most popular of early American theater, is 
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Emerson suggests in Doo-dah!, was in response to the mass-audience that blackface 
sought to capture. In discussing the business tactics of E. P. Christy, as one of the major 
proponents of Foster’s musical influence, Emerson notes: 
 
It would be gratifying to attribute sentimentality....[to] a bevy of [blackface] songs 
to an upwelling of popular opposition to slavery and sympathy for its victims. But 
cultural critic Ann Douglas’s skeptical definition of sentimentality as “the 
political sense obfuscated or gone rancid,” the handmaiden of “failed political 
consciousness,’ is a healthy reminder not to make too much of this. 
E. P. Christy was above all else a businessman…Like [P.T.] Barnum, 
Christy recognized the importance of titillating while never offending. In order to 
appeal to the broadest possible audience, to women and families as well as to 
young men, he smoothed the rough edges of the Virginia Minstrels’ raucous act 
and toned down the raunchy repertory.20 
 
In questioning the limits of “sentimentality,” Emerson’s observation also captures the 
way in which Foster “smoothed the rough edges” of “raucous” early blackface tunes, as 
his compositions gained appeal across classes and audiences. The “noisy,” repetitive, and 
more derisive caricatured performance of the previously popular “Jim Crow” of T. D. 
Rice evolved into Foster’s somewhat introspective, sympathetically treated “Uncle Ned.” 
In general, the “raunchy repertory” of early minstrelsy shifted to the more sincere, 
sentimental, and nostalgic compositional style exemplified by Foster—albeit within the 
scripts of Blacksound articulated through minstrelsy. The hybridity and sincerity of 
Foster’s compositions is what allowed many individuals, particularly white ethnicities 
across classes, to playfully and realistically articulate their own anxieties and desires 
through the (imagined) black body in the articulation of Blacksound leading up to the 
Civil War.  
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 To examine further how sound factored into the construction of race through 
blackface minstrelsy, it is necessary to move beyond assuming that there were pre-
existing, “authentic” markers of a black “other” and white “self,” in order to think 
through the sincere sonic gestures embedded into the construction and performance of 
racial identities in the U.S. But before considering the scripts of racial sincerity and 
authenticity that are articulated through Foster’s minstrel works, a brief survey of his 
eclectic musical background might illuminate, sonically, the compositional tools he used 
to “smooth the rough edges” of early blackface tunes.   
With the rise of the middle class in the mid-nineteenth century, the piano became 
a favorite instrument of the parlor, where friends and families would gather to perform 
arias and popular tunes of the day. Lawrence Levine notes that across rising middle class 
America, bel canto arias from popular operas by Donizetti and Bellini would be 
performed alongside the popular songs of the Hutchinson Family and Stephen Foster.21 
But aspiring working and middle class families in the early nineteenth century, 
such as the Fosters, had already made such eclectic music making a habit. In 1837, 
William Foster gave his son, Stephen, The Parlour Companion, or, Polite Song Book, 
which touted that none of its contents would “tinge the cheek of modesty with the 
slightest blush, nor…offend the most fastidious ear.”22 Unlike the Singer’s Own Book 
published four years earlier and also in Philadelphia, Stephen’s Parlor Companion, in 
addition to piano-accompanied adaptations of bel canto arias, contained the popular 
blackface tunes “Long Tail Blue” and “Sich a Gitting Up Stairs.” As Emerson notes, 
“While one selection began decorously, ‘Hark, the convent bells are ringing,’ another 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow, 96. 
22 Quoted in Doo-dah!, 57.  
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kicked off rudely, ‘I am science nigger, my name is Jim Brown’.”23 This songster was but 
a reflection of the eclectic musical life Foster actually lived. His brother, Morrison Foster, 
noted that as a child, Stephen “studied deeply, and burned much midnight oil over the 
works of the masters, especially Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber…The simple melodies 
which he gave to the public were not the accidental rays from an uncultured brain, but 
were the result of the most thorough and laborious analyses of harmonies.”24 
 In addition to being surrounded by the Western music training of his sisters, 
Morrison noted that Stephen studied with Pittsburgh’s most accomplished musician, 
German immigrant Henry Kleber.25 It was also Kleber who, Charles Hamm has 
suggested, sparked Foster’s interest in opera.26 As it has been discussed, opera and 
popular arias were performed in various settings throughout the mid-nineteenth century, 
so Foster might have developed a connection to opera prior to Kleber’s alleged 
instigation. In addition to his Western-classical roots, the music of Foster’s Irish and 
British heritage, particularly that of Irish poet and songwriter Thomas Moore, had a 
profound impact upon the sound, phrasing, and sentimentality of Foster’s works. Hamm 
points out that Foster’s early minstrel pieces are in the English style, used diatonic 
harmonies, and were “simple, restricted in range to an octave or less; pentatonic scales 
are often suggested or implied; tempos are usually brisk and dancelike.”27 While this 
sounds like it could also be a description of the music for “Jim Crow,” Foster’s inclusion 
of a chorus (vs. a refrain), his sentimental, Anglo-Celtic ballad-like style, and his 
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24 Quoted in John Tasker Howard, Stephen Foster, America’s Troubadour (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell 
Co., 1934), 108. 
25 Hamm, Yesterdays, 203. 
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid., 209. 
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developing harmonic language distinguished his early tunes from previous blackface 
songs.28 The continued hybridity of these more “sympathetic” blackfaced songs in late 
1840s-50s were often billed as “plantation melodies” in print, such as Foster’s famous 
“My Old Kentucky Home” (1853). 
 
Blackface’s “Authenticity”; Blacksound’s “Sincerity” 
 
 The scripts that comprised Blacksound—from the more caricatured tunes of the 
early minstrel era to the more sympathetic blackface tunes introduced by Foster—might 
exist within some modes of blackness or the performance of blackness, but the idea that 
they are singularly or “authentically” black limits an understanding of how these sounds 
actually came to be formed, both sonically and politically. Anthropologist John L. 
Jackson provides theories of racial sincerity and authenticity that help amplify how 
Blacksound is articulated through performance.  Drawing on Lionel Trilling’s theorizing 
of authenticity/sincerity as cultural concepts, Jackson asserts that authenticity is the 
primary way in which race is understood most frequently in the U.S., while sincerity 
plays a much more covert, yet equally important role in how race actually functions 
throughout society. Jackson notes that authenticity “presupposes a relation between 
subjects (who authenticate) and objects (dumb, mute, and inorganic) that are interpreted 
and analyzed from the outside, because they cannot simply speak for themselves.” 
Conversely, sincerity “presumes a liaison between subjects—not some external 
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adjudicator…Questions of sincerity imply social interlocutors who presume one 
another’s humanity, interiority, and subjectivity.”29  
Although Jackson’s theories are based on how race functions in the United States 
today, it is possible to deconstruct, through Foster’s blackface compositions, how 
sincerity and authenticity—as two distinct modes of how race has come to be 
understood—are embedded into the racialized performances of sound in nineteenth-
century blackface minstrelsy. In doing so, it is useful to begin by considering how 
biographies and studies of Foster often elevate the more “sentimental” direction that 
many of the composer’s songs took in the late 1840s vis-à-vis the “authenticity” of 
stereotyped black scripts, as suggested by most early minstrel songs.30 These studies 
often ask the listener to hear Foster beyond the “noise” created by the racialization of 
sound and performance that underscored early blackface minstrelsy.31 In discussing 
literature on Foster that attempts to move beyond the presumably “authentic” tropes of 
blackness caricatured in his blackface tunes, Steven Saunders notes that this impetus 
might derive from how we have come to understand the biography of the “father of 
American song” via a narrative in which Foster turns away from stereotyping to 
humanizing: 
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30 See John Tasker Howard, Stephen Foster: America’s Troubadour (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 
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31 One of the most recent examples of such a study is American Music vol. 30, no. 3 (Fall 2012), which is 
dedicated to establishing a more critical reception of Foster’s life, work, and impact upon American music.  
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According to the conversion narrative, Foster, after penning several early songs 
that contained deplorable racial stereotypes of blacks, sought to impart a more 
elevated tone to minstrelsy. Perhaps influenced by Charles Shiras, an ardent 
abolitionist and close friend, he penned increasingly sympathetic portrayals of 
African Americans living under slavery, shed the use of dialect, and had African 
American characters express subtle, complex emotions, using the musical 
gestures that typified more genteel parlor song. In songs like ‘My Old Kentucky 
Home,’ ‘Old Black Joe,’ and ‘Old Folks at Home,” Foster created a hybrid genre, 
sometimes called the “plantation melody,” that melded elements of minstrel song 
and parlor ballad. Through this process he humanized rather than caricatured 
blacks, thereby promoting racial tolerance and understanding.32 
 
Abolitionism, the “spiritual” folk songs of African Americans, and the sentimental 
balladry of blackface minstrelsy coexisted in the late-antebellum and pre-Civil War 
periods. It was also during the 1840s and 1850s that blackface—and the hybridity of 
American popular sound as expressed by the black(ened) American—spread quickly 
from the North as popular troupes traveled to perform on various stages throughout the 
western frontier, the South, and onward to the United Kingdom. This was also a defining 
period in U.S. history, as the debate and anxiety over the unification of the nation hinged 
largely upon the “freedom” of African Americans from chattel slavery. This freedom, as I 
have shown in my discussion of the race riots throughout the North during the 1830s and 
40s, posed a great threat to both the economic and civic lives of various classes of whites 
who feared the competition for and loss of political, economic, and societal dominance.  
How then, do we give critical consideration to the “sentimentality” expressed in 
Foster’s more genteel representations of African Americans in his blackface songs within 
the context of the commodification of black bodies and black sounds that extended 
through the Emancipation era? If we consider the sentimentality over the racial caricature 
embedded into Foster’s songs, investigating the way in which racial sincerity (as distinct 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
32 Steven Saunders, “The Social Agenda of Stephen Foster’s Plantation Melodies,” American Music, vol. 
30, no. 3 (Fall 2012): 275-89. 
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from authenticity) is articulated through sentimentality will provide a sonic and civic 
understanding of how Foster’s work transitioned from “Ethiopian Melodies,” to 
“Plantation Melodies,” and finally to “American Melodies”—in publication and intent. 
This transition is also a microcosmic reflection of the macrocosmic shift that 
American music made in the continuous development of Blacksound throughout the long 
nineteenth century.  Consequently, this sonic and formal transition of American popular 
song must be considered within the shift from the pre- to a post-Emancipation era in 
which it took place. Already before Foster’s songs became widely popular in the 1850s, a 
more sympathetic style of blackface had began to take hold of the minstrel stage in the 
late 1840s, as popular minstrel performers and troupes, such as E. P. Christy’s Minstrels, 
attempted to elevate minstrelsy to a “higher” theatrical status to gain commercial 
exposure to middle-to-upper-class audiences.33 Although opera and “formal” theater—
still primarily of European influence—dominated the cultural lives of many upper-class 
Americans, the development and popularity of a more sentimental style of blackface song 
was a response to the “high-class” aspirations of many recently immigrated Americans of 
working and middle classes, often with disposable income for leisure.34  
Another factor in the change in tone of many blackface songs of the late 1840s—
mostly composed by Irish Americans in the north—was the rise of abolitionism. During 
this time, the tours of the popular Hutchinson family singers, who generally performed in 
a four-part harmonic choral style, had a significant impact upon minstrelsy and American 
popular music, as well as the sympathetic attitudes of those in attendance at their 
performances for abolition causes. Yet as Jon Cruz notes in Culture on the Margins, the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 Winans, “Early Minstrel Show Music, in Inside the Minstrel Mask, 158. 
34 Emerson, Doo dah!, 95. 
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religious folk or “spiritual” songs of African Americans also gained national traction 
during abolitionism, particularly through the autobiography of an ex-slave who became 
one of the U.S.’s first African American abolitionists and philosophers, Frederick 
Douglass. Douglass, Cruz notes, made the “negro spiritual” legible to a northern, 
abolitionist audience through his 1845 autobiography, The Narrative of the Life of 
Frederick Douglass.35 By expressing the interiority suggested by the “sorrow songs” 
Douglass heard during enslavement, he invited the reader (including white abolitionists) 
to engage the subjectivity of the African Americans from whom the “negro spiritual” was 
produced.36 While the “negro” spiritual” did not become widely circulated throughout the 
U.S. until after the 1861 publication of “Go Down Moses,” musicologist Samuel Floyd 
makes the following observation about the musical, cultural, and spiritual significance of 
the spiritual songs of African Americans during enslavement: 
The spiritual was the transplanted Africans’ primary means of expressing their 
current struggles and fulfillments while maintaining contact with the traditions 
and meanings of the past. While they contained African characteristics of call-
and-response and textual improvisation, these songs derived directly from the 
black experience in America. As in African song, myth, and tale, figures of 
speech were prominent and important, for in their use of simile, metaphor, and 
personification, the spirituals were also imbued with a surreptitiously rebellious 
spirit that reflected the militant refusal of large numbers of laves to cooperate the 
practice of slavery…The slaves used these techniques with ingenuity and with the 
drama that is central to African music and ritual, reflecting their sophisticated 
understanding of the struggles and fulfillments of slave life.37   
 
During the 1840s, however, the introduction of the “negro spiritual” to northern 
audiences—particularly through abolitionist efforts—helped propel African American 
folk practices to the public sphere, and also sonically and affectively aroused sympathetic 
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36 Ibid.,  
37 Samuel A, Floyd, Jr., The Power of Black Music: Interpreting its History from Africa to the United States 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 40. 
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responses from white northerners to the conditions of slavery in the south. Notably, the 
spiritual’s popular emergence exercised impact upon the form, sound, and affect of the 
sentimentality embedded into Foster’s blackface tunes. In considering the sympathetic, 
“sentimental” gestures embedded into the development of Foster’s blackface tunes vis-à-
vis the “negro spiritual,” Cruz’s critical observation that “sentimentality offers a 
spectacular plunge into soppy disengagement” will be central to how I deconstruct the 
sonic influences found in his compositions.38  
 In the remainder of this chapter, I would like to examine how both racial 
authenticity and sincerity are articulated within one of Foster’s mature blackface works—
“Camptown Races” (1850). In doing so, I will first consider how the rise of the “negro 
spiritual” throughout the U.S. during abolition had a direct impact upon the sympathetic 
development of Foster’s connection to blackface minstrelsy. Central to how I read 
“sentimentalism” and “sympathy” within Foster’s work are issues of class, 
commodification, and a “disengaged engagement” with the African American lives 
through which self and sentimentality was expressed in blackface.  
 
The Origins of Authenticity: Foster and the “Negro Spiritual” 
 
The spiritual song of African Americans became more clearly defined after the 
publication of “Go Down Moses” (1861), which is considered to be the “first” published 
“negro spiritual.”39 Before that time, black spiritual songs had flourished in the hush 
harbors to which many African Americans retreated and sang/danced their pains, joys, 
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fears, anxieties, and hopes under slavery. The “conversion” of these practices from their 
more “African” roots to an African-American aesthetic came with the waves of religious 
conversion that happened during the second “Great Awakening” in the late eighteenth to 
early nineteenth centuries. Slave owners, however, did not favor conversion during 
colonial slavery for fear of insurrection. It wasn’t until the middle-to-late eighteenth 
century that enslaved populations throughout the south were “converted” to Christianity 
more actively. This practice was so solidified through the “camp meeting” revivals of the 
early nineteenth century that, by the 1850s, most African Americans throughout the south 
had been converted to Christianity by Protestants of Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist 
denominations.40  
In the north, many Protestant denominations had been active in allowing free and 
enslaved blacks to worship in their churches, but often on segregated or unequal terms. It 
was also in northern states the “camp meeting” developed among Presbyterian 
Protestants in the mid-eighteenth century. The first documented large-scale “camp-
meeting” was held in Kentucky in 1801, where hundreds to thousands of black and white 
attendees gathered, worshipped, and made music in close proximity to one another. These 
popular religious events were central sites for the transmission of early African American 
music practices and the hybridization of these customs with Anglo-Celtic religious 
traditions. Importantly, many of the white religious leaders of the Second Great 
Awakening, such as the influential leader of the first camp meeting, James McGready, 
were of Scots-Irish descent.41 Their particular styles of preaching and proselytization had 
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great influence upon the “preaching” styles of African Americans, as these rhetorical 
practices are noted as originating in the more ecstatic tradition of Protestant Presbyterian 
Scots-Irish immigrants from seventeenth and eighteenth century Celtic religious 
traditions.42 The amalgamation of African American folk practices through religious 
conversion, however, did not reach mainstream audiences in the ways blackface 
performance did early in the nineteenth century. Significantly, at the time of the first 
camp meeting, the “spiritual” could have been any religious songs of African Americans, 
including the Protestant (all the way back to Martin Luther) hymns that were frequently 
performed and used as instruments of conversion and worship of African Americans.43  
With the First Great Awakening originating among Pennsylvania Presbyterians 
during the colonial era, it is possible to interpret the statement made by Foster’s brother 
that Stephen began to experience the “spiritual songs” for African Americans as a child 
along with an African-American “bound girl” (to the Fosters) named Olivia Pise. 
Morrison mentioned that Olivia took little Stephen to camp meetings:   
 
“Lieve”…was a devout Christian and member of a church of shouting colored 
people. The little boy [Stephen] was fond of their singing and boisterous 
devotions. She was permitted to often take Stephen to church with her. Here he 
stored up in his mind ‘many a gem of purest ray serene,’ drawn from these caves 
of negro melody. A number of strains heard there, and which, he said to me, were 
too good to be lost, have been preserved by him, short scraps of which were 
incorporated into two of his songs, ‘Hard Times Come Again No More’ and “Oh, 
Boys, Carry me ‘Long.’44 
 
Foster’s most recent biographer, Ken Emerson, suggests that Stephen might have been 
too young to attend church with Olivia, and he also doubted that the congregants of 
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Lewis Woodson’s Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Pittsburgh (where it is 
presumed Olivia attended) were a “church of shouting colored people.”45 Although 
Emerson casts doubt upon this possibility (and without much evidence), he goes on to 
suggests how the sounds of local blacks in Pittsburgh might have influenced Foster:  
“[Old Black Joe] does sound a little like what a British visitor to Pittsburgh reported 
hearing in a black Methodist church in 1848 before the shouting started, when, right after 
the sermon, worshipers sang ‘their own peculiarly soft and melancholy airs.’”46  
How might have Foster’s compositional engagement with early African American 
culture, both through authentic and sincere engagements with ideas racial identity, been 
influenced by contact with the spiritual songs of African Americans—whether in person 
at performances or in print?  While historical evidence does not immediately suggest the 
possible impact of African American traditions on Foster, “Camptown Races” is a part of 
the older, less sympathetic minstrel tradition of minstrel comic tunes. Yet, the song also 
reflects markers of “authentic” black cultural scripts that are “sincerely” deployed by the 
composer. The transitional and paradoxical relationship between authenticity and 
sincerity within these blackface tunes helped to make them distinctly popular among 
nineteenth century early popular songs. Importantly, the political and cultural contexts in 
which these songs were performed also play into how identities are embedded into and 
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“Camptown Races” 
 
What began to distinguish Foster’s minstrel songs after the late 1840s was their inclusion 
of a chorus—which was not yet common in the popular style of parlor singing, or any 
other popular song types in mid-nineteenth-century America.47 “Camptown Races,” “Oh! 
Susanna,” and “Old Folks at Home” all contain a chorus, and interestingly, it is the 
chorus of most of these tunes that remains popular today. What led Foster to include a 
chorus at the end of his minstrel songs? His other popular tunes of this era, particularly 
those influenced by Anglo-Celtic parlor tunes that evoke English balladry or the Irish 
composer Thomas Moore did not contain a chorus.48  Here, it is worth considering the 
possible impact of the “wandering refrain” or chorus that was already a standard part of 
African-American religious practice at the turn of the nineteenth century.  
 In 1791, a former slave by the name of Richard Allen established the first 
independent African American denomination, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 
in Philadelphia. Coming from the Methodist traditions, Allen continued to view the hymn 
as one of the primary ways to reach his church members, and also found the popular 
hymns of Protestant composer Isaac Watts particularly suitable for the needs and hopes 
of an African American congregation. In 1801, Richard Allen and the A.M.E. Church 
published the first recorded African American hymnal. Although no music is included in 
this hymnal, the texts of important hymns were included, often sung to familiar hymn 
tunes adapted from white Methodist traditions or based on popular tunes of the day.49 
Importantly, before Foster penned his first songs, the A.M.E. hymnal underwent two 
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49 Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History, second edn. (New York: Norton, 1983), 79. 
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revisions, the second of which included the tunes associated with the published hymns 
(1818).50 What was novel and specific to his African American congregation, however, 
was the inclusion of the “wandering refrain,” also known as chorus, at the end of any 
verse. As this practice had already been fashioned in the early history of the A.M.E. 
church and codified in an 1801 publication, it is likely that the musical practices of the 
A.M.E.s—one of the main congregations in attendance at camp meetings at the turn of 
the nineteenth century—had an impact upon the integrated crowds of these large-scale 
events. It is often noted that blacks were sometimes in more attendance than whites at 
camp meetings of the nineteenth century, and African American musical practices are 
often described as in contrast to or as distinct from those of many white congregants.51  
As Emerson noted, the church that Foster would have visited with Olivia, if he 
indeed attended, was an A.M.E. church. The piety of black Methodists often reflected the 
more subdued, reflective style of their white forbears, which is why Emerson suggests 
that the likelihood Foster attended a church of “shouting colored people” was slim. 
However, considering the popularity of the camp meeting throughout the early nineteenth 
century in Pennsylvania, the state of its origin (where shouting, “hymn lining,” and 
congregational singing were common), the establishment of the A.M.E. church and 
hymnal in the early nineteenth century, and the close proximity that Foster had to all of 
these circumstances, there might be a more convincing reason why Foster began to 
employ the chorus in his mature blackface tunes.  Unlike the blackface dialect employed 
in “Camptown,” the way in which Foster employs the chorus does not suggest an 
immediate “authentic” reproduction of black practices. Instead, the formal way in which 
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the chorus structures these mature tunes suggests a less “comedic” portrayal of blackness, 
and a more sympathetic or sincere nod to what Foster might have interpreted as a 
significant aspect of African American music making during this era—the use of a chorus 
at the end of each verse. As Foster sought to soften the blows dealt by the caricatures of 
minstrelsy—whether for commercial or ethical reasons—it is possible that he might have 
done so by carefully integrating the musical/religious practices of the African Americans 
with whom he had direct contact in his early life. It is also possible that Foster’s 
“sympathetic” nod to African American aesthetic practices, such as the chorus, might 
have subliminally found their way into his compositions by way of the growing 
popularity of black religious music practices during the Second Great Awakening in 
Pennsylvania and throughout the south/west, in addition to the rise of black spiritual 
music during the abolition era when he composed this work.  
The impact of black performance practices on Foster might be corroborated by his 
use of a more recognizable performance script frequently attached to African Americans: 
call and response. While congregational and polylayered/heterophonic styles were 
common to African aesthetics of the colonial era, the particular style of a solo singer 
leading a responding congregation in a hymn developed out of the colonial churches of 
New England, at a time when books were scarce. This method, which became known as 
“lining hymns,” became a standard form of teaching hymns to many black congregations 
of the Second Great Awakening, as literacy was still not common among many enslaved 
African Americans. The leader would begin by singing a hymn (unmetered), and the 
congregation would respond (usually in a specific meter) with a phrase or chorus. While 
the communal, improvisatory, and multi-layered style of black music-making has been 
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acknowledged since the music of Africans throughout the world has been observed, this 
particular practice of call and response did not surface until after the religious conversion 
and subsequent development of African American “spiritual” songs in at the turn of the 
nineteenth century. Foster, given the aforementioned history, might have again been 
attempting to include less scripting, stereotypically “authentic” portrayals of blackness by 
employing devices, in a more “sympathetic” manner, that were well associated with 
African Americans in concentrated regions, or through the religious practices and 
conversions that took place near his home. As soon as the piece opens, Foster invites the 
“congregation” of minstrel performers and audiences to join in and respond to the soloist, 
much in the way that African-American call and response practices developed through 
their religious, spiritual music (see Figs. 3.1-2). 
Spanning over sixteen bars, the opening verse/chorus exchange is divided into 
four phrases, and each of the four phrases is evenly divided into two bars between the 
leader and response (see Ex. 3.2).  Blackface comedic songs were common soundtracks 
to horse races mid-century, but rather than continue in the tradition of the more 
“authentic” and stereotyped scripts of early minstrelsy, I suggest that Foster engaged in a 
sincere expression of African American practices, such as call and response (both within 
the verse, and by alternating verse and chorus in its overall structure), by rather cleverly 
aligning the song with practices developed in black spiritual/religious music at the turn of 
the nineteenth century.  
The sheet music resembles the simple (Anglo-Celtic) airs of early minstrelsy—
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verse and chorus; dance-like feel. However, as Foster had been studying various styles of 
Anglo-Celtic folk and European classical music, the way in which he simply, yet 
carefully wove the (African American) call-response motive into the verse, along with 
the addition of the chorus at the end, evinces the skill of a composer who understood 
form, balance, and motivic variation. Foster trades the typical dotted rhythms that 
dominated early minstrel music (a la “Jim Crow” and “Zip Coon”) for a rhythm that 
emphasized, similar to African American polyrhythmic music practices, the weak beats 
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of the measure. Significantly, Foster employed this device in “response” to the call on 
“doo-dah,” as the “doo” occurs on the first beat of the measure, while the “dah” occurs 
immediately (and almost jarringly) on the weak “and” of the first beat. This rhythmic 
play does not carry the same bite as the Scottish “snap” (where the second beat is 
generally a dotted, sustained eighth note preceded by a sixteenth), yet it serves that same 
purpose of encouraging the body to feel propelled to the next measure, much in the way 
an agogically accented rhythmic device might be employed to imply motion in a classical 
composition. Foster thus cleverly interweaves rhythmic play and variation within this 
“simple” tune. Whether he was nodding to the traditional African-American aesthetic 
practice of melodic variation within improvised repetition, or to the classical mode of 
slight variation on the repetition of the short melodic phrases (as in German lied—also 
part of Foster’s musical exposure52)—or both—Foster slightly varies the rhythm in the 
initial measure of the third and fourth solo entries during the verse. Starting as four 
simple eighth notes on “Camp – town- la – dies,” the harmonic/melodic material remains 
the same, but as more words are added to the restart of the solo phrase after “Camp – 
town – race – track,” Foster simply divides the final eighth note of third solo entry’s 
measure into two sixteenth notes. This rhythmic variation by division continues on the 
final entry of the solo, as “go back home wid a pock-et full of tin” smoothly divides the 
eighth notes into sixteenths in a declamatory fashion. 
 Whether this was an “authentically” Anglo-Celtic, African American, European-
classical, or “purely” compositional device, Foster uses the blackface pantomime to apply 
the various techniques that he had at his disposal as a composer. Foster’s compositional 
amalgamation of these styles—by creatively removing many distinctly “ethnic” markers 
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as he weaves a new popular American form by carefully employing various folk and 
musical styles—is what helps makes this “Ethiopian melody” closer to the more overtly 
sympathetic, parlor-style songs of his later “Plantation Melodies” (such as “Old Folks at  
 
Fig. 3.1: “Camptown Races,” F. D. Benteen and Co., 1852 
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Home”), and more distanced from the burlesqued, stereotyped-driven sheet music of 
early minstrelsy. Does this more refined mode of composition, and the turn towards 
sympathetic and sincere engagements with ethnicity and race, remove the sting of the 
racist caricature that still pervaded the blackface nature of “Camptown Races”?  
I would like to place this inquiry within the context of the impending Civil War, 
racial and class tensions throughout the north, Westward expansion, abolitionism, and 
slavery in the south. In doing so, the above issue does not admit of a clear resolution. 
However, despite the more “sympathetic” and less caricatured portrayal of blacks—both 
in composition and in representation—“Camptown Races” still elicited such sonic and 
compositional sympathy through the façade of the (blackface) African American. As 
Foster’s biographers have discussed, he was particularly concerned with refining his 
compositional skills, as well as making a career as an autonomous composer—a rarity for 
a mid-nineteenth century “composer” of popular music. While Foster composed using a 
myriad of styles, it was through the popularity, publication, and performance of his 
blackface works that he came closest to being a career composer. Realizing that he could 
gain notoriety and money from the popularity of his works, Foster began assigning his 
name to his blackface compositions (the publishers often touted the performer before the 
“composer” in early blackface tunes), making them more “refined,” and dubbing them 
“Plantation Melodies.” As notions of sentimentality appeared more regularly in Foster’s 
“Plantation Melodies,” mostly through his use of nostalgia (e.g., “Old Folks at Home” 
and “Old Black Joe)53 these works became viewed as more suitable for the middle-to-
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 The end of the chorus in “Old Folks at Home” nostalgically states: “Oh, darkeys, how my heart grows 
weary/ Far from de old folks at home!”; while the character in the first verse of “Old Black Joe”  
reminisces: “Gone are the days when my heart was young and gay/ Gone are my friends from the cotton 
fields away/Gone from the earth to a better land I know/I hear their gentle voices calling ‘Old Black Joe’.” 
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upper-class, parlor-singing audience to which Foster saw himself belonging and to whom 
he was marketing his music.54  
To remove the sting of racist caricature, Foster could have created songs more 
specifically abolitionist in sentiment, or not composed in blackface altogether. However, 
he continued to find more sincere and sympathetic ways to express his own 
compositional voice through blackface in hopes of gaining popularity. In doing so, Foster 
helped to shift white middle-and-upper class tastes—along with the tastes of the working-
class ethnic white audiences who heard his works performed through minstrels—towards 
the more sympathetic developments of Blacksound within American popular music. 
These popular sounds and performances permeated the sonic fabric of the nation and 
directly impacted civic and societal developments during the Civil War era. According to 
Jon Cruz, “Slavery, fate, and the future of social relations evaporate” through a process 
he names “disengaged engagement.” It is these more sincere and sympathetic 
engagements with blackness that paradoxically create the scripting and erasure of 
blackness in blackface.55 In the case of Foster, however, the degrading blackface mask of 
live minstrel performances might have been less central to his work than developing his 
sentimental and mature compositional style of American popular song through 
Blacksound. This, however, does not remove the significant impact that Foster’s 
compositions had upon the development and dissemination of mid-century blackface 
minstrelsy and Blacksound, as well as the derisive, racialized scripts that became attached 
to the African American individual through stereotyped and stylized performances of 
blackness.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Saunders, “The Social Agenda of Stephen Foster’s Plantation Melodies,” 281. 
55 Cruz, 33. 
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As the final chapter—“from Blackface to Blacksound”—will demonstrate, this 
type of compositional and ethical disengaged engagement continued through the end of 
the nineteenth century, as blackface re-emerged to establish the popular music industry 
through coon songs, vaudeville, and the eventual receding of blackface and its history 
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Chapter 4 
From Blackface to Blacksound 
 
 Constructing Citizenship through Blacksound 
 
In this chapter, I engage the relationship between sound and citizenship during the 
development of the modern U.S. popular music industry in the 1890s. As a case study, I 
discuss the birth of the Witmark & Sons publishing house, established in New York City 
in 1886. The founders of this house became some of the primary architects of the early 
popular music industry in both the U.S. and abroad, and I use the publications of its 
leader, Isidore Witmark, to think through the connections among identity formation, 
sound, and early popular entertainment. Taking into account the technological 
developments of the industrial age and the gradual shift from a society steeped in elite 
Victorianism to one led by the emerging U.S. middle class, I demonstrate how popular 
culture came to both reflect and shape the political, cultural, and economic lives of an 
increasingly ethnically and economically heterogeneous American population.  
The last decade of the nineteenth century was a critical moment in the 
development of U.S. society. The Victorian and Puritan ideals that dominated during the 
antebellum era were directly challenged by Emancipation, European immigration, 
industrialization, middle class growth, women’s suffrage—and not least, a burgeoning 
popular entertainment industry. In the wake of heavy immigrant migration to U.S. urban 
centers in the late nineteenth century, women and ethnic minorities, particularly of 
Jewish, German, Irish, and African heritage, largely fueled every facet of the popular 
entertainment industry—sheet music, recording, and theater. As many white European 
Americans, part of successive waves of immigration to the United States between the 
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1830s and 1890s, began to attain economic independence and assimilate with less 
recently immigrated and Republican-based Anglo Americans, popular entertainment 
became a vehicle for racialized performances to instigate the construction of a U.S. racial 
caste system in ways that effectively traversed party and economic lines. While racialized 
sound had persisted within popular blackface acts throughout the nineteenth century, 
turn-of-the-century music industry developments encouraged the vast dissemination of 
African-American sounds—both real and imagined—into multiple facets of American 
society, with performers of diverse ethnicities as vectors. In discussing the origins and 
diversity of what might be considered “Black Music,” musicologist Guthrie Ramsey 
points to the relationship between the diversity and “shifting terrain” of ethnicity and 
music practices in general, as he notes, “Popular music (in actuality, all music) 
participates in a continual historical conversation, collecting important aspects of its 
meaning from dialogues between present and past.”1 This consideration is central to how 
I engage the rapid erasure of the blackface mask in the development of Tin Pan Alley at 
the turn of the twentieth century, while American popular music remained connected to 
that very past through the persistence of Blacksound.  
 
  
From Whiteness as Sincerity to Authenticating Blacksound 
 
 
Why has the coon song become so representative of our popular music? Why is it 
impossible to think of our street songs for long without encountering the 
influence—whether pseudo or real—of the black? Why, whether in the early days 
of the southland, or in the contemporary life of Gotham, is the rhythm, the lingo, 
and the account of the Negro so persistent?2 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Guthrie P. Ramsey, Race Music: Black Cultures from Bebop to Hip-Hop (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2003), 37. 
2 Isaac Goldberg, Tin Pan Alley: A Chronicle of the American Popular Music Racket (New York: Frederick 
Ungar Publishing Co., 1930), 32. 
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By positing a foundational connection between what I identify as Blacksound and 
American culture, this quote from Isaac Goldberg—an American Jewish critic, music 
scholar, and co-author of From Ragtime to Swingtime with Isidore Witmark of the 
Witmark and Sons publishers—raises a number of questions central to this chapter. With 
the emergence of Tin Pan Alley, the “gold standard” of American popular music 
throughout the first half of the century, music industrialists marketed and constructed a 
distinctly popular American sound and identity that was largely derived from the 
racialization of sound in blackface performance. As the mostly Jewish musicians who 
founded Tin Pan Alley marketed ragtime, “coon songs,” and other popular styles to a 
growing base of various classes and ethnicities of white middle-class consumers, this 
developing popular sound began to resonate as a marker of whiteness at the turn of the 
century. 
Goldberg continues his inquiry by directly addressing the complicated 
relationship between non-black and black Americans in constructing a popular sound and 
identity: 
The Negro is the symbol of our uninhibited expression, of our uninhibited action. 
He is our catharsis. He is the disguise behind which we may, for a releasing 
moment, rejoin that part of ourselves which we have sacrificed to civilization. He 
helps us to a double deliverance. What we dare not say, often we freely sing. 
Music, too, is an absolution. And what we would not dare to sing in our own plain 
speech we freely sing in the Negro dialect, or in terms of the black.3  
 
In considering these often overlooked early twentieth-century texts by Witmark and 
Goldberg on the origins of ragtime, Tin Pan Alley, and the development of popular 
music, the anxious connections between blackness and Americanness via sound and 
performance becomes apparent. A consideration of sonic performances, however, will 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Ibid. 
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also help to unpack the ways in which American identities and races have been 
constructed through early popular music. As blackface became increasingly taboo on the 
national stage, Blacksound once again became a vehicle for an “uninhibited expression” 
of self for a new generation of (ethnically) white performers and audiences.  
Blacksound’s stereotypically authentic traits are fueled by the scripts created by 
early blackface performers as the most consistent references to blackness—angular 
posture, grounded movement, broken dialect, and syncopated rhythm—were often jointly 
performed in blackface and subsequently viewed as ontologically black by producers and 
consumers. These scripts were effectively embedded into the popular imagination 
through performance, as both slavery and minstrelsy precluded the ability for black 
performers to fully define or articulate their own scripts outside of these genres.4 
Performed within the paradox of blackface, a sonic sincerity expressed between white 
performers and mostly white ethnic audiences led to the objectification of blacks, and to 
the practice of expressing oneself through a “black other.”  
 
Blackface and Ragtime in Tin Pan Alley 
 
The more we learn about early minstrel singers and the minstrel show that grew 
out of their activities almost a hundred years ago, the more we realize that such 
shows contained both the fast and the slow rhythms that were to come forth one 
day in the guise, respectively, of ‘ragtime’ and ‘blues.’5 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 For a detailed discussion of African-American performers who performed in blackface popular theater, as 
well as creating theatrical works that simultaneously lived within and combatted these tropes, see Daphne 
Brooks, Bodies in Dissent: Spectacular Performances of Race and Freedom, 1850-1910 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2006). For information on classical and non-blackface African-American performers who 
traveled with minstrel and blackface troupes throughout the U.S. and abroad at the turn of the century, see 
Lynn Abbott and Doug Seroff, Ragged But Right: Black Traveling Shows, “Coon Songs,” and the Dark 
Pathway to Blues and Jazz (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 2007). 
5 Isidore Witmark and Isaac Goldberg, From Ragtime to Swingtime, 112. 
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Ragtime derived from the familiar minstrel South that, in a different mood, had 
given us the Negro “spirituals,” “the mellows,” the work songs.6 
 
As these quotes from Witmark and Goldberg suggest, the investment in 
Blacksound out of blackface persisted, as Tin Pan Alley removed its minstrel mask, 
smoothed over the exaggerated scripts of blackface sound and movement that became 
sold commercially as “ragtime,” and began to freely express and base itself in a 
generically popular American sound that became aligned with whiteness. 
While ragtime can be considered both a style and a genre, its stylistic traits are 
most generally defined as “popular music that flourished from the mid-1890s to 1918. Its 
main identifying trait is its ragged—i.e., syncopated—rhythm. While today it is most 
commonly thought of as a piano style, during the ragtime period the term also referred to 
other instrumental music, to vocal music, and to dance.”7  Coon songs, ragtime band 
music, and the “cakewalk” dance craze were all genres of ragtime that developed from 
the syncopated style.  Although the syncopated, improvised practice of “ragging” upon 
rhythms, melodies, and harmonies derived from the folk practices of African Americans, 
ragtime scholar Edward A. Berlin gives an account of how the stylized performance of 
black folk practices occurred through commercial ragtime in Tin Pan Alley in an essay 
titled “Loss of Ethnic Identity”: 
Public acceptance of ragtime, as shown by the enormous increase in commercial 
publications since 1899, was coupled with the gradual absorption of its name and 
style into the mainstream of American popular music. Ragtime as an exoticism, as 
a quaint music from the fringes of society, was replaced by ragtime, the white 
American popular music. Through 1902 the vast majority of rag publications still 
made obvious reference to the music’s black origins, usually by the title or cover 
picture, and sometimes with the inclusion of a coon-song chorus. In 1903 there 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Ibid., 113. 
7 Edward A. Berlin, “Ragtime,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press.  
(accessed 26 June 2014), <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/A2252241>. 
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was a substantial reduction in the percentage of ethnic depictions, to about 50 
percent, and by 1904 references to blackness in ragtime appeared in only a 
minority of publications, about 20 percent, the proportions growing smaller in the 
following years.8 
 
In other words, while performances of blackness, whether in and out of blackface, 
became a way for Blacksound to construct its ontological status as outside the category of 
whiteness, they also became a way for white ethnicities to negotiate civic performances 
of self-identity through popular entertainment during the ragtime era.    
I 
Sounding Citizenship 
In his study of the relationship between race and citizenship in the U.S., Lawrence D. 
Bobo singles out three aspects of citizenship that are central/critical to how I frame 
identity in relation to Blacksound. Citizenship involves “the complete and unmarked 
enjoyment of the full range or economic and material opportunities and resources, 
political and legal rights, and broader civic and social recognition and moral esteem that 
individuals in a society have available to them.”9 In defining citizenship in relation to 
sound, then, it is necessary to consider the ways in which the ideals of citizenship were 
constructed around the “ideal” citizen—male, of English stock (Anglo-Saxon), and 
Protestant. Although “citizen” was not originally literally in the Constitution, persons of 
African descent, in particular those enslaved, were not included in the category nor 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Edward A. Berlin, Ragtime: A Musical and Cultural History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1980), 123. 
9 Lawrence D. Bobo, “An American Conundrum: Race, Sociology, and the African American Road to 
Citizenship,” in The Oxford Handbook of African American Citizenship: 1865-Present, Henry Louis Gates, 
Claude Steele, Lawrence D. Bobo, Michael Dawson, Gerald Jaynes, Lisa Crooms-Robinson, and Linda 
Darling-Hammond, eds. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 22.  
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afforded its rights. The constitutional framing of African Americans as non-citizen 
developed in opposition to the alignment of whiteness and citizenship. In a discussion of 
the construction of whiteness in the history of the U.S., critical race theorist Cheryl I. 
Harris notes: 
“Whiteness was also central to national identity and to the republican project. The 
amalgamation of various European strains into an American identity was 
facilitated by an oppositional definition of Black as “other”…fundamentally, the 
question was not so much “who is white,” but “who may be considered white,” as 
the historical pattern was that various immigrant groups of different ethnic origins 
were accepted into a white identity shaped around Anglo-American norms.10 
 
While the institution of slavery laid the foundation for the emerging culture and 
economy in the U.S., Revolutionary era debates around slavery revolved in part around 
the need to unify southern delegates for independence against the British. In fact, the 
“three-fifths compromise”11 encouraged the structural disconnect that occurred between 
blackness and citizen-ness during the colonial period. The non-citizen status of blacks in 
American was made explicit in the 1857 Dred Scott decision, which determined that no 
black person of African descent could be a citizen of the United States (Dred Scott vs. 
Sanford). It was not until the 14th amendment (1868), after the outlawing of slavery in the 
postbellum period, that all persons born in the U.S. were constitutionally considered 
citizens. Although foundational amendments had been made and Reconstruction began 
after the Civil War, resistance from white ethnicities throughout the north and south to 
the integration of recently freed black Americans (e.g., Jim Crow, the Black Codes, and 
the rise of white supremacist/nationalist groups) led to societal, economic, and cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Cheryl I. Harris, “Whiteness as Property,” Harvard Law Review vol. 106, no. 8 (June 1993): 1742-43. 
11 The three-fifths compromise, which eventually became Article I, Section 2, Clause 3 of the Constitution, 
granted states the right to count three-fifths of their slave population toward representation in the house and 
state tax budgets. Harris, “Whiteness as Property,” 1718-19.  
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structures that reinforced the normative relationship between male U.S. Anglo-Saxony 
and the notion of citizen.  
 
Embodying and Delineating the “Citizen” through Blacksound 
A performative engagement with Blacksound in the formation of Tin Pan Alley allowed 
white ethnicities to create new versions of whiteness in popular culture that were 
detached from the racialized history of blackface performance. This freedom was further 
encouraged by the fact of music’s social ambiguity, a “floating intentionality” that, as Ian 
Cross has observed, enables music “to serve as a medium for the maintenance of human 
social flexibility.”12 Music, importantly, involves the performance and reception of 
sound, which is itself an embodied process. The process of racializing sound is a 
psychological and embodied dynamic that occurs between individuals and communities. 
Martin Clayton makes the following keen statement on the relationship among music, 
identity, and group formation in considering the social and psychological aspects of 
music:  
Music is a tool for the discovery, manipulation and projection of individual 
identity; an individual’s identity construction is however inherently social, 
implicating a variety of groups to which the individual feels he does or does not 
belong. Music is a tool for facilitating intimate interactions, and an index of such 
interactions: it therefore helps to bring social groups into being. Music is also a 
tool for constituting publics, for allowing social groups larger than the family, 
clan or village to create themselves and to include or exclude individuals. It can 
help to dissolve the boundary between self and other in a way speech generally 
does not; but music can also be deployed to reinforce boundaries and to distance 
or exclude. This is why it can be described as a flexible tool for managing 
relationships between self and other.13 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Ian Cross, “Music and Meaning, Ambiguity and Evolution, in Musical Communication, D. Miell, D. 
Hargreaves, and R. MacDonald, eds. (Cambridge: Oxford University Press, 2005),8. 
13 Martin Clayton, “The Social and Personal Functions of Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective,” in The 
Oxford Handbook of Music and Psychology, Susan Hallam, Ian Cross, and Michael Thaut, eds. (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), 49. 
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 The world of sound that humans have experienced, particularly through popular 
music in the U.S. since the turn of the twentieth century, is central to defining how 
individual and group identity is created within contemporary society. To critically 
interrogate the sonic construction of race requires a close consideration of the cognitive 
and embodied processes that are involved in music making. From an acoustic 
perspective, wavelengths physically travel through the human body, while the 
frequencies at which they vibrate are converted into various pitches and sounds by the 
human brain. Importantly, the mental, emotional, and physical responses are not only 
byproducts of the physiological impact of sound, but also of the psychological 
conditioning developed between sound and human experience.14 Various levels of the 
human sensorium are impacted by sound, as well as by its production through music. In 
particular, the processes that occur as the body interprets and creates sound in 
performance enable a conflation of reality, emotion, and fiction.   
Music means within the social, performative, and embodied spaces in which it is 
created. Ian Cross and Elizabeth Tolbert’s recent discussion of music and meaning notes 
that meaning “is a property of the relationships between mind and world; however, it is 
best understood as mediated not by the principles of formal logic but by the embodied 
nature of our experiences being in the world.”15 With regard to music specifically, Cross 
and Tolbert further note, “meaning is immanent as a condition of felt responses that 
depends on the qualities of the music as the object of listening and on the cultural 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 For a comprehensive study of the current debates and theories on music as a cognitive process, see The 
Oxford Handbook of Music Psychology, Susan Hallam, Ian Cross, and Michael Thaut, eds. (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 2009. See also Oliver Sachs, Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the 
Brain (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2007).  
15 Cross and Tolbert, “Music and Meaning” in The Oxford Handbook of Music and Psychology, 33. 
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capacities of its audiences.”16 Musicologist Raymond Knapp’s monograph on the musical 
and American national identity considers how music furthers meaning for audiences in 
dramatic settings, particularly in helping to blur the lines between reality and staged 
action: 
The effect of adding music to a dramatic scene that might otherwise play 
naturalistically serves to exaggerate its content, adding a dimension of artificiality 
at the same time that it often also strives to tap into a deeper kind of reality, one 
only accessible through music.17  
 
Similarly, the fictional sounds and movements scripted as “black” in blackface 
performance are often seen as “natural,” realistic displays of African Americans as 
individuals—even though ethnic whites who performed their perceptions of blackness in 
blackface had primarily choreographed these staged identities.  
 Dubbed “The Last of the Red Hot Mommas,” Sophie Tucker, one of the most 
popular vaudeville and theater performers of the early twentieth century, provides an 
example of how race and identity were articulated through the embodiment of blackface 
and ragtime performance. “Coon-shouting,” the name given to the practice of mostly 
women who blacked-up and sang songs in the ragged style, was a prime medium through 
which women performers were introduced to the popular stage at the turn of the century. 
In 1908, Tucker gained her first professional success as a “coon shouter” in vaudeville, 
“wearing black cork on her face, feigning a Southern accent, and singing songs whose 
persona was a stereotypical black male.”18 Tucker’s blackface act was based on scripts of 
black performance along with her own Jewish and Yiddish cultural tropes. As she 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Ibid. 
17 Raymond Knapp, The American Musical and the Formation of a Nation (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2005), 12. 
18 Janet Brown, “The ‘Coon Singer’ and the ‘Coon Song’: A Case Study of the Performer-Character 
Relationship,” Journal of American Culture 7 nos. 1-2 (Summer 1984): 1. 
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developed her stage persona and sound between scripts of blackness and Jewishness, 
Tucker introduced vaudeville audiences to this hybrid sound, and she became famous 
beyond blackface and ragtime.  
Reviewers and audiences seemed quite convinced by Tucker’s on-stage 
portrayals.  As one historian put it, “Sophie Tucker in her ‘coon’ shouting has them all in 
doubts as to her true color.”19 One of the highlights of Tucker’s act, however, became the 
removal of her wig or gloves to prove her “whiteness” to audiences. Soon, Tucker 
perfected the performance styles she developed through Blacksound and her own cultural 
tropes beyond blackface; she ceased donning blackface after 1917 and became one of the 
most widely known performers of her era. As noted by Pamela Brown Lavitt, Tucker’s 
“transition to ballads, torch songs and ribald comedy prompted The New York Telegraph 
to declare coon shouting a ‘virtually extinct form of singing’ in 1917.”20 As Tucker 
became more popular after the ragtime era, the blackface tropes out of which her sound 
and performance developed receded into her popular performances of a Jewish and white 
self on the vaudeville stage. Tucker’s on-stage play between Blacksound and Jewish 
identity, and the distinction between these two constructs through non-blackface 
performance, allowed space for this developing popular sound to become more closely 
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American Jewish History 87 no. 4 (1999), 254. 
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II 
The Spirit of Blacksound 
 
In addition to the “possession” of black bodies through chattel slavery in the U.S., 
another form of possession emerges in blackness’s commodification during the 
development the American music industry—a spiritual possession. White ethnic 
performers who articulated any version of Blacksound through their popular 
performances invoked a possession of self by (an)other. The stereotyped “spirit” of 
blackness and black performance was exchanged between entertainer and audience in 
minstrelsy. Ironically, the “black” other—whether real or imagined—as articulated 
through the performance of Blacksound invokes the sounds of spirituals that were 
performed by African Americans during the antebellum era.  
This spirit invocation continued into later eras of Blacksound’s development.  As 
noted by Isidore Witmark, “[t]he minstrel show is one of the spiritual and material 
sources of Tin Pan Alley.”21 Within this project, to capture the spirit of Tin Pan Alley and 
early American popular song is to capture the essence of blackface minstrelsy—a genre 
that was intended to capture the spirit of (enslaved) black Americans. Witmark notes that 
the sounds produced through the collective spirits of those held as captive commodities 
would continue to be negotiated, packaged, and sold in the development of American 
popular sound and industry:  
The minstrel show, however, soon acquired a character that is aptly symbolized 
by burnt cork. It became, so to speak, pseudo-Negro. Blackface, after all, was not 
black-skin. Already, then, we have the touch of what is later to become Tin Pan 
Alley. Even Stephen C. Foster never saw the Swanee River, the occurrence of 
which in his famous song is simply a geographical accident. Foster no more 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Isidore Witmark and Isaac Goldberg, From Ragtime to Swingtime (New York: Lee Furman, 1939), 112. 
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knew, or cared about, the Swanee River than George Gershwin, years later, when 
he wrote his song, Swanee, and saw it earn a fortune for him. It is quite the nature 
of things that Dixie was written up North, and that ragtime and jazz, both born of 
Negro spirits, should have received their intensive commercial development in 
New York City.22  
 
Here, Witmark—who published and allegedly wrote part of African-American performer 
Ernest Hogan’s “All Coons Look Alike to Me,” a song widely acknowledged for starting 
the “coon song” craze in the mid-1890s 23—paints a very clear, yet complicated picture of 
how the spirit of blackface was embedded into an American sonic fabric, as it faded into 
the limelight of the growing New York-based entertainment industry.  
Tin Pan Alley became more racially segregated as it moved from New York 
City’s integrated “Tenderloin” red-light district of the 20s, 30s, and 40s (specifically 
along West 28th Street) to areas further uptown (in the upper 40s), which were mostly 
associated with “Broadway.”  During this period, the segregation of popular music 
occurred through the continued commodification, distribution, and consumption of 
Blacksound.24 As Edward A. Berlin notes: 
As Italian immigrants and older white groups moved into Greenwich Village in 
the 1890s, the black population moved to the Tenderloin…going from about West 
20th street up to West 63rd Street. The Tenderloin did not, however, become an all 
black community. There were small pockets of high black concentrations, perhaps 
of a block or two, surrounded by white businesses and residences—the latter 
being mostly of Irish and German immigrants…Before the end of the first decade 
of the twentieth century, most of the major publishers on West 28th street had left, 
moving further uptown. The meaning of “Tin Pan Alley” became similarly 
changed, to connote more generally the New York popular-music industry.25 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Witmark and Goldberg, 130. 
23 Witmark, From Ragtime to Swingtime, 195-6.  
24 Charles L. Buchanan, “Ragtime and American Music,” Opera Magazine 3 (February 1916): 17-19. In 
Steppin’ Out: New York Night Life and the Transformation of American Culture (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1981), Lewis A. Erenberg also discusses the popularity of the Tenderloin district, which 
contained brothels, saloons, gambling houses, etc., that were often frequented and owned by black patrons 
and entrepreneurs and served as a central site ragtime’s development in New York.  
25 Berlin, Ragtime, 45-46.  
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The period discussed in this quote occurs during the shift from blackface to Blacksound, 
coon shouting and ragtime, and eventually to early twentieth-century American popular 
entertainment. Sociologist Frank L. Samson notes that in the wake of Plessy vs. Ferguson 
(1896), Jim Crow allowed U.S. society to “construct legally sanctioned segregated worlds 
with overlapping geographical and commercial spaces albeit socially separate ones.”26 In 
New York City and many urban centers throughout the U.S. at the turn of the century, 
people of different classes, races, and ethnicities might have had significant everyday 
encounters, but living and social spaces were often ethnically/racially segregated.27  
Just before the establishment of the Witmark publishing house in 1886, African 
Americans brought their cultural practices from regions in the south to the Midwest, 
west, and north through mass migration. At the same time, immigration from Europe and 
East Asia also greatly increased. The net population increase of black residents between 
1880-1889 was 365% in Chicago, 209% in New York, and 1989% in Los Angeles, while 
immigration to the U.S. from Southern and Eastern Europe almost doubled over what it 
had been in the previous decade.28  
The expansion of the U.S. population and its cities, commuter and commercial 
rail development, as well as new modes of intra-city travel during the 1890s, further 
aided the dissemination of regional vernacular sounds. Musicians and publishers, many 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Frank L. Samson, “Race and the Limits of American Democracy,” in The Oxford Handbook of African 
American Citizenship: 1865-Present, Henry Louis Gates, Claude Steele, Lawrence D. Bobo, Michael 
Dawson, Gerald Jaynes, Lisa Crooms-Robinson, and Linda Darling-Hammond, eds. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 79. 
27 Ibid.  
28 In Gunnar Myrdal’s seminal 1944 study, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem in Modern 
Democracy, he notes the significance of migration from the south to northern and Midwestern regions 
during the Reconstruction era: “So widespread and disruptive did this movement appear that the U.S. 
Senate felt compelled, in the winter and spring of 1880, to investigate ‘The Cause of the Removal of the 
Negroes from the Southern States to the Northern State,’” reprinted in Steven Hahn, A Nation Under Our 
Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to the Great Migration (Cambridge: 
Belknap Press, 2003), 300-1. 
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of whom came from first and second-generation immigrant families, were among the 
most active travelers in search of venues to plug their new hits through performers and 
publications.29 Additionally, leisure became a marketable concept by American industries 
in the wake of middle-class and urban developments in the modern city during the 1880s 
and 1890s.30  
Between the 1870s and 1890s, major railroad and port hubs in developing 
Midwestern cities along the Mississippi, such as St. Louis and Chicago, often attracted 
itinerant musicians and publishers to various surrounding “red-light” districts, theaters, 
and other nightly performance venues.31 Thus, more regionalized vernacular sounds of 
black Americans caught the ear of the general population during times of leisure, and 
were reproduced both in print and performance. Significantly, it was not until the mid-
1880s, during the height of the first wave of African-American migration and the 
ascendance of black performers on the popular stage, that the rhythmic syncopation and 
melodic performances later associated with ragtime were found in published American 
music. These sounds were often noted as being commonly heard, however, in improvised 
music performed in black communities throughout the Caribbean, southern U.S., and 
Georgia Sea Islands, in particular. The general “ragging” of popular tunes that derived 
from blackface performance also predated the publication of ragtime styles in the 
1890s.32  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 H. Loring White, Ragging It: Getting Ragtime Into History (and Some History into Ragtime) (Lincoln: 
H. Loring White/iUniverse, 2005). 
30 Richard Butsch, For Profit and For Fun: The Transformation of Leisure into Consumption (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1990).  
31 White, Ragging It, 56. 
32 “History of Ragtime,” The Library of Congress, (accessed 29 August 2013), 
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 U.S. society had to negotiate the stark shifts in population and geography, and the 
tensions between the Victorian-based, “high-brow” culture of early America and the “low 
brow” culture rapidly emerging at the turn of the century.33 Moreover, the mostly Anglo-
American, wealthy leaders of the Republican Party who had control of the developing 
nineteenth-century economy were severely impacted by the financial crisis of the early 
1890s. This crisis was largely brought about by the financial failure of the quickly 
constructed railroad system under monopoly control, the financial crisis in England, and 
the fluctuation in gold and silver standards.34  
Even at a time when the U.S. in the 1890s was facing one of its most challenging 
financial moments, popular entertainment, culture, and industry—particularly through the 




“Free” Expression and the Purchase of Blacksound 
 
Historian Alexander Saxton points to the persistence of blackface minstrelsy’s popularity 
throughout the century: “[T]he staying power of minstrel entertainment was its freedom 
of subject matter. Certainly another, perhaps the other, major factor was the presence of 
African borrowings (especially in dance movement and sense of rhythm) throughout the 
entire half-century of blackface minstrelsy.”35 The line between “freedom of subject 
matter” and the presence of “African borrowings” seems blurred by the performance of 
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Blacksound and movement, and it is this in-between space that is fraught with the deep 
realities of one’s everyday life enacted through blackface performance.  
To take Saxton’s claims a bit further, I would assert that the combination of 
“freedom of subject matter” and the presence of “African borrowings” (whether real or 
imagined) centrally marked the transition between blackface and Blacksound in 
mobilizing an American popular sound. This opened a space for an overall freedom of 
expression through Blacksound within the nascent development of the popular industry, 
as faces were no longer blackened with burnt cork, yet maintained a historical and sonic 
relationship to blackface. White ethnic groups, who helped define nineteenth-century 
forms of popular entertainment, transitioned out of blackface into performing Blacksound 
as popular sound. They also challenged previously dominant Victorian ideals of proper 
society, as “whiteness” was constructed into a more cohesive category to include 
European and Russian ethnicities of varying classes. According to the 1890 U.S. census, 
respondents were asked to identify according to “race” for the first time as “white,” 
“black,” “Mulatto,” “Quadroon,” “Octoroon,” “Chinese,” “Japanese,” or “Indian.” In the 
first U.S. census taken in 1790, whites were categorized according their “free” status, 
age, and gender. Two hundred years later, however, whiteness was collapsed into a single 
category of “white,” while other ethnic categories continued to shift and expand in 
accordance with immigration and population developments.36 Ultimately, even the staged 
performance of whiteness through blackface (as defined in the nineteenth century by 
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Anglo-Saxon Protestantism) became guided by the ability to freely express self through 





Sounding Bodies, Sounding Self, and the Dissemination of Blacksound 
 
The emergence of the popular American music industry as centralized through 
Tin Pan Alley during the 1890s is reflexive of the larger economic and geographic shifts 
that took place during America’s Gilded Age: 
With the rise of the modern corporation and the advent of monopoly forms of 
economic organization, the Gilded Age represented a significant historical shift in 
business innovation and economic structural relations in the United States. The 
expansion of transportation infrastructure, epitomized by the construction and 
completion of the transcontinental railroad, signified a market revolution (Takai 
1993) that dissipated traditional temporal and spatial boundaries as it opened new 
commercial opportunities for domestic and international agricultural trade in the 
South.38  
 
The rise of middle- and working-classes in the late nineteenth century opened up 
a target market for the music industry. During the early-to-mid 19th century, pianos were 
luxury items, and did not become household fixtures of the emerging American middle 
and aspiring working classes until the late nineteenth century. Previously, those with time 
for music training and the disposable income for expensive pianos were the largest 
consumers of commercial sheet music, while audiences of lower classes generally 
experienced music in quotidian theaters and spaces, via non-published scores, or through 
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oral-based traditions.  Now, the growing significance of the piano in U.S. households and 
performance venues helped instigate rapid growth in the availability of popular sheet 
music, creating a wider market for the exchange of vernacular sounds, and Blacksound in 
particular, in both private and public spaces. 
This balance shifted, however, as the accessibility of the upright piano and player 
piano technologies developed in the wake of the International Copyright Act of 1891.The 
Act was particularly integral to the establishment of the commercial music industry and 
the commodification of Blacksound. It provided limited protection to foreign copyright 
holders in the U.S.; it was especially designed for U.K. and U.S. copyright holders to 
negotiate terms of fair use.39 Prior to the adoption of the Act, music publishing was 
decentralized and generally led by independent houses in urban areas throughout the 
U.S., mostly based on the sales of European “classical” music to the upper crust of 
society.40 This method was particularly lucrative for the few who could afford to publish, 
because independent dealers could simply reproduce sheet music from European 
composers without having to pay for the original work in its U.S. publication and sale. 
The sheet music of popular minstrel tunes that had been in wide circulation earlier in the 
nineteenth century was geared primarily towards minstrel performers, not necessarily lay 
audiences. Thus, Blacksound was often aurally experienced by consumers as translated 
by (non-black) black-faced performers from scores that were made available by a limited 
number of publishers scattered throughout the country. As Russell Sanjek notes in 
American Popular Music and Its Business, this savvy music-printing model precluded the 
wide publication (and dissemination) of vernacular, U.S.-based music for more general 
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audiences for most of the nineteenth century. This model did not change until the 1891 
legislation passed. After this date, the emerging middle class and the new copyright laws 
instigated the widening market of popular music production. The wholesale value of 
popular sheet music tripled between 1890 and 1909, from $1.7 to $5.5 million, as the 
price for sheet music rose from 25 to 60 cents a copy during this era of international 
copyright protection. 
 
Publishing Blacksound as Popular Sound 
 
 
Soon after the passing of this bill, the early popular music industry became 
centralized both geographically and stylistically, as Tin Pan Alley musicians formed the 
commercial music industry in New York City via the commodification of Blacksound.  
As Tin Pan Alley helped to define American popular sound for consumers, it also highly 
informed the sounds that dominated early recordings and Hollywood films, as many 
composers and performers who began in Tin Pan Alley dominated these emerging U.S. 
mega industries of entertainment.41  
 M. Witmark & Sons was one of the first and most successful publishing houses to 
capitalize on the ontological ambiguity of blackness through their commodification of 
Blacksound in popular sheet music publications. The “coon song” craze that swept 
popular music in the late 1890s and incited the spread of ragged styles was largely 
encouraged by two of the year’s most popular songs, both published by the Witmarks in 
1896: “My Gal is a High Born Lady,” by Irish-American minstrel and composer Barney 
Fagan, and “All Coons Look Alike to Me,” by African-American performer and 
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composer Ernest Hogan. Before Witmark’s publication of “My Gal,” the popularity of 
Hogan’s “All Coons” quickly helped to encourage the predominance of ragtime via coon 
songs in Tin Pan Alley during the late 1890s, as over 600 coon songs were published 
during this era.42 
Barney Fagan, often referred to as one of the fathers of modern tap dance and 
popular dance styles, was a seasoned minstrelsy veteran, and “My Gal is a High Born 
Lady” in particular points towards the slippage between self and other as this “new” 
popular sound (ragtime) was being disseminated. Ragged styles associated with black 
Americans were largely regional until the mid-1880s, and the “coon song’s” popularity 
was directly responsible for the national spread of ragged styles. However, the ragged 
style of Fagan’s “My Gal” sheet music does not immediately suggest the more 
syncopated, polyrhythmic, and harmonically complex language of, say, a Scott Joplin 
piano rag. Fagan’s use of stereotyped black dialect, accompanied by light syncopation 
and regular use of dotted rhythms in the melody and piano, became characteristic of the 
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Figure 4.2: Chorus to Fagan’s “My Gal is a High Born Lady”:  
 
My gal is a highborn lady; She’s black, but not too shady, 
 
Feathered like a peacock, just as gay, She is not colored; she was born that 
way, 
 
I’m proud of my black Venus, No coon can come between us, 
 
Long the line they can’t outshine, this highborn gal of mine! 
 
 
Isaac Goldberg, in a discussion of what “ragtime” meant in his day at the turn of the 
century, notes that this style became the lingua franca of American popular song. 
Syncopation, as employed in many “coon songs” of early Tin Pan Alley, meant, “to break 
down the rhythm, to rag it, would simply mean to pep it up with off-beat rhythms and 
effects of syncopation.”43 As Goldberg was a contemporary and colleague of Fagan and 
Witmark, it is possible to consider how this view of ragtime found its way into “My Gal 
is a High Born Lady,” and particularly its chorus. First, the dotted rhythm of the opening 
verse (played by the piano and possibly sung in a similar rhythm by the voice in practice) 
presages the emergence of the consistent, dotted figure that begins to dominate popular 
songs out of Tin Pan Alley in the early twentieth century. In discussing popular ragtime 
songs published in the early 1900s, Edward A. Berlin notes, “The most noticeable shift in 
ragtime of the 1910s is in the increased use of dotted rhythms… During the first decade 
of the century this figure was rarely more than incidental, appearing in less than 6 percent 
of published piano rags. Beginning in 1911, however, there was a sudden and dramatic 
upsurge in the use of this rhythm, the number of prominent occurrences almost doubling 
for each of the next few years: 1911, 12 percent; 1912, 23 percent; 1913, 45 percent. A 
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high level use continued to the end of the ragtime period, going as high as 58 percent in 
1916.” 44   
The effect of ragtime-influenced syncopation is most obviously presented 
throughout the chorus of My Gal is a High Born Lady by the eighth-to-dotted quarter-
note rhythm that occurs on the fourth beat of the second, fourth, tenth, twelfth, and 
thirteenth measure of the sixteen-bar chorus. Fagan also smoothly inserts syncopation 
into the melody by creating an agogic accent on the second beat of the opening measure. 
This accent subsequently becomes a motive that occurs in the first and third measures of 
the first and third stanzas. 
The codification of a smooth, relaxed, and syncopated style within this and other 
“coon songs” simultaneously expressed freedom from the constrictions of stoic, rhythmic 
regularity connected to “high brow” sounds of European-based “classical” music. The 
rhythm and the lyrics are the most recognizably racialized elements of the song. Yet to 
understand this song only in the context of its racialization overshadows the negotiation 
of self through other, as stereotyped scripts of syncopation and dialect attributed to 
African Americans become less overtly raced through the sincere performance of 
sentiment and personal expression in this coon song. Recounting his composition of this 
popular tune, Fagan notes: 
My greatest success of recent years was ‘My Gal Was a High-Born Lady,’ and I 
wrote that in a peculiar way. It was on my birthday, two years ago. My wife and I 
had just been out for a wheel ride, and when we came in, hungry, for it was a 
crisp, clear morning, January 12, I remembered that it was my birthday, and also 
that we were flat broke, for we had been idle for five weeks and had used up 
everything…When I had the thing finished and began to hum it over, the first 
thing I knew my wife was singing it with me. This was a good omen…Then I 
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walked down to Witmark’s publishing house, asked young Witmark to give me a 
chord and I sang it for him. ‘Give that to us,’ he said as soon as I finished.45 
 
Whether one reads this account as fact or fiction, Fagan never mentions a particular intent 
to manipulate or re-perform “authentic” ragtime, ragged styles, or African-American 
styles. What becomes apparent, however, is the composer’s nod to racial sincerity 
embedded behind the covert implications of the song. In a highly successful attempt to 
create a hit and garner financial success, Fagan used a familiar genre, minstrelsy, as a 
basis to create this slightly ragged, dialect-infused “love song.” The freedom to express 
such topics, through a more mild use of recognizably “authentic” and thereby “freeing” 
scripts of Blacksound, points towards how the racialization of sound persisted in the 
development of Tin Pan Alley. These popular and lucrative developments, however, were 
already embedded within the racialized scripts and discourses of Blacksound that 
developed out of blackface. The suggestion of a “good omen” in Fagan’s account 
mystically and ironically invokes the ghosts of the enslaved and their spiritual songs in 
the creation of a new, popular sound.  
 
Traveling and Marketing Blacksound: The Case of “Ta Ra Ra Boom De Ay” 
 
 “Red-Light” districts, such as Storyville in New Orleans, often served as central sites for 
musicians of differing classes, races, and genders to engage in popular music making.46 
Throughout various red-light districts of emerging U.S. cities during the 1890s, local 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Barney Fagan, manuscript (date and periodical unknown); Columbia Rare Book and Manuscript – 
Isidore Witmark Papers. 
46 For a discussion of the significance of sporting houses, brothels, saloons in red-light districts with the 
development of major American cities at the turn of the century, see Mary Laura Keire, For Business and 
Pleasure: Red-light Districts and the Regulation of Vice in the United States, 1890-1933 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010). 
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black musicians were regularly performing for and with lower-to-working-class ethnic 
whites that resided in these districts and/or actively engaged in the local culture, as well 
as working and emerging upper-to-middle-class whites of various ethnicities that 
frequented these districts for sport.   
In the downtown Tenderloin district of late nineteenth-century New York City, 
many local black musicians lived and worked alongside musicians of other races and 
ethnicities, particularly Germans, Eastern Europeans, and Russian Jews. The local styles 
that evolved from the ragged practices of local black musicians on various Tenderloin 
stages influenced the popular styles and sounds of copyists, publishers, and musicians. 
This more integrated setting between black and Jewish musicians served as the basis for 
the “popular” sound that developed in Tin Pan Alley along 28th Street. Moving from the 
red-light district of New York City to that of St. Louis in the 1880s, the case of the now 
ubiquitous popular tune, “Ta Ra Ra Boom De Ay,” allows us to examine how regional, 
vernacular sounds by black musicians become commodified, published, and disseminated 
into a wider popular performance practice.  
Orrick Johns, the son of George S. Johns (editor of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch), 
retells a story from his father, who recounted an incident in which Ignaz Paderewski, the 
well-known classical Polish pianist and composer who later became the second Prime 
Minister of Poland, had “just completed a recital and sought diversion” in St. Louis in 
1891: 
“Tell me,” asked [Paderewski], “is there anything novel, anything out of the 
ordinary, a trifle bizarre, to be seen in St. Louis tonight?” “Yes, there is Babe 
Connors,” said Johns. “Everybody sees Babe Connors, sooner or later.” 
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Babe Connors imported the pick of girls from Louisiana...and Mammy Lou [she 
seems to be more generally known as Mama Lou], a gnarled, black African of the 
purest type, sang, with her powerful voice, a great variety of indigenous songs. 
 
Paderewski wanted to go to Babe Connors’...After a very informal and polite 
introduction—a dozen beauties danced to the music of a blind pianist, and 
Mammy Lou sang her raucous songs. Among them was Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-De-
Ay...It was still unknown to the wide world, and it caught Paderewski’s fancy. He 
went to the piano and asked her to sing it again and again. He learned that, and a 
number of other songs from her...In a season or two the song, like many others 
that originated with Mammy Lou, got into vaudeville by way of some manager 
who visited Babe’s and became a sensation.47 
 
This anecdote highlights the tension between imported, “high-brow” European culture 
and an emerging “low-brow” popular American culture at the turn of the century.48 At the 
center of this tension is the widespread transmission and regulation of regional, 
vernacular sounds of black performers who, by structural design, were heard as and 
considered “low-brow.” Tinged with nostalgia and exoticism, the tale gives a sense of 
how Blacksound was heard, performed, interpreted, and packaged by non-black 
musicians at both the national and international level, as travel (domestic and 
international) and urbanism became the basis for significant economic and cultural 
developments within the U.S.49  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 Douglas Gilbert, Lost Chords: The Diverting Story of American Popular Song (New York: Doubleday, 
1942), 208-209. It is worth noting that Johns, as a prominent St. Louis figure, suggested Babe Connors’ 
“The Castle” to a revered, European classical musician as place where he could find his desired 
“novelty”—and Paderewski did not seem to mind.   
48 Lawrence W. Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1990).  
49 It is important to note that these red-light districts were home to many ethnicities and immigrant 
populations of low economic status. The specific populations depended upon the region, e.g., many 
German immigrants from the 1880s moved to the Midwestern states, while many Russian Jewish 
immigrants settled in New York City. The significance of indigenous native cultures in red-light districts 
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This regionally popular song travelled from a local, black-owned sporting house 
to becoming the subject of one of the largest copyright cases of 1930, in which the tune 
was declared to be so ubiquitous that it belonged to the public domain.50  Not only does 
Henry J. Sayers— who appears as author on the first printed copy of “Ta Ra Ra”—note 
that the melody originated in a performance he heard by Mama Lou at Babe Connors’s 
“Castle,” but two other significant popular rag/coon songs of the 1890s—“The Bully 
Song” of May Irwin and “Hot Time,” which became a popular theme of the Spanish-
American War—have also been mentioned by various sources as being heard first by 
musicians traveling to hear the “novel” sounds of regional raggers, Mama Lou in 
particular, at Babe Connors’s.51   
What allowed these vernacular, regionalized sounds to become a “sensation” 
during the 1890s were not just the sounds themselves, but the packaging and marketing 
of these sounds into sheet music for popular consumption and performance by a larger 
audience. Because black performers in red-light venues had limited access to the 
developing publishing rights and presses of the developing music industry, music 
industrialists saw an opportunity to capitalize on the novelty of Blacksound by 
transcribing it onto sheet music, thereby claiming authority to manipulate, own, and 
distribute Blacksound as the basis of the popular music industry in the 1890s.  Thus, 
Johns ends his story with an acute observation on the dissemination of Blacksound: “In a 
season or two the song, like many others that originated with Mammy Lou, got into 
vaudeville by way of some manager who visited Babe’s and became a sensation.”52 
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51 Ibid., 206-7; 212. 
52 Gilbert, Lost Chords, 209.  
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 Although Henry J. Sayers copied Mama Lou’s “Ta ra ra” in his blackface variety 
revue Tuxedo (1890), the song did not immediately achieve nationwide popularity. Its 
fame was to be left up to a performance by British music hall entertainer Lottie Collins. 
The musician-actress performed “Ta ra ra boom de ay” in London theaters, after her 
husband heard the song in Sayers’s revue in the early 1890s, and subsequently purchased 
the rights to publish it in London. Once this then lesser-known entertainer returned to 
London in 1892 and performed “Ta ra ra boom de ay,” the song, the dance, Collins’s 
“Can Can” high kicks, and Collins herself, became a sensation in London’s burgeoning 
popular music halls.53  Almost thirty years after Mama Lou performed this soon-to-be 
viral “Ta ra ra” at Babe Connor’s “The Castle,” Sayers went on to publish a 1919 version 
of the song in the U.S. that sold over a million copies.54 Fast-forward another two 
decades to the 1943 Hollywood film, “Happy Go Lucky,” and actress Mary Williams 
performs “Ta ra ra”—dazzling the (all white) cabaret audience (and cast) with her high 
kicks, sultry yet “polished” gestures, and her “swinging,” bel canto, improvised, and 
syncopated style of performance.  
Although the song’s popularity and style developed through various levels of 
“interaction” between white and black musicians, the origins of its syncopated, 
improvised, and corporeal vernacular scripts of African American performance practices 
were erased through their commodification by the growing industries of music and 
entertainment in the U.S./UK. Thus, by the time “Ta ra ra” reached Mary Martin and 
Hollywood audiences, its emergence within the history of Blacksound had receded into 
the basic sounds associated with (white) American popular entertainment. Publishing 
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houses of Tin Pan Alley became the copyists and composers for the emerging film 
industry—where sonic and performative developments in American popular 
entertainment reflected the sonic transition from blackface into Blacksound. Witmark and 
Sons transitioned from coon songs and blackface at the turn of the century, as the firm, 
now annexed the publishing house into the Warner Brothers Hollywood entertainment 
conglomerate, began to focus on creating American popular “standards” for Tin Pan 
Alley and film audiences. For music and film executives, these targeted “audiences” were 
generally working, middle, and upper class whites, who through cultural, political, and 
economic alignment, continued to hold a civically elevated status above other races 
during post-Emancipation segregation and migration throughout the late nineteenth and 




Blackface might have persisted both locally and in popular entertainment in the 
1940s and early 50s, but it became distinctly racialized and taboo as the Civil Rights 
movement became more widely acknowledged across the nation. Typically reflected as 
nostalgic presentations of “old show business” in films of the 1940s and 1950s, blackface 
minstrelsy became a “thing of the past”—soon not to be discussed after “race” assumed a 
new cultural capital in the late 1950s and early 60s. Yet while the blackface mask may 
have been removed from overt minstrel performances, the Blacksound tropes that 
developed within blackface minstrelsy—produced within uneven structures of 
black/white interactions, and co-opted into a generically American “popular” sound by its 
commodification in the industry—persisted in various styles of American popular 
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entertainment. Whether through popular white “rock and roll” acts such as The Beatles, 
Elvis Presley, or the Crew Cuts, or through the popular crossover African American acts 
of Motown—The Supremes, The Temptations, The Jackson Five, etc.—the cultivation of 
American popular sound through the history of Blacksound continued to shape the styles 
of music that dominated America’s popular soundscape.  
The diversity of popular music styles that developed out of blackface into 
Blacksound throughout the twentieth century—Tin Pan Alley pop, “hillbilly”/blue 
grass/country, jazz, race music/blues, gospel, rhythm and blues, rock, hip hop—continue 
to reflect the social, cultural, industrial, and geographic relationships that amplify how 
the sounds of these genres have been commodified, lived, and experienced within U.S. 
society. This study hopes to provoke more dynamic considerations of how cultural and 
racial identity is imagined, constructed, and performed within America through a 
continued deconstruction of American popular musics that centers on sounds and bodies. 
Such an approach will help illuminate significant factors that are attached to the past and 
present histories of its creators, performers, and audiences, further revealing how 
individual and collective identities are fashioned through the production of popular music 
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